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Independence was then
by J. W. Webb, Esq., after which the

Chairman introduced Ho.v. Woodbury Davis
of Portland. Mr. Davis, in commencing, al-

The Portland Daily Press is published
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 85,00 per year

luded to the

unexampled prosperity of the
country during the last fifty years. But one
lesson was to bo learned to-day; a lesson important at all times especially at this; viz—
that “All men are born free and equal.” This
truth, the Judge argued with eloquent force,
declaring that whoever excepts that phrase \
from the immortal Declaration would trample oft
our rights, had
they the opportunity and force.
He referred to old French Spanish and English
;
w ars in illustration and
thought that the truth
[
of the principle was overlooked. Our ances\
tors forget that those who would trample on
one man's rights would
trample on ours also.
They allowed slavery to come into the Union ;
and it began to grasp for more and more. The

every
in ad-

vance.
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Legal
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for in

moment the

slave power became secure in i

their constitutional

rights, they began to encroach. and the whole history of the country
from that time down has been a history of encroachments upon the North. During the last
tw enty years.there has not existed in the south
so much real freedom of
speech and of the press
as in the most alisolute despotism.
The slave
power flnding that the patience of the North

ad-

vance.

fP* All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Editors of the Press,” and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
Daily aud Maine State
Press Office, In Fox Block, No. 82$ Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day aud evening, from 7 o'clock iu the morning to 9 iu the
evening.
tr Job Ph inti no of every description executed
willi dispatch; and ali business pertaining to the office or paper promptly transacted on application as
*
above.
Portland

was

exhausted, instituted this vile rebellion.

And it is for the
to

I

people

decide the matter

of these United States

now

impending.
He be-

Foreign sympathies
against
a God, w ho rules, however and also
are

us.

lieved in

believed in earnest

He docs not

believe in

overthrown.

importunity.
success unless slavery is

If we could believe that Mr. IJncoln intended
the final overthrow of the system, our streets
would throng w ith eager volunteers and he |
longed to see the- day, when the curse should

COMMUNICATIONS.

la- removed.

[Reported for Portland I>aily Press. 1
Centennial Celebration at Windham.

uly was celebrated
superior maner. Never

The Fourth of J
ham in

a

staid oid fown witnessed such

an

against

has that

ovation. The

The President then read the

Wimlham Hill, and it is
gathering centred
lair to allow at least three thousand strangers

SPEECH OF HOX. JOHN

that the memories of their childhood would

timed and well ex-

pressed.
Beading from the Bible followed, by Kev.
Mr. Wiswall, a resident minister. Prayer by
Kev. H. Whitchcr, of Falmouth, followed
by an

|

j

|
WIXDIIAM, BV T. L.
j
ESQ.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF
SMITH,

The town of Whtdluun

township granted by
Massachusetts to sixty

was

originally

a

j

the General Court of !
inhabitants of Marble- !
1

The grantees gave the township the
name of New Marblehead, in honor of Marblehead. Mass., to which the grantees belonged.
It retained its name, as such, until incorporathead.

;

I
ed. The conditions of the grant were, that ;
the home lots should be sixty-three in number,

|

and all future divisions in
Three of the

rights

for the first settled

equal proportions. |
reserved; one i!
one
for a ministeminister,
were

to be

rial fund, and one for the support of schools.
These rights severally embraced one sixtythird part of ail the township. The right reserved for the first settled minister, vested in
Kev. John

land reserved for

purposes, the
isterial fund.

planting

a

From the sale of i

in 174;!.

Wight,

ministerial fund and school

town now

Thus

has

early

a

school and min-

;

Massachusetts i
here the seeds of education.
was

its present

incorporated by
name, June 12,1702. The first town meeting
after the incorporation was held July 5, 17(12. |
Many may not understand why this was done
July 5th, instead of 4th. Notwithstanding the
incorporation was fourteen years before the
Declaration of Independence, our ancestors
were far-seeing men, and saw what was to be
;
the finale of the struggle for independence,
and accordingly had their incorporation as
near the 4th of July as possible.
(The 4th
was Sunday.)
Windliam was the sixteenth town incorpoWindham was

rated in this State.

Windliam lias raised

one

(Andrew), and Scarborough one,
(King).
doings of the town in revolutionary times, we read on the records, at a j
town meeting held March 15, 1775:
“Voted, that twenty-seven pounds lie raised j
\
as soon as possible to provide a town stock of
governor

Of tile

ammunition.’’
“Voted, to choose

a man

to fix up the great

gun and swivels.”
“Voted, that Capt. Caleb

Graflain be the

swivels, as
i
possible.”
Nothing can be ascertained respecting this
“great gun;” it went into continental service,
but was not brought back. Poitxibly, saht the 1
speaker, it is betore Richmond to-day.
!
During the revolutionary war there was but
one military company in town.
The number
soon

as

of men enrolled at any one time did not exceed
fifty-live, of w horn thirty were known to lie
out in service at one time.
During the war

seventy-one performed service, and in one of
the darkest periods of the revolution the town
voted to raise $2280 in silver money to sup|>ort
the war.

|

|
j

SUMMARY OK STATISTICS.

Grant of the tow uship—December, 1734.
No. of acres of land in the towushii>—20,150.

Excellency

to :
I

A. AMlRF.W.

I could not. were I ever so much to try, by
any form of tailored or artistic speech, express
the emotions of gratitude with which 1 embrace this opportunity to make one of the family of this town, at this celebration. Sui
,.g
here, in the midst of this vast concourse, in
the midst of old friends and new faces, although live and twenty years have gone into
tile past, I am mi longer a man, much less a
magistrate; hut I am a child once more.—
What reminiscences—what recollections of early boyhood, of my father ami mother, and
friends cluster here ? How those arching elm*
remind me of the many groves of this, my native town, w here in childhood I hsed to wander with in*’ |daymates; some of whom have
long sinec tasted dentil, and some of whom I
How there comes up tha
now see around me.
little square school house; the old muetiug
house on the hill where my parents worshipped
—the venerable form of old Father Kellogg, not
an eloquent or renowned man, but wluit is
more than all that, a good man; the old gentleman w ho led the choir and pitched tile tunes.
And here beside me is Dr. Waterman, ourfainily physician, the oldest friend I now have on
earth. I remember, also, the pleasant face of
Mr. Brown, long la-fore the canal and bridge
at Little River were made.
Here, too, is the
yellow house on the farm south of ours (and
it still stands), wltenee I used to hear the voice
of Paul Little, whose exhortations at the little
meeting house will la- among the last of my
recollections of public s|a-aking. Let me remind you of another man. not of onr town,
who first revealed to my childish intellect the
idea of eloquence—Eld. James Is-w is; his dear
utterance and warm In-art cannot la* forgotten.
And Elder Wight—venerable and majestic; a
sweet touch of poetic fancy ran through his
sermons, and bus oratory w as the first 'which
touched mv heart. Nor can I forget the cairn
and quiet meetings of the quakers—Jwavs
visited twice a year at their quarterly meetings
by Franklin Huzzy—and among whom was
Noah Iieed, whose heart and hat were big
enough to cover the whole town. But howcan 1 recite the names of all these, whose names
now revisit my mind, which revive old reeolIcetions. which linger around my heart and
struggle in my speech! But 1 must mention
two more men, who never should be omitted—
these two old soldiers of the Revolution, Josiali Chute and John Swett. venerable when
first I knew them, yet intelligent and active.
How many more were here, I cannot now recollect. Many times and oft, on a pleasant
morning like this, have I rode with my mother
and listened to the stories of events, in which
they played a part. You know how warmly
glows every emotion of the heart, when we return to the old family hearth-stone.
So long
as memory bears the recollections of childhood,
so long as the earth of Windham is consecrated
by the sacred dust of one, whom no fortunes
of life can cause me to forget—so long will her
interests and people be near and dear to my
earnest and affectionate memories.
1 thank
you for the kindness implied in your invitation
—for the hearty manner in which you recognize me, and 1 hope during the few hours
which duty allows me to spend in town, to
shake the hands of old friends, aud get acquainted with tlu-ir children.
Passing from this tribute, which I felt I
must pay and which you would expect, you
will pardon me if I return to the line of
thought, followed by the eloquent speaker who
has preceded me. We have duties. We exist
not now, only in the past; we dream of a future carved out by the sword of brave men.
But to ourselves it is given as a solemn task
and duty, to revive in our hearts the doetrines
of the (Mist;—to review the dealings of God
with this
become the architects of
of this nations destiny;—no longer to rest on
our history or what we have been.
To our
mothers, our fathers, us ourselves, in our farms,
on tfAniountaitt top* and in silent valleys, in
the church, in the school house anil hv the
wayside—to us alone, is given the work of heroes to be done.
Five hundred thousand of
our sons have lieen poured out anew in defense
of the permanence of the government—In behalf of the rights of humanity. Five hundred
thousand homes have sent their precious ones
to war. and now, to-day, beneath this warm
sun.
|ierhaps not less than live thousand human
forms lie lifeless or bleeding by the banks of
the James; stricken down by rcbellioua war.
May God in His itilliiite grace and mercy sustain and support, hold up and shield them.
May He quicken the faith our New England
homes and give us “oil of joy for mourning.”
I know how hard it is to hear, for 1 know
how hard it is to tpeak, of duty, when every
emotion lingers around those we have sent

j

away.

From Massachusetts alone, 40,000 are

Proprietors' meeting—J uly 4,1735.
! engaged, and wherever that starry flag floats,
First assessment, by Capt- Thomas Chute—
wherever the armed hand scales mountain tops
or flies through t oekv fastnesses, wherever they
July 30,1737.
i pursue their foe, wherever our gunboats thread
First settled minister, Rev. John Wright,
I tortuous streams—there are tile sons of Maine
1743.
and Massachusetts; from Atlantic to Pacific,—
from the Potomac to the sweltering gulf.
Town incorporated—.June 12, 1702.
(Great applause.) And 50,(XX), perhaps, from
First town meeting—July 5,1702.
the beginning of this rebellion have alreadyFirst post office established—1708.
given their lives on Uie hatilc ground or under
1

Ministerial fund. $4200.
School fund. $2433.
State valuation of taxable
property In 1800,

exposures of ramp life.

in 1800—2035.
No. of scholars in 1S02-M»50.

They have made their record. Behind them,
they have lelt tts.totake up the work tobc performed—the duty to Itc done, and among all the
promises revealed to us, by the witness within

$780,758.
Population
An

appropriation

of one hundred

pounds

;

i
;

j

!

i

to the furious winds,
Or on the waters east.
Ail of their glorious dust
Is gathered up at last."

“Flung

DRUGS & MEDICINES,
Pi.

j

HOTELS.

HAyT

Pi.

5F* Order* solicited.

from Portland daily
joatmen in attendanc.
je25*Sw

thorough

PREBLE HOUSE,

€• D. BROWN,
Manning

Commission

&

Sitaalcd

merchant,

FLOUR. PRODUCE, PROVISIONS AND GRAIN,
UNION ST., Parilaa*.
dtf

A

MOODY,

GENERAL

Commission

merchants,

AND WHOLESALE

DEALERS

JUNCTION OF FREE & MIDDLE STS.,
DKAI.KR IN-

Portland, June 23.1332.

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES.

No. 9 Quit Block Commercial Street,

June 23.

MOODY.

codtf

OLIVER 8.

BEALE,

SIGN AND FANCY
rORTLAND.

MB.

Sign* of every description executed

1STew

T. R. BURNHAM,

00 MIDDLE SRREET,

to

POOR,

Boston, January. 1882.

taken store, X«* 75 Middle Street*
HAVE
(Fox Block.) and respectfully inrite imblic atand well selected stock of

tention to their

only

Boom where either of. the Buminterested in the City, J. U. I*. Burnhaving sold hi* Uoom and gone to New York,
are

Broadway.

I
I
;

I

i
!

;

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by famishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a carefal attention
! in the
department, to merit the confidence
! of the public.
CIAI. F. CBOCXAN.
THOS. H. POOR.
Je24tf

r

While tiier

are

"inarching

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

BUSINESS CARPS.
109

Middle,

corner

Fashionable

Bath, Jane 33,

Premium Blank Books

TURTLE

Of the Most Desirable Pattern.

experience,
our

can

State.

be found in

Our stock

BREED A T1KEV,
—

IMPORTERS OF

Is

FINDINGS,

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,
ALSO. KID AND UOAT STOCK.
POUTLAND.uk.

of

1

j

care

L.

H.

eign and American House*, and embraces every art!cle needed for public office*. Counting Houses and

private

uses, and at lowest

ROOM

priers.

PAPERS

Of ever}*
the various

JOin B. BROWN A SONS,

Sugar Refinery,
YORK STRF.F.T. FORTI.AND, ME.
jc23*ltf

gether with a full stock of Satins, medium* and common papers—the largest, stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
every kind iu use at wholesale prices.

APOTHECARY,
»

53

OF MERRILL'S WHARF,

jc-2311
YV 71. II. II.
141

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
PicUre Pimm,

HATCH,

Middle Street.

S. H. COLES WORTHY,
Ha* removed his stock of

Portland. Mr.

•

0* Manufacturing Jeweler,
AND SILVERSMITH.

J.

H.

T II O TI P S O
la prepared to receive order* for

Marble,
Maible

Free Stone,

Chimney Pieces.

Book-Binding

Car Her of Pearl

Jc23lf

a

ad

Work

Hone

and
neatly

Picture-Framing,
a*

usual.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

MEDICINES,

For sale at the above store

M.

NT,

Soap Stone,

Mtinumeiital
Grindstones.

92 EXCHANGE STREET,

Next door above the British and American Express
Office, where he will accommodate all who may be iu
want of goods iu bis line, at very low price*.

Also, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
tf
Portland. June 23,1802.

Work.

F«nr Good*. it., it.,

Paptr Binares

TO No.

Portland, Mr.

Ivl arble

PORTLAND, ME.

or the Season
all hours.

Meals

CURES.Dyspepsia,

HI THROUGH TICKETS
To CaicAon. CmcinaATt, ULxrELAno. Darnorr,
Toledo. St. Padl, La Crosse, St. Locis,
New Orleaxs. or may part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR WORTH WEST,

Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to &
o’clock.
je23«*dtf

CORRECTS.Indigestion

and Flatulency.
PREVENTS.Liver Comp aims & Bilious F*vers,
RELIEVES.Constipation aud Headache.
STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.

Ira

July 1,1863.

Served to Order. _X3

Kkoitlak Boa burrs at Reduced Rates.

to

TEE BEST. MOST EXTENSIVE

BY THE

AND VARIED

Assortment of
Ever

for the prevention and cure or

Just

remedy has obtained a great reputation for
Extraordinary Cures in all Stages of
Consumption. It to recommended by manv thousand I‘h> Mciaus in the UlHed States and Europe—
having been used with results unparallelled in the an-

a

prorlded with

D. LITTLE, Aoxnr,
OJIr* 31 Erekanife .Were#.
money br eccuring tickete at I hie

can *a»e

June 23.

the lowest cash prices, to be sold at

at

a

large lot

MIXTURES,

DOESKINS,

SATINETS,

*c„ Re,

rants, and in this line
at price* that can’t be beat.
or

we

Portland and Kfw York Stfuncn.

will sell

Cor.stautly

ou

baud, and made to order.

Every Variety of House-Keeping Goods,
Is

WINCHESTER, 36 John Street, N. Y.

unsurpassed,

and one can always fiud any article
line, at about wholesale prices.

1-1

a

large assortment

PARASOLS,

of

Sl'N-lMIBRELLAS,

SKIRTS. HANDKERCHIEFS, BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES. LINEN BOSOMS,
GLOVES, HOSIERY.

SPECIFIC REMEDY FOB
bpermatorrhcra, or Seminal Weakness, and Genera)
Irritability in either hex.
This maladv, the terrible contetfuencct of which are
too well known to require more than a bare allusion
to them, is one of the most insidious, and therefore
dangerous, of all the long catalogue of hiiiiiau ills.
It sap* the very springs of Life, ranidly undermines
the coaatitBtio», and sinks the unhappy victim into
imbecility aud a premature grave ! From one to three
boxes of the Specific Fill are sufficient to effect a permanent cure iu the most aggravated meet, whether
constitutional, or arising from Abuse or Excesses.

And

iug

an

to

Weekly

frr cash, at

I.

AMERICAN. NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON. NO-

MUZZEY HOW.

VA Si oil AN-will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry
leave Portland per Grand Truuk Trains
with United States mails, ever? Friday, at 11ft P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec ©very Saturday

jc28eodd& wtf

Passengers

A. W. B A N FI ELD

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.

Mail Line.

ONE of the following flrst-c lam, powerful Steamem: HIBERNIAN, NORTH

Iv^itoh.ell’s,

127 MIDDLE STREET,-

Boiuaraa

follow*:

MONTREAL

variety of of Small Articles pertain*
business, all of which will be sold cheap

1ST.

Strum, hip
siuxrr

OCEAA STEAMSHIP CO’S

endless

our

*wt

This vmwI is Htted op with Hue accommodations fbr
passenger*, making this the most speedy, saie and
comfortable route for traveller* between New York
and Maine. Passage £6.00. including Fare and Stats
Rooms.
Good* forwarded br this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec. Bangor. Bath, Augusta, Kaatport and St.
John.
Shipper* are requested to send their freight ta the
stt amrr before 3 1*. M., on the day that she Icavaa
Portland.
For freight or passage applv to
KMKKY k FOX. Brown's Wharf, Tort'and
H B f ROM WELL k CO., No. 88 West Street,
New York.
June 23.1*3.
dtf

-»>o-

respectable

~

Leave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave tier 9 North River, Now
Yorhyevery SATURDAY, at 3o'clock, P. M.

BLEACHED OR BROWN COTTONS,
OlTLTS. LINEN*.
DAMASKS. FLANNELS.

bottles, 91—-Six

"<'llUSAP”1^”-

PoKSEKna*

OUR STOCK OF PRINTSj

TRIAL IS A CERTAIN CURE !

Tho •plrndid and

^

m,

Ladies’ Sacks and Mantillas,

Bottles for $5. In sixteen ounce Bottles, 92—'Three
for 9o.
Circulars gratis.
Sold by all
Druggists, and at the Sole General Depot in the United States, by

dnwtf

steamboats"

of

CASSI MERES,

Either for Coat

other!

ounce

purchased

We have also

“WINCHESTERS GENUINE PREPARATION.”
Is th*» onlv reliable form of Hypophosphite*. made
after the Original Formula of Dr. Churchill. JJT*1n-

seven

Falls.

trifling anvance.

CLOTHS,

nals of medicine.
The Hii/tophftphites have a two-fold and specific
action; on the one hand increasing the nrincipio
which Constitutes Nervous Energy, and on the
other, being the Most Powerful Blood Generating Agents Known.
In cases of Nervous Debility
or paatratfoa of the Vital
powers, from any cause,
the Remedy has no superior.

A FAIR

Niagara

LE Tickete eold in Portland at lowest Boston rates

tT" Too

This

tarPRICES—In

found at

127 MIDDLE ST.

Oman.

most

so

axd

This road ie sroad ocaor and le
New nud Splendid Sleeping Care.

We have in store the most extensive stock of

Female Complaints, and all Disorders of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.

Use

RAILWAY.

Via BcrpALO, Dcykire,

W.

Chronic Bronchitis, Nervous
l‘rostration, Geueral Debility, Dvsi«>mia, Scrofh!a. Ma* a«tmts. Loss of Appetite, Neuralgia,

for and

always be

can

N. I. MITCHELL S,

Consumption, Asthniii,

<juikk

brought into the city,

ERIE

Dry Goods,

We believe it to be. in the treatment of Spermatorrhea as near a Spec trie as an' medicine can be.”
1C Keith, M. D.—American Journal of Medical
Science.

(Successor to 1*. J. Forristal! and Mills k Forrietall,

I have found them all that could be detired. Their
effect hat been truly wonderful. I used them iu a
case of Spermatorrhoea of
standing which has
been under treatment for year*. I think three boxes
will complete the cure.”—E. F. Dickee, M. D.

ENGLISH. FRENCH AND GERMAN,

morning.

Passaic to Liverpool. Londonderry rr Glasgow:
Clam. £30. kind Clam. £87 to £82—ac«ordte*
accommodation,—which iuoludes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and rctnrn tickets issued at reduced rate*.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
back, f MO.
Apply to Edmonstonc, Allan k Co., Montreal, or ta
J. L. FARMER*
No 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
Jon© 23, 1*3.
dtf
Third

IMPORTER AMD DEALER 1*

—

to

GOODS,

FANCY

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

FfTbl* is not a Homeopathic remedy, nor is there
combinany mercury or other deleterious
ed with it.
Mail preFrick—J?1 per box. Six boxes for f/»,
paid. For sale bv all respectable Druggists, aud at
the Sole General Depot iu the United States, by

ingredient

YAN K EE

NOTIONS,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELEY,

by

r

STATIONERY. TOYS. Ac.,

by

SE AVE T.

rhvfcieians ami Families supplied with Mediciuos and
book*. Cases renewed and vial* refilled.
June 24. 1862,
eodtlm

and

Wiiw>

Federal Si*..
PORTLAND, ML.

Hie Post Office.

28 and 30 Federal and 106

Congress Streets,

jtSotf

Notire of Foreclosure.
V^OTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber, Sami* uel S. Webster’, of Fortland, In the County of
< umbei laud and State of Maine, claims by
mortgage
a certain tract of land situated iu Falmouth, in said
( ouuty, bounded, beginning at the most southwesterly corner of laud now or formerly of Royal lA'ighton, thence easterly and northerly by the same to land
of John W. Freeman, thence asterly by the same to
land of Jeremiah Hall, thence southerly aud westerly bv the same to land owui d by Jeremiah Hobbs,

tnence northerly aud westerly by the same and land
of Fhilip Gammon to the county road, thence northerly by said road to the first bounds; containing seventeen acre* more or leas, subject to the right of Jeremiah Hobbs or liis assigns to pass and repass through
said premises, .said real estate haviug been conveyed
iu mortgage* to .Samuel s. Webster aud Micah Sainpsou by Dependence II. Furbish, by his de**d of August 22, lsV>, recordist in the Registry of Herds for
Cumberland County, iu book 263. page 337; which
mortgage was duly assigned bv said Micah Saiupsou
to Samuel S. Webster, June
1*3. as will appear
by the assignment thereof recorded in said Registry,
to all of which records reference is to In- had tor a
more particular description. The condition of said
deed of mortgage is broken, aud the subscriber, assignee of said Mortgage, bv reasou thereof do claim
a foreclosure, f/aid uioijgage. aud do hereby
notify
til pailir* inVre-ted of lay claim to flMNNN MM
mortgage, on accouut of the breach of the conditions
thereof
Dated at 1'ortland this first ilav of July, A. D. 1862.

ju!2—w3w*

SAM L &. WEDSTEK.

F. J. Forriatall

can

Proprietor of the

Boston.

ADDISON W. BAM PI ELD.

Lxchanos Street.

Portland June 23. 1862.

Corn, Flour and Grain,
Street,

Slid Boaron.
Steamer "Foreet Ctty,” Cap*. E. Firm will tears
for Eastpost and St. Joan everr THU He DAY at
6 o ’clock P. M
Throogh tieket, are eold br tbla line connecting at
EeaTPOKT with alage coachea for Maoies, and
with Steamer Uneen for Robblnaton, Cala la, St.
STMTHEna. and ST. Annuiwa. and at Ihe latter plans
O'er Railway for ('ATrtur«t: from thence
per
erase eonehea for WoonaToca and HociTon, which
ie Ihe elieapret and moat expeditkiaa way of reaching
the Arooetook Conniy.
We aleo ticket through per S tea mere and Redware
for Winoaoa, Halifax. Diobt, Fkldebictoh.
Srnegx, Moncron, srediac, Paincx Enwean
I*lahd. PtcTor. Nobtb Sanaa on Naw Bacas.
WICK, Mikihicbi, aud Bat na Cbalbcs.
C. C. EATOK.
•
Jane 23.
dew If

dtf

SOUP. TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.

Frog,

Port!nod, Me.

WINCHESTER, 86 John St., N. Y,
Sold at wholesale by W. F. 1’HILLIFS,
Fortland, Ms.
june23d£t w4w

11ALL L. DAVIS,

DEALERS IN-

HEAD

Stable connected

J.

ALBERT WEBB A ( «.,

C.miwrrial

___

APl’LF. LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

PINE

loiig

variety, quality and price, embracing all
style* of gold papers manufactured, to-

On and after April 28, the Steam*
NEW BRUNSWICK
and
FOREST CITY
will. untt> terther notice, leave P. S. k P. R. R.
wnart, loot ol state Street, aa follow,:
Steamer "New Biunewiek,” (apt. E. B Winchesttr. will leave for EeaTnoRT and ST. Joan everr
MONDAY, at (o'clock, P. M.
Uetnri mg will leave 8r. Joan everr TUCRSDAT
MoRNINO. at 8o'clock, for Kaarroar, Yonun
en.

Served to order.

TITCOMB,

373 CongrcM Street,

from the best For-

J. O. Tt'KEV.

je80—3md& w

j

bargains iu quality and price*,
any other establishment iu the

selected with the greatest

50 Union, four doors from Middle Street,
C. II. BREED.

long

STATIONERY

—

Lasting!, Serges, Elastic Gussettings,
AND

order,

our

enabled to offer to the trade and

customers brtter

than

tuislm

we are

From

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

-PREPARED BY-

Steamship Company.

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

BROOK TROUT ao, all klatecfGAME

We have

ham) and made to

on

of every variety of style and finish.

International

and is

1333.

Served up at

A

j

Passengers for this route will take the ears at the
Portland. Saco k Portsmouth, or hennrbcc ft PortMod Depots. In Portland.
8. W. EATON, Sapl.
Farmington May 5, 188*.
Ju .eSdtf

PLUMMER.

Every Delicacy

Vineyard. New

New

and¥E! fcjV*

DIRIGO EATING H0U8E,
JOHN

or

Portland and Kingficid, on
Wednesdays and Satardays. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Farmington dally, for Strong, Arm

HOTEL,

7 MILK STREET,

No.

Saturdays;

returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves Farmington

wifh )iou-e

WAREHOUSE !

AX1> DEALER* IX

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

I

prepared to wait upon hi* cushopes by strict attention to their wants

•.•Term, Cl per day.

between Portland and Lewis-

Stage leave* Strickland's Ferro Tuesdavs. Thandavs and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Para
anil Dixfield; returning opposite davs.
•stare leaves North Jay for East Dixfield. Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and

3s6f Wamuwtob St., Bat,.

I'*r *1

11 45 A. M.
trains daily

wrao* coxxae-nox*.

respectfully ananew,

al

Freight

ton.

ever

By C. M

V

J.

E,ukliikt4 la 182ft.

would very

BATH

PAPER HANGING

Clothiers,

Portland, June 23. 1802.

better than

in this

of Temple Street,

On and after Moxdat, Mar 6. 1881
will leave Portland for Lewiston
isiiiin.gton via Brunswick, al 1 P. M.
leave Farmington for I-ewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A M
Leave Lewiston for Bath aud Portland via Bruns-

wnW1 tains

am:

to mcnt a continuance of the patronage which lie has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO,
dft wtf
i’assadumkcag, June 23. 1W2.

—AND—

TUCKER * WEBSTER,

STUMER ARRAVQEXEVT.

dTmis

^VKcpinmiWrv suspension
has furi.(slu'd this well-known house
now

53

on?”

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.

k^TUV subscriber

tomers, and

PAINTER,

53

_

and tho
IjjALlWnounce to hi* numerous fHeud*.
the tero|»orarr
ji;i93|lpi>blic generally, that during
1
of his business he

dispensary

and Church Collectors Hooks.

|

j

E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PAS3ADUMKEAO, MAINE.

Q-rocers,

And in taking my seat, I cannot forliear to
s|wak of our many brave boys who luivc
We make to order every kind of IBank Rook used
shed their blood in our present war. Their j by Bank*. In*urance ami Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboat*, Factories and Couutiug Houses.
blood is not vainly poured out, or forgotten.
When a brave soul has burst the cerements of
STATIONERY.
clay, let loose by rebel bayonet or bullet, it rises to take the place of the
human form, and
still engages. There is no loss of life, lather! !
letter, note, Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
Bear mother, of that fair haired boy who fell ; white and buff. Gold Pens, Steel Veits, kc.. kc KvWb Buy for Cash and
erv article at lowest rates.
against the Ibc, he is not dead! They live still 1j Sell Cheap.
for us, and their example and presence nerve
the arm, and tire the heart, ami give you a noBA 1 LEV fc MOVES,
bier view of the struggle. They will appear
wherever the "red, white, and blue" float*
56 aud 58 Exchange Street.
above serried columns; beatified spirits, with
dtf
Portland, Jnnc 23.1862.
their face to the front, where the rank forms,
and the enemy advances.
EXCHANGE ST.
“All. foul tyrants, do you see them
they conic.
All, black traitors, do you see thorn a? tin-) come,
do"
see
thorn
a*
Ah, rcbc'K, traitors,
you
thcycowc,

for.'J**ca,w't*

CENTRAL HOUSE,

large

or

; philanthropic.

^•“•riucotta, Waldoboro* Hockland
and rhomAnton.
learn Augusta daily (Sundays
exreptedl. for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Ilckets «old In Boston for nil the stations on
the
Ke.inebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
!
trains
run
Freight
daily between Augusts tnd Portl*»dB. H. CUSHMAN.
I
**»“»*cr and Superin'codrnt.
A
|
Augusta. April, 188*.
jumZMtf

wick

S the largest and best arranged Hotel in
flie New England States; is centrally located, and easy of access from all the routes of
[travel. It contains the modern improveL_Inents, and every convenience for the cornlot t and accommodation of the
travelling public.
The sleeping room* are large and well ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well a: ranged, and completely
tarnished for families and large travelling parties,
and the house will continue to be kept as a first class
Hotel in every respect.

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

PORTLAND.

896

A

ADAMS, Proprietor.

Augiuta.

Boston, Mass.,

and

Drug Store !

CROSnAA

Photographic _A_rtist,
is the

Drug

NOYES,

;

ftTAOB COSSUTI05I,
Stage* leave Bath daily <Hun«tav* exeeptod) *t 8 00
I If., on arrival of train from
TorilaiKiaud Bouton

AMERICAN HOUSE,

to order.
daw2w

----

ham

a

trj‘n,l»«T« *«*«*« «t»J0AM.aad
\ *5" f?r

TERMS 3f ODER ATE, FOR BOARD BY WEEK
OR DAY.

Terms* Madera te by I be Week ar Day.
Bath, June 23, 180.
dtf

IT* State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
je23—lrndaw

June 23.

ham*
THIS

in

„!!?

a?-

lar^e

Paint Establishment.

10 EXCHANGE STREET,

N*.

usually kept

Newport and Hangor: arriving same eight.
Monday Morning and Saturday Preamp Trains.

connecting with tbn
a
M
Jr
8.iu A.
train for Lowri? and Bouton.
Leave 1 ortland on Saturday* at 8.16 P.
M., on arrival of train from Bouton, for Bath aud

Dye-Stuffs,

And all other articles

held.

THIS is the largest Hotel in the State, possessing all the modern improvements, and
first class in every appointment.

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

PAINTER,

sf

one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve mile*
__from the sea, and affords one of the m»*»t
itiug retreats from the dust and turmoil of our :
cities.
The Saoapahock is one of the finest, most spaclous, and best appointed Hotels in the .State, locaied 1
within three minutes walk of the Depot, .steamboat I
Landing, Post Office, Custom House, Ac., being di- i
rcctly in the business centre of the City.

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
.A_nd

ceraer

Street*.

THE City of Qath is

-ALSO-

FRANKLIN C

Cea|ress,

BATH. MAINE.

GOODS,

AND FANCY

Augusia lor Bath, lorthuHl and Boston, at 11.16 A.
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Foils, Wilton tad
Fa inington.
Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P.
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains lor stations no that road; and at Aueusta with
the .Somerset ft Kennebec Railroad for Waters tile.
Kendall's Mills and skowhegan. and at Kendall's
Mrts with the Penobscot k Kennebec Rond for
PittaM

Experienced

SAGADAHOCAC. HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor,

APOTHECARIES* GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS. BRACES,
•
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Ac.,

PORTLAND. Me.
ANDREW' T. DOLE.

sa

CHAS. II.
je23—3m

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFUMERY,

IX

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

April 1ilk. 188*.
Passenger trains will laara daily. (3aaiS^SBWduvs excepted) as follows:
Canmenetd

PORTLAND, ME.

Preble

Brown,

AXD WHOLE.ALE DEALER IX

DOLE

Proprietor.

er runs

•'hd y. B.—All work being
promptly and personsatisally attended to, is warranted to give
faction.
je23tf

Successor to

BRACKETT,

Ifrom

|

I

»r*»tn iRiinmin.

OPEN for Genteel Hoarder*—three miles
Portland—within thirty rod* of the
Ocean—with good opportunities for fishing,
sea-hathing and water excursions. A Steam-

Watch-Maker,

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

;

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK S ISLAND,

L. I. CROSS,
141 Middle Street*
Portland, Me*

SIGN

!

KEMEBEC ABB I'ORTLABD B. R.

HENRY M.

je30—3m

_RAILROADS.

Summer Retreat,

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

■^Wholesale

:

3ST,

NO. 12.

ORNAMENTAL

do it for oursWtc*, or that
civil leader may pain apremember the number.
plause,—that a nation or party may reap the
reward of what men term glory. Some things
JOHN LYNCH A CO.,
are worse than death or its infliction, and that
is why we have the right to light. I would
have the people make up their minds to make i
ANI>the relH’ls black or white and all their posteriare
to
COMMISSION
in
the
future
become
to
see
that
MERCHANTS,
they
ty.
happier and wiser as the result of this coutro- ! GRANITE STOKES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
versy. Being justified iu lighting for our flag,
(Opposite head of Widgcry's Wharf,)
we will come out glorious and united, and
those engaged against us shall hear witness
Portland, Mr.
that it was to our moral principles they owe
THOM. LYNCH.
PELEG BARKER,
JOHN LYNCH,
jc23dtf
their happiness and future.
should
with
each
that
Why
you,
regiment
SIGN OF THE BIG FLAG.
goes out from among you, send a chaplain?
unless
bless
you mean to carWhy
every flag,
90 MIDDLE STREET,
ry with you the principles of truth and justice,
T. R. BURNHAM
the contrary of w hich arc not in consistency
June 23.
with yonr professions?
dim
But cow we must part, and the years again
WILLIAM
CAPEX,
shall roll hy. Twenty-tire more may go, and
another anniversary come. One quarter of a
of
sand
the
on
Century of time is hut as a drop
shore.
Five-and-twenty years! Who of us
will remain on earth?
iu flve-and-twenty
HnlfWny Dawn Willow Street,
years the work'of most of us shall have been |
PORTLAND, MK.
neglected or performed, our record made up,
June 23.
d3m
anti we shall In- honored, or unwept and uusung, and without our help of heart, head, or
hand. Providence w ill still work on. We may
be silent if we will, hut so surely as tile past
lias been, so bright wall be the future. 1 care
not how wild or visionary the prediction may
BLANK ACCOUNT BOOKS !
seem, but X believe in my very soul that we
shall yet, one day, be re-united from the AtManufactured and for Sale by
lantic to the l’acillc, under one beneficent,
just, and serene governmental power of a peoBAILEY &
ple, prosperous in industry, humble before Clod,
and true to themselves.
AND
88
68 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.
I am a Patriot, 1 hope; I believe every man
here is a patriot.
What makes a community
but an aggregate of men inspired by the niagJournal*, Ledgers, Invoice, Sale*, Memorandum,
netism of a brotherly love? And from the
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
sentiment of patriotism we rise higher to the

riylit

war, but no
come chieftain

|

AND

JULY 7, 18G2.

PAINTER,

!

people,—to

to tlx up the great gun and

man

:

correspondence

tee, and at once introduced His
the multitude.

Gould, Esqs., Secretaries.
Dr. Parsons opened with a few remarks.—
This day, be remarked, was remarkable; a
day, perhaps, calculated to awaken deep emotions and strong feelings. He bid a hearty
welcome to the sons and daughters of Wiudham, who bad coihe from abroad, and hoped

well

this land

between Gov. Andrew and the town commit-

in attendance. All Windham was out en
masse, convened to commemorate their one
hundredth birthday as a town, and to hear one
of their returned sous speak of the past, present and prospective of the town and nation.
At 10 o'clock, A. M., Dr. C. G. Parsons was
chosen Preainent, and Peter Hall and Win.

were

lie

w

at

His remarks

Slavery overthrown,

can

ill lie in fact, tin* “land of the free” and home
of the brave. They never fail, who put their
trust in Omnipotence.

in Wind-

rekiudle their former love for their old, native
town, and bind them closer to it hereafter.—

us!"

“If God be for us, who

MORNING,

EE AXSO
SION

mains to you, ye yeomanry of Maine, ye solid
men, (I mean not solid blocks, house's or gold.)
to see whether thfs people shall be free and
prosperous. Trust not, sirs, trust not to the
leaders of politics or press;—trust to God and
yourselves,—your brave and honest hearts.
Look not to the vanes upon the meeting houses
to observe the signs of the times, but to your
hearts.
Now, sirs, I didn't come here to talk politics,
but I suppose, as Elder Hollins used to say after sermon, “Now,.brethren, there is liberty”;
so 1 must free my mind, and I
declare to you
by all the responsibility that belongs to me as
a citizen, as a man intending to do right, that
in my sincere judgment the people of New
England and the free North-West have got to
take this work up, according to the dictates of
their own hearts. We have got to be etnanclpated on melees from the prejudices and traditions of the past, not from the principle* ! We
must be true to them; baptized with blood,recorded in all the testimony of the fathers and
sanctified with prayer. I don’t know as I ever
dared to despise any man, because he was poor,
humble or black. I know not how we as a
body of men can decree so to despise him. and
I don't know how Maine or any State or nation
may so decree.
When traitors have attempted to drive the
ploughshare of ruin through this land, I declare that we are driven from necessity to so
conduct our relations to them in this war, as
that we shall stand justified between ourselves
and all who an' related to us,—stand justified
between ourselves and God. bhort of that, I
know of no salvation. The unweis, yet I think
well-intended, idea to fight for freedom and
yet to protect the property of rebels in and
over their crouching slaves, is
depleting our !
treasury, draining the best blood of our veins,
and causing untold misery.
But I shall not follow up that line of thonght.
I am here simply as a Windham boy to extend
congratulations with you. No one is here to
pull me down, to say I am too rash, or to suggest that I may lose a vote, by sayiug so and
so, but I am at liberty to speak right out and
free my mind. But while gathered here on
this sabbath day of liberty, 1 cannot be less
broad in my declarations than the Providence
that leads us. Let all who wish rush agaiust
the bosses of the buckler of Jehovah, but /
I
dare not l In encouraging, persuading or bidding the sons of Massachusetts to w ar, I never
had a right to give myself to the shivery of
ambition. It is a sad and solemn task which ;
Providence imposes—to carry truth ou the
pinions of battle and enforce it with steel—but
no men have the right to plunge families into
woe, to inflict losses, disasters and death on
foe* even, unless in maintenance of moral right.

The Declaration of

TermsI

UT“TbB

us or by history, there is no
pmtnisc more sure than that of certain deliverance to a people worthy to lie saved.
It re-

to

a

MONDAY

tlmt testifies to

the guest of
paid high compliment
the day, Hon. John A Andrew, and welcomed
him home. His account of the history of the
town was brief and very happily delivered.
next

FOSTER, OILMAN and

N.

I was mad*' in 1743 to build u block house or
i fort. Stephen Manchester killed “Poland,” an
Indian chief here. May 14. 1750. The speaker

PRESS,

at No.
in

PORTLAND, ME.,

,

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,

place.
wly

be found at the above

June 23.

Selling from Liverpool for Boston twice a month,
for New York
steerage Passage. #JH> Alto, Agentfrom
id Liverpool Meam*Uipa. sailing
New York

n

We (be 1

every

nder*imicd,

Saturday,

Liverpool

and from

every Wednes-

day, and calling at gueenstowu, Ireland. Cabin
Pasflhge, #75. 3*1 Class, #30.
Sight Bills of Exchange. for XI Sterling and apnaan, i>ayab!e at any Bank in Great bi.taiu or lro>

have

11TOrU> respectfully give notice that we
vf bought out the Thotograpli rooms lately occuU. 1*. Burnham, formerly tbe old stand of
land constantly for sale.
Brothers,
I
For Passage Cert ideates. Steamer Tick eta, Draft*,
No. 96 MIDDLE STREET,
Addreaa.

pied by J.
liuruhaui

And have newly fitted np the
ed to carry on the

rooms

and

arc

prepar-

for farther information.

|

or

I

XTATRON A SPIRITS TURPENTINE—Wo invito
11 a in*' of the Natrona Turpentine frua all pointU
er!. tor either House or Ship work, link e or oat.
u frt* from me//, with flat equal to apirtu, evapo-

PRO. WARREN, 9b Mate Street, Boston, Man.

Photograph Business,
In all its various branches, and iu the latest and best
stvle of the art.
We also say that we have at least a thousand splendid negatives of the citi/eus ol Portland, which can
be examined
pcrsous wishing pictures from any ol
them, prints of which will be made at very short notice.

by

Daguerreotypes

and Ambrotypes

Copied

To any size required, and finished in Oil aud Water
C olors, India luk and finest materia'*
sltisthction is guarPlease give us a call, as
anteed iu every instance.

perfect

|

W. T. & II. II. WILDE*.
dlweodlw
June 24,1*2.

SPIRITS TURPENTINE.

rates no taster, and lor Blind Work canrot U oacell«-d. It works EqVAL to the common s| irit* on ALL
kinds of painting, or in Oil-Cloth ma< n racial mg.
As etidente of the excellence of the article, the andendgiM'O «an rrter to aanihera of the tirat paiatera
of Bostou and vicinity, if desired.

CHARLES TOiTAI,

Agent for New F.iigland, 10 Fulton St., B*Mton.
For sale by Banker ft Carpenter, Merril. ft Brother,
8. J. Perkins k

Augusta.

Co., Portland, and t has. F. Potter

janc&wlm

—

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

:

war, have won for themselves undying glory.
Something not to be forgotten, however, was

James Mann, Esq., County Treasurer, was
introduced by the Mayor, and addressed the

pleasant appearance of the rural carriages
procession, wich being filled with evergreen and young ladies, (a m <st happy combination,) pleased the lovers of the romantic

audience

the

in the

Monday Morning, July 7,

1862.

and beautiful.

NOMINATIONS.

REPUBLICAN
FOB

The noble appearance of

alry,

riot*

The exercises at the City Hall were opened
by a select piece of music by the 17Ui regiment
band, after which prayer was offered by Rev.
William R. Clark, in which Divine help was in-

■-•«,»■-

The Fourth «f July Celebration.
The last tick of midnight had but just died
away, ere the approach of the eighty-sixth anniversary of our National Independence was

shooting

a

shock of a strong truck horse, when bestrode
by their sturdier masters ?

For Reprwentative to Con grew,
Fifth Mttriel FREDERIC A. PIKE, ofC.llii

the

would be most efficient in case of

for what crowd could withstand the battle

OF SKOWHECAN.

by

hardy and sin-

ewy truckmen cannot lie too highly spoken of.
A dashing charge made by these men as cav-

GOVERNOR,

ABNER COBURN,

announced

our

of rockets, the

voked for the success of arms at the present

crisis of

our

country.

Nathan Webb, Esq., read the Declaration of
Independence in his accustomed forcible and

tir-

happy manner, immediately after which the

of cannon, and all the accompaniments by
which young America is wont to usher in the

ing

band of the 17th

ing

Fourth of July.

regiment struck up the
Spangled ilauner.

thrill-

air of the Star

From this time until sunrise,
Mr. Drummond was then introduced. The
promenaded by eager and en- following is an abstract of his remarks:—
thusiastic bands, each vicing with the other
SPEECH OF HOX. J. H. DRUMMOND.
as to who should burn the most powder from
Mr.
President, Ladies and Fellow Citizens:
the humble “cracker.” and erratic
squib
—Eighty-six years ago to-day, the fathers of
to the more majestic camion.
the republic enunciated, in the language to
A lovelier day never broke upon the face of
which you have just listened, the doctrine that
ail men are created equal, and have the right
nature; and it seemed as if the sun smiling
to liberty, and that the source of all govemupon the joyous aspect of the “dear old town,” i
ment, is in the people. To maintain this docas it stood bathed in the golden light, had de| trine, they waged a long and bloody war, sometermined that nothing should be wantiug upon
times defeated, oftener victorious, till at length
his part to chase sway the rude vapors of the
they founded a government having for its corAt first
ner stone, the equality of mankind.
east, even as our brave young general, shall
the friends of freedom throughout the world
and
fears
of
his
admirers
at
doubts
the
dispel
looked upon them with fear, and foes, in scorn.
But fear was soon lost in joy, and scorn turned
the north.
into wonder. Under the government thus esThe sea peeped over the expanse of ocean
tablished, the nation prospered beyoud the
upon the Fortlanders,—just in time to witness
hopes of the most sanguine. It increased rapthe commencement of the jubilee of the “peoidly in population, wealth, and all the resources
that
the
of
and
make a powerful nation, till in our day,
as
manifested
by
bring artillery
ple”
not
had each of those thirteen weak colothey merry chiming of bells, throughout which, nies only
become a mighty Empire, but new emthe glad faces of inan.Bvoman and child, bore
pires had sprung up where l*efore was an untoken of their joy at the return of this day,
broken forest, and our flag floated from the
I.akes to the Gulfs, from the Atlantic to the Paand their appreciation and faith in republican
known and honored
cific. That flag .was
institutions.
throughout the whole earth.” The words I
Tlie streets were now blled by a gay multiam an American citizen,” were a talisman in
tude in holiday attire, ami as the time drew
every land. But while we were thinking that
we should hold the position of the most powernear for the forming of the procession, the
ful nation on earth, as long as time should enavenues and thoroughfares leading to the City
dure, suddenly dark clouds lowered in the
to
suffocation
were
memBuildings
packed
by
Southern sky:—
bers of the various civic and military bodies,
nov vcnou mo slam, one alter one,
as they sought out their different stations in
and the thunderbolt of civil war was launched
the streets were

1

line.

among

ne

procession
its line of march

oeing lormcu, loos up
through the most public

now

city, halting

streets of our

the route at

on

State Street, at which place

were

assembled en

masse, the Sabbath School children, under the
supervision of their respective Superintcnd-

happiest feature of
of those youthful
voices, in correct unison and harmony—the
happy faces of the children—the pleased looks
of the spectators—all combined to render an
effect not soon to be forgotten. Neither could
we do justice to this most creditable part of
This was to us the

ants.

day.

the

The

the ceremonies.

sights and
be

seen

blending

Suffice it

to

say, that such

sounds to be

and heard.

appreciated fully, must
Said Gov. Washburn, in

his brief remarks to the children, “this celebration, or rather this feature of it will compare

anything of the kind in the world.” Let
us now speak of the Tableaux Virants. Thirtyfour young ladies, bearing shields, indicating
the Arm of the different States were placed in
with

the centre of the group, and under the centre
arch, also, was a representation of the goddess
of Liberty in the person of a young lady. The
costume of this bevy of damsels, was most
appropriate, and the splendor of this representation was not lost

blage,

it

sight

of

the centre of

being

by
attraction, for
the assem-

every eye.

Mr. S. Thurston, to whom was due the peculiar force and grace with which this thing
was carried out, is deserving of much praise.
The speech of His Excellency to the children
of that

flowing and soul awakening character so eminently the forte of the Governor.
The procession now moved forward with increased animation, and after passing through
the balance of the route, entered the City
was

Hall.
We w're much struck with the appearance
of a company belonging to the 17th regiment,

accompanied

they

by their popular
band. In the immediate vicinity of this band.
the streets were almost impassible, thus showing the taste evinced by the multitude for
good music.
We cannot help making particular mention
of the excellent and soldierly appearance of
the High School Cadets, under command of
Captaiu F. K. Harris, which company numbered 114 muskets. The precision with which
all of their movements were executed, and the
erect and manly bearing of the lads, would
have done honor to the veteran soldier; the
positions of arms, together with the steady and
unwavering step, elicted many remarks of approbation from the spectators.
The procession now took up their line of
march up Congress to Dow street, through
as

were

Brackett and down Pine to State street, and
Danforlh to High street, up High to Free,
down Free to Middle and Iudia, down Smith
to Cumberland and Elm to Congress street.
Here the procession was divided, a portion

moving on, and those to lake a part
City Hall ceremony, passing directly

in the
to the

Hall.
At no former time in the

history

of

Portland,

has any celebration given such universal satisfaction to the mass, than that of Friday, aud
more especially the forenoon part of it.
Every face seemed lightened up with pleasure at
the demonstration ol patriotism on the part of

City Fathers, and all felt determined to
furnish their (juota to the general jubilee.—

our

Space

will not allow us here to give the order
of the different bodies as they appeared in line,
and

the programme has already been published in another column, it would be unnecesas

sary to mention it in this connection. It gives
us much satisfaction to pay a deserved
compliment to the Nutiouai Guards of Buxton, York

county, commanded by CapL Jno. D. II ill,
formerly Colonel of 1st regiment, 2d Brigade,
First Division of Maine.

This company, num-

bered

forty-three muskets, appeared to decided
advantage, and by the precision of their drill,
executing as they did some of its most difficult
evolutions, won golden opinions from all observers.
It was their good fortune, also, to receive a compliment of the highest order from
His Excellency, Governor Washburn. They
have been organized but one year, and commanded by veteran officers of great ability
will ere long, we doubt not, prove themselves
to be the crack troops of the State. Captain
Hill is over fifty years of age. We are informed that to the exertions of Lieutenants Gerry,
Rounds and J. Clay, is to be attributed the
high state of discipline to which this company
has arrived.

The drummer aud flfer of the

of over fitly years of age. and
corps
the skill with which they handled their instruare

men

ments, gave proof of itself in the ear-piercing
notes of the life and
soui-stirriug sound of

the drum.”

The appearance of the different
fire companies gave the fullest pleasure to all
beholden, and heightened the effect of the display by their brilliant uniforms. Portland may
well be proud of her Fire Department, composed.as it is of our most athletic men, the
greater portion of whom are of that stamp,
who la the rcgiuKote at Maiae at the seat of

us.

This is the very trial

our

enemies

predicted for us: and with the wish farther
to t lie thought, they predicted it would result in our destruction as a nation, and that
popular government would be forever buried

in the ruins.
Tiic revolution which inaugurated our government was of the highest importance to the
country and to the world. But the contest
in which we are engaged is vastly more Important. Not only the existence of the Union
of which so much has been said, and written,
and sung, not only our government is invalid,
but popular government—the power of the
people to govern themselves—throughout the
world, and for ages to come, is in issue.
For if we, witli all the advantages of civilization. education and Christianity, cannot support self-government, what nation on earth
can? Tims the destiny of free government,
not only in this country but in all the earth,
and for ages to come, hangs on the issue of
this contest. The despots of tiie old world so
understand it One year ago, licforc the contest hardly commenced, there came across the
water the exultant shout—•“ The bubble lias
burst,—popular government is a failure!”
But they knew not the resources of a free
people. As if by magic, an immense army
sprang into existence with all the ap|iointnients
of war. But they still supposed they held the
purse strings for the whole world—and in expectancy of our asking their aid, shut their
purses and coolly advised us to submit. But
with a vigor that surprised not only them but
ourselves, men, munitions, and the sinews of
war were amply provided by ourselves.
And
we sent back the answer,
We achieved our
we
can
sustain
it
independence ayainst you:
tcilhout you!”
If our fathers had failed fo establish a free
government, it would have retarded the progress of lice institutions but for a time. But
if we lose the legacy they left us, and sutler
traitors to write for our government the Epitaph :—“ It sens and is not,” it will retard the
progress of human liberty for ages. Far better that they should have failed than that tee
should.
When we consider the sacrifice* they made,
what ought not we lx> willing to do and to suffer? Tile sufferings of our brave soldiers deeply affect us, but they have examples before
them of sufferings. I trust they may never
know. Think of Mariou in flic swamps of the
Carolina*, and that starving, frozen army in
the tents of V’alley Forge!
In future years the brave heroes of this war
will be honored as we have been accustomed
to honor the patriots of the Revolution.
Those
veterans have nearly ull passed away.
Only a
few links now remain to connect us with their
times. Soon, very soon, the last one will lie
gathered to his grave, and they will live only
m the history of our country.
But their places
will be filled. As, upon each return of this
have
been
day, they
sought out to do the occasion honor by their presence, so in coming
»ill
the
soldiers
of this war besought
years
for to lie reverenced, by those who shall meet
to celebrate oil the same day, the birth and
the preservation of our nation. Their children
will lie proud to have sprung from them. He
will be deemed happy who can say “Sly father
was on the well fought field of Manassasor
“My father met the rebels at Williamsburg;”
or, "My father was at the taking or Richmond.”
II'
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of those who have fallen, an indication of
what will be in the future. And I cannot refrain
from paying a feeble tribute to the memory of
those sons of Maine, who have given their
lives in defence of the Union. And I know
you would not have them forgotten.
The heroic Smith, to the sick am! wounded
soldier, a? tender as a woman, but on the Held
of battle, a very thunderbolt of war, the cliivalrie Heath, as brave and impetuous as
Harry
Percy or Marshal Ney, the gallant West who
fell with his back to the field, and his feet to
tin- foe,’’ and others whom I have not personally known, have gone down to the grave in
their youth amid the storm of war, but their
names will l>e cherished in the memories of a
grateful people as long as time shall last.
And those too. who feel, not on the Held of
battle but by disease, are to be equally remembered. While the manner of their death may
not have been so glorious, yet their lives were
equally given to their country. The courteous,
energetic, noble and gallant Marshall, w ith
whom I have spent so many pleasant hours,
though dead, yet lives in his heroic deeds, and
in the hearts of all who knew him.

orv

••

"Who seem to die iu such a emusn, vet cannot call
them dead.
They live u|h>u the lips of men, in store, bust and
song,
And nature folds them to her heart, and keeps
them sate from wrong."

The
bered.

days

of the rebellion are already numThe clouds are breaking away, and
we even now catch glimpses of the blue
sky
beyond. Our Generals are pressing the foe in
Ere
the
every quarter.
gallant leader iu
long
front of Richmond will quarter his army in the
hails of tlie enemy’s Capital. I see no reason
for diminishing the confidence the nation has
reposed in him. Even during the last few
days, I have not been one of those who have
desponded, but my confidence iu him is as full
as ever.
1 believe that when the full details of
the past ten days are received, we shall read
of such heroic fighting as the world scarcely
ever saw,ami a victory unsurpassed in
history.
He will lead his army not to Richmond alone,
but wherever an enemy dares raise his parricidal hand against the banner of the Republic._
That banner must soon wave over a restored
Union, an undivided nation, and the world
will see that our government having the seat
of power iu tlie hearts of the people, is the
most powerful, as well as beneficent tlie world
has ever known.
Then may it tie said, as was said on a similar occasion nearly fifty years ago:
"Mau looked iu scorn, hut lleaveu beheM and bleat,
Its biaiichv glories, spreading o’er the West.
No summer gaude, the wonder of a dav,
Horn but lo bloom and then to fade away.
A giant oak, it Kfaitalofly foint,
Greens in the sun and strengthens in the storm,
t.ong iu its sl.ade shall child] en’s children entne.
And welcome earth s poor wamloiers 10 a home,
hong shall it live and e ery blast defr,

Till tune's MR wbulwiad ttwubps tbb vaulted

sky.”

as

follows:—

MANX, ESQ.
Mr. Mayor and Fellow Citizens ; I would
SI-EECH OF JAMES

money, anil oceans of blood, lie required to accomplish their purpose.
I am one of those. Mr. President, who have
never lost faith in the
people—never doubted
the auceess of the efforts being made to put
down the present rebellion; and I have no
doubt but the struggle through which we are
passing is a discipline needed for our national
good, and will eventuate iu our lasting pros-

presume to respond to your call—flattering,
as it is, in the presence of this intelligent audience, at the feet of many of whom 1 j
might sit and learn wisdom—were it not,that on perity.
There are lessons which nations, like indithis glorious day, and in these pregnant times,
silence might be construed into indifference and ; vidunls, have to learn; which are learned only
coldness. No man, however humble and in- I through painful experience. Severe trial is
signitleant he may be. should hesitate to speak, necessary to root a nation firmly, so that it
and utter his voice aloud, if occasion require, | shall not topple over with the first adverse
The oak. exposed to the fierce winds,
even if lie has only the ability to say, "My ! wind.
country, one and indivisible, first, last and always strikes its roots deepest, spreails them
widest, and clenches them the more firmly
forever.
These, sir, are indeed glorious times. We around the boulders which may lie withiu their
reach.
have thought, and read, and believed, that the
In 1770 the great problem of Independence
events of the Revolution were events that
had to be wrought out. It was *a magnificent
could not be surpassed in their importance
and magnitude, by any that should succeed
spectacle to see a few sparsely populated colonies, daring the power of the proudest nation
them. They set a feeble band of people free,
on earth; but under God that
and planted them upon that highway of truth
struggle was
successful.
and right, into which all people, from all quarIn 1812 another war for the freedom of the
ters of the world, might find the road to conseas had to tie
tentment and success.
fought; and that, too, was ended
gloriously.
They were great events. The page of hisFrom
1815 till 1840 it had come to lx* adtory was never illuminated by those involving
mitted that a government of the people, stimgreater consequences. But, sir, the epoch has
ulated
arrived in which those events are being re-enby common dangers, would band toacted, for the self-same purpose. Re-enacted, gether against a common foe, and fight successfully in defense of their own hearthstones,
too, with a grandeur of means and force, beagainst a foreign invader, but it was not concedfore which the feeble efforts of our Revolutioned that such a government was reliable to
ary fathers, mighty as they were in resolution
carrywar into foreign lands, aud to
and purpose, pale and flicker as the feeblest
light iu an enemy’s country.
rays of the taper.
The war with Mexico dispelled this illusion,
The battles now being fought in defence of
:
and
when Scott, with a paltry army of 10,000
our
country’s honor are for the world. Short
sighted, indeed, are those who say the Union men—scarcely enough to form a respectable
picket guard lor the ibree, now in the field—capmen are lighting for the rights and liberties of
trued V era Cruz and mare lied ttience to the capthis country alone. It is for the world. There
ital and there revelled in the “halls of the Monare as unquiet souls, thousands of miles removed from here, all over Europe, who are listezumas,” another illusion was dispelled .and the
tening as anxionsly for the news and success old moss-grown monarchies of Euro;* trembled
for the day lest our strong-pinioned bird
of this great battle for human rights, as wait
should try his wings over the AtlanUcs wave.
and listen in any hamlet and city of our own
But there was another and a tearful problem
land. It is indeed for the world! The specstill needing solution. Political economists
tacle assumes more and more graudeur tvs the
and philosophers had come to acknowledge
cause advances.
Thank Heaven, it does adthat a nation of free people were strong to
vance, with the stride of a giant. Desperation
meet an aggressive foreign foe, or even to carand despair may well be said to be rulers in
tile breasts of the leaders of this unholy rery war into a foreign country—we had forced
the admission of these facts—but could they
bellion. The bow of promise rests not.on all
their traitorous soil. They covet death rather
repressor put down an internal rebellion? He
that ruleth his own spirit is mightier than he
than the kindness of their outraged governwho taketh a city;—we had taken the city;
ment, and seek the “last ditch” with the devocould
we rul our own spirit,
The struggle
tion of martyrs in a holy cause.
of the present hour is the nation's ellbrt to
Well may we celebrate, sir, with real and
solve this problem.
unbounded joy, the 4th of July, 1802. NevWho can doubt the result? Even should
er before has
the loyal heart of this nation
severe resistance be met before Kichmond, aud
Ik*nt with such emotions, and never before was
should the
the traitor to his country looked upon with so
gallant McClellan be compelled to
fall hack before greatly superior numbers, yet
deep disdain and contempt.
the end will only be deferred, not defeated.
1 o-day, sir, tells ol more than the past,
But iu my opinion he will not lx.- discomfitted,
though that were indeed sufficient to draw all
soon cause the country- to reverberate
our souls into the
enjoyment of the day. It hut will
tin* news of glorious victory.
with
tells of tlie future. We have the promise toAim
wic
irauu uj mis
Hiruggie; who
day, as clear .as the heavens over our head,
can fail to reud it in the events of the
tliat this country of ours is to endure. Its nopassing
hours? Who can fail to sec the hand-writing
ble President and ids cabinet—its glorious artlie
wall
which
of
that
and
upon
out
that
says
my
oligarchy
navy—have worked
problem
which ha» sought to rule the country so long,
in the last twelve months.
aud which when unable longer to rule sought
True, many of the noble sons of Maine and
to ruin it—“thou art weighed iu the balance
other States have sealed the problem w ith tlu-ir
aud found wanting ?”
ldood. But a nobler deatli can no man die,
As the individual requires a second birth or
than to jierish in defence of his country. And
a new birth to introduce him to a
when lie falls in defence of such a country as
higher state
of spirituality aud grace, so our nation, perthis, with its free principles and equal rights,
lie tills a grave as honorable as that of any hehaps, needed a second birth to deliver it from
old incumbrances and introduce it to a higher
ro of ancient or modern times.
No monument
in “Westminster Abbey” rests its head over
plane of civilization. For a long time she has
been in travail,seeking deliverance from mighty
nobler souls than lie unmarked with headevils which had blotted her lair face and imstone on our battle Helds.
peded her upward course. She is now endurWe are justilied, on this day. in looking foring her labor pains—passing through the birth
ward as well as backward. Tlie retrosjiect is
throes, aud it is well that uo one should lieall glorious. And what is the prospect? Clear
come
as the sun above our head this
day. Treason and discouraged because these are painful
protracted.
defeated—the rebellion suppressed—the counOur natural national birth required seven
try restored to peace and quietness—restored
long years for its consummation; our second
as a unit—the leaders in this awful ruin and
birth has been protracted bnt little more than
desolation driven from the country or swingyear, aud already we see the beginning of
ing in the wind, as a lesson and a terror. Tlie one
tlie end approaching.
vista in the future, lifts on such scenes as these
l«ut
1 will not protract these remarks. When
with the presage of truth.
another 4th of July shall dawn upon us 1
No tenijiorary reverses can retard the ondoubt not it will Hud us a restored nation.
progress of our free institutions.
True, tlie dark wing of sorrow will have swept
The fourth of July one year ago found us
with a war just commenced, and the temper of | over many a pleasant hour-hold; many a first
our young men. as soldiers, in a good measure j born will have been laid upon the altar of patriotism—many a heart will bleed for the viountried. To-day Hints the country on the full
lent severing of ties dear as life itself and more
tide of successful march towards the consumlasting, but tne names of tlie fallen, their valor,
mation of the wishes and hopes of ail loyal
their
deeds of noble daring, will lie hung up as
hearts—the preservation of its unity and its
choice relies iu the chambers of memory, and
nationality; its soldiers tried in many a bloody on
every patriotic surviving heart will lie inHeld, and found as brave and steady under tire
scribed their deeds iu letters ineducable.
as any in the known world.
Governor Washburn being now introduced
What may we not hope of tlie fourth of July, 181)3? How will that day, by the blessing by the Mayor, addressed the audience as folof God, dawn upon us? Can we doubt that it
lows :—
will be with treason subdued? Can we doubt
tiiat the jiatriotism, self-devotion and love of ! SPEECH OF HIS EXCELLENCY, GOVERNOB
national liberty of twenty millions of peojile
WAS HULUN.
w ill lie
triumphantly vindicated in one year
Mr. President and Fellow Citizens :—On
from this ? The grand drama which has been
the 4th of July, eighty-six years ago, democenacting for these latter months will have racy, as a practical, enduring power, was but
w
closed
ith a result whose splendor will retiect
a prophecy, and two
years ago, it was really
upon the centuries yet to tloat on the tide of
no
more.
Was mail capable of governing
time—a result told in words to be set iu gold
himself? Were free institutions adapted to
forever—our country in its integrity strengththe wants and sufficient for the security and
ened, purified, weed.
of mankind?
Was
not

I

indeed,

[

happiness

John T.
the

Gilman, Esq., one of the editors of
Portland Daily Press, was then intro-

duced to the audience and made
dress.
SrEECH OF JOHN T.

a

than a dream,

liberty

short ad-

of tlie Declaration of

brilLliucy

propriety.

1 have said that no foreign power had dared
to insult that flag; that it symbolied a power
which the proudest nations of the eartli deemed it prudent to respect, and it was reserved
for it to receive its first indignity from those
who had tieen protected beneath its folds, and
whose fatliers had repeatedly followed it to vic-

tory.

we

have

them

developed into actual fact, emliving truth.
How capable and wise aii educated aud free
people are, we have seen clearer ami better
than ever before. Their intelligence lias advised them that a republic founded on the
principles of equal representative government
we

see

bodied

as

is the strongest government and tlie best, the
truest aud salest guardian of human rights.—
Such a government they have, and appreciating its value, their wisdom and patriotism has
told them to preserve it. Struck at by traitors, they have entered upon its defence,and they
count nothing dear so that it be saved, not
health, nor coinfort, treasure, home, not even
life itself. Note how steady and persevering
they are—how prudently radical, how wisely
conservative. While England, inflamed by
passion—jealous, envious, ambitious—jerks her
spites and petty annoyances at us,our people
calmly attend to their own business, and with
eoutideuce in the right aud in themselves, preserve their temper aud self-respect, their honor
and manners. Is an enormous debt being contracted? how ready are they to accept the
burden! Are the flower and pride of their
households cut off by disease ami battle? how
steadfast and confident do they remain! If
; it sometimes seems as if there were an uunecessary consumption of time, treasure and
■'khiu,
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It was reserved for a people laying special
claims to distinction—the chivalry of the Pal;
metto State—first to desecrate that flag, as it !
floated over a peaceful vessel, on an errand of
merry, to succor a starving garrison.
That indignity a patriotic people hound
themselves to avenge; and tney will avenge it, |
and that vengeance will not be stayed until !
that flag again proudlv floats over Sumter’s |
ramparts, and is treated witii respectful deterence by tile men who have raised their vandal
hands against it. The vengeance of an injured people will see to it that no stay is grants

j

ed short of Uus, though hundreds U'mUUunsof

Independence,

celebrated a great Hone, a glowing Aspiration, too grand, it seemed, to be false. To-day,

OILMAN, ESq.

Mr. President, and fellow citizens:
I am aware that there is another person present from whom you are ail waiting anxious
ly to hear, and 1 have too high a sense of the
proprieties of the occasion to trespass long upon time which you wisli to employ in listening
to him.
If tlie present struggle has accomplished
nothing else for us. it is no small tiling, as I
have thought while witnessing the displays of
this occasion, that it lias redeemed our national anniversary—our 4tli of July—from tlie
■lower depth” to which it had sunken, and at
least measurably restored it to something of
its former significance and uses. It is no longer a day for spread-eagle oratory—a safety
valve through which peut-up patriotism may
vent itself without shock to anything but tlie
patience, possibly the good sense, of those
whom custom required to listen:—uo day for
fanning the exjiiring emliers of ancient hate;
no longer a day for cultivating ill-w ill towards
the home of our ancestors; no longer made
an occasion for a grand national coek-tight,
when the American eagle was let loose to pick
the eyes of tlie British lion; hut it has become
a season for ciose,
searching, self-examination,
and, allow me to say that it requires courage
and nerve in a nation, as in an individual, to
look squarely into itself when conscious that
it has been cherishing great evils.
lms aay is one oi rejoieuje, wit sadness
mingles with our festivities. 'THi Hud year.
American Independence had tieen celebrated
by an united nation, and tite Mars and Stripes,
tile symbols of our freedom, had proudly floated from ocean to ocean, and from the' Great
Iatkcs to the Gulf of Mexico. Up to that
time, no power on eartli had presumed to oiler
indignity to that banner, whose every stripe is
a history, whose stars are but our family register, each signifying a new-born State added
to the common lauiily.
1 have said that every stripe of that flag is
a history; it is so, of oppressions spurned, of
power resisted, of sacrifices for the right, of
Hardships endured, of struggles endured, thank
God, witii victory and glorious triumph. And
siiicc that first great struggle in which our fathers hied, was ended, and signalled upon that
flag by its first small cluster of thirteen stars,
we have grown from three to thirty millions;
from thirteen to thirty-four States; and that
flag, which then had so huinhiea hcgining. and
was the emblem of so humble a power, has
now come to be the symbol of one of the
greatest powers on eartli, and is the cloudy nillar by
day, and of fire by night, which leads on our
army, surpassing in numbers, in discipline, in
of
prowess, and in tite rapidity and
its successes,anything known to modern times;
and it floats over a naval power which has jostled the empires of the old word from their

more

beautiful phantasy ? All these
were debatable, or, at least, deluded questions.
were
unanswered, or, if not, unsileiieSkeptics
ed. Hitherto, on each recurring anniversary
a

in their
in the
President aud his Cabinet! How unlike is
their conduct and deportment to that of an
unreasoning, ignorant rabble, of an impatient
and destructive mob! How prompt to silence,
mischievous earplugs and fault-linding, from
what quarter soever they may come! If they
notice any where tendencies to rank couservatism, if they observe u dis)Kisition to
strengthen ancient fraud and wrong, how
ready do we dnd them to interpose with a
resolute veto! How determined are they to
save the Union, and so that the life of the
Union and Liberty be in uo wise harmed.—
How quick to discern and denounce the trieks
and turns of disloyal men, who never cease,
even in the loyal States, their efforts to transform the Union of the fathers into a Union of
oligarchy! And how certain to resist every
rash and fatal scheme of impatient reformers,
who. in their raw haste, would destroy that
which they should most desire to preserve!
This steady, brave, reliable common seuse of
the people—is’nt it admirable?—It removes
one last doubt as to their fitness for free
institutions, ami says in language as unmistakable
as their own instincts, that
their government
is a true government, and one which in its
aud
substance
lie
as
may
spirit
enduring as the
And it is this very common sense that
race.
is beginning to say in terms that cannot be
misunderstood, that the time lias come when
the war. to be successful and humane, must be
pressed with the utmost possible energy aud
vigor, and it will applaud any change of commanders necessary lor the execution of the
policy, no matter w ho, no mutter w here. It is
to these people, educated by tbe ideas which
Jefferson and his associates announced in the
great Declaration, nurtured and brought up
under popular institutions, that we owe, under
God. our success in this w ar, ami the grandest
testimony of the ages to the capacity aud
rights of human nature.
But there are other and special obligations
which it becomes us to acknowledge on an
occasion like this—obligations to our brave
men in the field, who have striven with an einillation which the angels in heaven might admire for opportunities to serve and save the
country; to our Generals and other officers,
who, by their valor and tidelity, have made for
themselves splendid names which shall live in
imperishable history; and, ntrt least, to the

■
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administration of honest Abraham Lincoln.—
You will allow me, sir, to make some reference
to those of its members who have had most to
do with the war.
Tlie Secretary of State, the philosophic
statesman and prudent man of affairs, has conducted the business of his department with a
discretion and ability which have challenged
the admiratiou of the country. In the case of
the Trent, the surrender of Mason and Slidell
was so made, that he wrought America’s triumph and England's sore discomfiture. In the
Seward-Lyons treaty for the more effectual
suppression of the slave trade, he has renewed
in practical form the expression of the truth
of the “irrepressible conflict,” and in being the
first American Secretary to commission ministers to llayti and Liberia, he is reminded of
tlmt potent and untiring worker—the Higher
Law. Justice and right come at last!
In the conduct of our relations with foreign
powers, by his skill and wisdom he has averted
the great calamity of Intervention, and he has,
if you will intelligently observe, at no time
and in no way, abated one jot or tittle of his
faith in the ideas to which his life has been
devoted.
It is difficult for the world to do justice to
Mr. Sew ard from the very simplicity of Ins political philosophy and the remarkable transparency of his character. His creed, as expressed,
is so single and clear, and his public course so
remorselessly logical, that men think there
must lie something liehind and out of
sight,
for t hat no man so able as he can lie fool enough
to believe in wluit he pretends to.
Sir, I have
discovered in image the footprints of a statesman who has shown such
undoubting confidence in tlie forces of Christianity and Democracy—who lias exhibited, by precept and example, such complete trust in their efficiency
to promote the welfare and ensure the
progress
of mankind. And if he was slower than other
men to accept this terrible contest as inevitable, it was because lie believed more than they
did, that intelligence, peace and good will
would win brighter and surer victories than
war.
And so lie was determined that if war
came, it should be the unprovoked work of the
slaveholders,and that the world shouldsee.and
history should perpetuate the fact that for its
woes and guilt the South was
directly and
wholly res|ionsible. Who of us all would
have the record changed ? Ilut now that the
war has begun, his own principles demand that
it may lie made short, earnest and decisive,
and I shall be slow to believe that here alone
he is illogical and inconsistent.
The Secretary of tlie Treasury lias more than
rivalled Alexander Hamilton as a successful
minister of finance. He has displayed a genius and capacity for the trust which was so fortunately committed to his charge, which we
may not hope to see surpassed. Behold a miracle ! Sixteen mouths ago, when he received
tlie seals of office, the country was at peace,
but its credit had been so inips ired by the bad
conduct of the late administration, that its
bonds could with difficulty be disposed of at a
discount of some filteen per cent. Now, in the
midst of the most gigantic civil war the world
hits ever seen, the same description of securities an- eagerly sought after at a premium of
five or six uer cent.
Let us not forget who It was, near the close
of President Buchanan's official term, and when
at last he began to manifest some desire that
the Union should be preserved, or, at least,
that its destruction should not be
accomplished
in his own time,—that by his patriotism, energy and will, just as that administration was
sinking beneath the wave, ready to go down
and carry with it the ark of the Constitution,—snatched it from its impending fate,
and held it till relief eauic, and thus
preserved it and the noble bark it had in
from
in
the
convoy,
dirk and
foundering
troubled waters of disunion and
despotism
into which they had been seut by treacherous
pilots. Honor, then, all honor to Edwin M.
Stanton! He may have erred sometimes in
the discharge of his many difficult duties, as
who that is human would not have done ? But
his )>ower, energy, administrative capacity and
devotion to his country are undoubted.
Secretary Welles will desire no better witness to the efficiency of his department than
the brilliant achievements, the uniform successes. and the grand result-- which have attended the operations of our gallant navy.
But liefore and above all. is President Lincoln. tlie providential man, in whom every loyal citizen believes—plain, honest,
transparent,
sagacious, firm, and, in the combination of all
these, great. As Washington w as the father,
may he tie the preserver of his country.
A few words are due nearer home. What
has Maine done to put down the reliellinn and
uphold the government ? Our patriotic State
has sent sixteen regiments of infantry to the
war, and. including the one soon to leave the
Mate, has fifteen now in the field: one regiment of cavalry, six batteries of
artillery, and
a company of sharpshooters,—tor which have
been enlisted ill all.
men.
19,000
And
t^p-r
when to this number are added those who have
enlisted in other States, and those who have
gone iuto the navy, we have an aggregate of
215,000 as the contribution of the Sunrise State
in this struggle for life, and liberty, which is
life. And they were of the most vigorous,
healthy and intelligent of all the men who
have gone to this war. The people of no State
will object when I say that as soldiers they are
unsunamed. You have heard how they charged
at Wtlllamsburgfa, and how
they fought at
Hanover Court House, at Fair Oaks, at Pulaski. aye, and on tile ill-fated field of Bull Run,
and in the retreat of the Shenandoah. Not one
regiment, nor one company, nor, so far as I
have heard, one man, has ever been disgraced.
And let us inquire aliout the generals tliat
Maine has given to the country,lor time would
fail inc to do adequate justice to the other
brave and successful officers who have shed
distinguished honor upon our State.
I
Jameson, the Murat of brigadiers, brave,

chivalrous,

during yet

circumspect—whose

has become a pledge of victory, shrinkfrom no responsibility, tearing no danger,
no man has been in more battles since the war
began, and no one has shown greater valor or
better generalship. Languishing on a lied of
sickness, to which he was brought by his loo
faithiul and assiduous lalsirs lor the welfare of
his command und the interests of the service,
prayers sincere and warm as ever breathed
from human hearts will ascrud to heaven for
his restoration to health and usefulness. HowAltLi, gallant und intrepid, alw ays at the post of
duty and always equal to its demands! This
Christian soldier am! gentleman bears upon his
body enduring memorials of his courage and
name

ing

j
;

patriotism. Berry, who, according to his divisaving the lading

sion commander, came near
luniimc

wi

uun

nun,

burgh, and he. who
hours, during which

me

iiriu

ui
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Fair Oaks fought lor
his cap was shot away,
with the same dauntless courage and splendid
generalship which had won tlie notice ami
thanks of liis su[ierior officers on previous occasions. C'AMiWELL, the accomplished scholar
and true soldier, w hose whole heart is in this
struggle, wants the opportunity only, 1 doubt
not, to develop a capacity for command not
second to any of our officers. StlEPLEY, the
elo<|ueut and successful lawyer, the patriotic
citizen, who in the hour of her danger, asked
only how and where he might best serve his
country, and casting everything behind him
1 ut the Union and w iiat the Union
means,gave
his great talents, his energy, his name—himself. to its sacred cause, and now honors his
native State in a position of the highest responsibility and intlueuce—that of Military
Governor of Louisiana: and his neighbor, your
honored fellow-citizen, Neai. Dow a man who
never knew tear—whose name is the synoubn
of energy and vigor,—to serve lus country in
iter hour of need, he left a pleasant home and
tlie championship of a holy cause w hich has
made his name know n throughout the civilized world.
Dow and SUEPLEY! representatives of interests diverse and unlike, hitherto
separated and acting in ditlerent lines, are now
rivals, but only in the desire to serve their
country: together, they are doing your work,
and let all the people houortheui and the oaust
which makes all men who,at the core are sound
and true, one.
at

Besides these, Keyes, Williams, Pbincs,

Gkovek, Howe, all from Maine, and all brave
and ahle officers, have for their conspicuous
merit been appointed from the regular service,
as brigadier-generals iu the army of the republic.
Why, sir,

if I had known sooner what Maine
could do and would do—laid 1 seen more distinctly the hand she held, 1 believe i should
have asked for her the privilege “of playing
it alone”!
I should do injustice to my own feelings
were I to permit tills occasion to pass without
some uiemorial,some tribute to the brave and noble men who have laiddowu their lives as sacriIlres to the liberties anil honor of their country. Their memory shall he enshrined iu our
hearts, and graven on stone or brass; their
names should be transmitted to our children,
and children’s children. Let the State in her
duty and love aud pride, raise a worthy monument to her heroes, on which shall lie written,
in enduring characters, the name of every ouc
of her sons who fell in this struggle.

Of Mabsuall, (Mood of tlx'TUi regiment.

of

earliest dead, of whom when the
of his decease was officially anwas said "We mourn the
gentleman, who united with culture and strong Intellect and manly virtue, the graces of character whic h ensure
respect and affection. We
mourn the soldier, whose
gallantry in the face
of the enemy, gave credit to his native State,
and whose -kill and
prudence in these trying
times cannot well lie spared.”
Of Hea it, the
accomplished Xieut. Col. of
thi‘ 5th regiment, who w as killed in the recent
battle near Kiehinond, one of our most promising young officers,and one of Maine's noblest
sons, a man ot great ea| acity,
energy and determination, full that patriotism which seeks
dr ,lh rather than the
country should suffer.—
Brave spirit, receive our sad farewell I
Of Capt. Edwin M. Smith of Wiseasset,who
declined the appointment of Major in his reglment, that he might accept a position on the
staff of ills neighbor and friend, Gen.
Berry!
Young, ardent, generous, a true gentleman,
an able soldier, a
he
was
genuine patriot,
ready, as lie said in his will made on the eve
ot battle, "to offer my life in vindicating the
cause of my country, and
sustaining a government the most mild and beneficent the world
lias ever known.” He fell on the bloody field
of Fair Oaks, at the head of n Michigan regiment, which lie was gallantly leading into bats
tie. His name and memory are of the treasures of liis native State, and she will take care
to guard the sacred trust.
Of Capt. Jones, of the id regiment, an excellent officer and most respectable citizen,
one of the first men in the Slate to enlist for
the war, one of the first to give his life to his
one

our

sad

tidings
ncinced, it

country—
•Of ( apt. IIanscom, of the 3d regiment, of
whom the Chaplain writes me in these words:
“( apt. llaiiscoin, who fought, though sick, (at
the battle of Fair Oaks.) and would not leave
the regiment the next day, because expecting
be culled out again, has at last been taken
from us by a fever. He was a man, and lie
never siirank from his duty.”
Let this be his
to

epitaph—

Of Lieut. West, of the 11th regiment, who
killed at the Seven Fines, lighting bravely among tlie foremost of that devoted band,
and whose grave is nearer Kiehinond than that
of any officer who fell at the battle of Fair
Oaks—
Of Richardson, Deerino, Channi.no,
Ci sin.NO.and others, of whom I cannot speak
in detnil.but who died as brave men should wish,
in the service of their country ! Hied, did I
say? Theydonot die who fall in such a cause
a-this; their bodies sleep in earth, but their
memory lives in affectionate and generous
hearts. Their names may fade indeed from
the knowledge of nu n. lint the patriotic spirit
which animated them, aud the influence of
th-ir great example will survive, and be felt

was

from generation

publicanism

to

generation

shall have a

earth.

long as

know that in the opinion of the highest
but true more effort is required to
ei d the war.
To make this speedily will Have
li e and treasure. That it may be so made,
m re troops are railed for. and
Maine is requested to furnish her quota. She ran give
bi t one answer, that which duty, interest and
patriotism requires. She who has done so
much in the past, though she has made no great
parade about it. will not, I know, now that the
end approaches, and one resolute h'onranl only is needed to bring the war to an immediate
and glorious issue, hesitate to respond promptly and witli iter whole heart to this new call
upon her patriotism.
But a word more and I am done. The authou of the “Rejected Stone,” relates an incident and improves upon it:
“A mother tied from Moscow in a sledge
drawn by an Arab steed. At her breast, folded
warm from the cold of the bitter night, she
held her babe. Then came the wolf upon her
track, with its terrible itowl. Fast and Ulster
sped the sledge over the frozen snow; but the
hungry wolf gained on Iter. Piece by piece
she cast behind all the provision site hud; the
wo.f devoured each, hut with hunger only
whetted, rushed onward alter the mother and
her child. And now, wheu it was close upon
tier, she unwrapped the babe tiiat nestled near
her heart, and cast it to the wolf.”
Unnatural mother! would it not have been
better than tints, to have purchased for thyself
a life of shame, to have turned thyself to
grapple with the wolf, and committed thy babe to
tile Aral* steed and to God?
Tis hut a picture of America, with hungry
slavery howling alter her. Swift and relentless it lias pursued her. To it she has cast territory alter territory: to it she has cast her
treasures and much of her best blood. She
has seized from weaker nations around her that
with which she thought to satiate the monster;
she has sieat-d the panting fugitive there, with
the halo of divinity about bitn, ami torn him
from the horns of God's attar to cast to the
waif. Insatiable: it presses nearer, and prepa: es for the final leap.
And now, the question is. Shall America
cast to tlic wolf her sacred child—Liberty ?

No!
O, my brothers!

a thousand times, .Vo !
And how nobly has the question been answered by the people. Let all else perish, if
need be, hut let the holy child. Liberty, survive! And in this divine abnegation, in this
spirit of sublime sacrifice, is the victory, is the
glory. Liberty and her chosen guardians—
tlie Constitution and Union—are saved. May
they be immortal!

Excellency's speech
requested to join in singing

the
the

which was done with solemn efleet,

assisting

in

accompani-

ment.

obligations to Stephen' Berry, Esq., Secretary of the Com. of Judges,
for the following very reliable account of the
Regatta :—
We are under

The 4th—Regatta—Iii the first race for
wherries, six boats were entered—and Unwind blowing freshly at the time, the water wa,
qqite rough, notwithstanding the sheltered,
position of Back Cove Harbor, in consequence
of which lour wherries deelined to puli. The
first prize was awarded to shell boat Ella, of
P >rtlaud, pulled by Joseph E. Webber; time,
22-30: prize, #15.
The second prize. #10, was awarded to shell
b ait Naiad of Portland, pulled by Frank C.
Gould: time,23-06.
In tile second race, the first prize was awarded to lap-streak boat Alpha, pulled by members of the Alpha Boat Club, as follows: A.
11. Gale, C. O. Cole, J. Burnham, T. 8. Willis.
E. T. Gale, W. Robinson—six oars; time, 1012. She made her first mile, turning the stake
in 0-42.
The second prize of #:I0 was awarded to the
lap-streak boat. Union, rowed by tnenfers of
the North Star Boat Club, as follows: Fred. A.
Prince, Windsor Smith, Stephen Knight, Chas.
Hamilton. Edgar Kimball, Hoses Hatch—six
ours;

The
rowed

time, 10-24.

Boat Club, as' follows: W. O. Carney, S. V.
Poor, W, C. G. Carney. 8. G Dresser, A. A.

Kimball, J. A. Martin—six oaes; time, 17-21'.
Young Mechanic broke her rudder iu

The

turning

Capt. Dodd, 17th C. ft Infantry.
Saturday evening’s Boston newspapers confirmed the sad intelligence which
many in
Pc.tlandhad hoped incorrect; and we row
know, from sources impossible to discredit,
that the country has lost one of its
hearts, and the army one of its most

the stake.

bravest

promising
young officers, by the death of Captain Albert
Dodd, of the 17th Infantry, who, as the telegraph with pathetic terseness tells it, waa
“killed at the head of his company” in one of
th< recent terrible tattles before Richmond.
With the melancholy catalogue
we

(also,
triumphal record) of those heroic sons of Maine, who have
recently (alien in
the conflict, crowding upon our
oolums, some
may wonder why we give even so brief a space
as we can to-day allow, to the
memory of one
connected with us by no State tics.
But, in
the short time Capt. Dodd was in
Portland, he
had made such troops of friends here, that we
know we shall gratify a large circle of our
readers, in expressing, however feebly, our
sense of his remarkable merit, and our
regret
at his untimely, though glorious death.
Capt. Todd, we are told, had from his youth
evinced a love and aptitude for a
military
life. He had long been connected with a celebrated corps in Boston, his native
place—and
at the breaking out of the
rebellion, conceiving it to be his duty to offer his serthank God,

a

vices in aid of bis government he raised a
npany for the three years’ service—the

believe,in Massachusetts:

and

first
hiscompany,

widely Known as “Dodd s

Carvers," was, we are Informed, enlisted, anifoimed, and equipped entirely by Capt Dodd,
an I at his own expense, in the
wonderfully
sh rt time of forty-eight hours. On hLs depa-ture, shortly after, for the seat of war, he
was entrusted with an
important duty by Got.
Andrew, and ftilAlled it with remarkable judgment.
And. in fact, though in that time never
under Are, Capt Dodd, during his connection
with the volunteer service, displayed such noth “able soldierly qualities, and evident
capacity for command, that he received without hit
oan soli -itation, the appointment of
Ca; tain
iu the 17th U. S, (regular) Infantry, stationed
at Portland.
Here o ir acquaintance with him
began, and
hi re he made—as. from the nature of the man,
he always made wherever be went—not
only
ai
lunlntances, but a wide circle of friend.- who
will read the announcement of his death with
sincere and heartfelt sorrow.

Gallant, whole-souled, tender hearted, a
thorough soldier and true mau—the long sad
line of those who have died for their country1*
sake, will show no brighter name than that of
Capt. Albert Todd; nor could thepe be an epitaph more gloriously won, or more in accordwith the character and wishes of the man,
simple, but eloquent announcement
of hi* death:
ance

th

tn

the

“Kilted at the head of hie Company.”
Drafting.
Id order that the

may l>e aUe

good old State of Main*
send forward her quota of troop*

to

ently called for. with promptitude, it may,
probably will be necessary to or,ter a draft
ui on the militia. And why not? If men are
wanted at once, they must be furnished at
once.
This gigantic, infernal rebellion must
be crushed. We have hardly begun to »!iow
our strength yet
To raise Ave regiment* of
one thousand each would hardly
average ten
re.

and

men from each town, and Maine can stand several sucli drafts. No doubt the Dumber required
could be raised by voluntary enlistments, but

it would take very much

longer, and

time Is

piecious now.
Municipal
BEFORE UIS

C'onrt.

IIUXOR, JUDGE LAKE.

July 5,1S62.
arraigned before the
Court this morning on a charge of disturbance
of the public peaee, on the afternoon of the 4th.
It seems that this person chose to Indulge In
Ifce “manly” exercise of Asticuffs, during which
operation, officer Chase stepping hi, deemed
ti “little aAair" to have gone far enough, and
endeavored to take Daniel into custody. In
Daniel Kaiacbe was

tliis he succeeded, but not until assistance had
bceu called iu. It took something of a Chatc
to come up with him. The delinquent having
been found guilty was Aned 95 and costs, which
he

paid. Discharged.
was

summoned to answer to

tl.e

charge of resisting an officer while in the
di -charge of his duty. His Honor, after having heard the evidence, rendered a verdict of
guilty, and imposed a Ane of 910 and cuata.
Tnomas having discharged said amount, was
himself discharged in turn.
A

correspondent of

in: from James Kiver,
M due

was

K.chmond.

the

states

Courier,

writ-

that the Fifth

engaged during

the late tight near
He is certain of the following

killed and wounded:
Lieut. Col. Heath, killed instantly by a hall
his head.
CoL X. J. Jackson, badly wounded In his

through
aim.

Cmpt.
tldgu.

Stevens of

Blddeford, wounded

in his

Lieut. Atwood of Co. A, wounded.
Sergeant Johu Sumuiersides, slightly wounded in the head.
Private Joseph Hannon, of Co. A, died from
a wound in his thigh.
Mrs. Goddard, the matron of the
h'ispillegiincut, will speak in behalf
of the sick and wounded soldiers as follows:

^3

tal of the Tenth
At

lap-streak boat, Young Mechanic was
by members of the Young Mechanic

the old

The Late

Thomas Crolar

BEG ATTA,

all the boatt

was

prizes in the Portland Regatta of 180®. We hope to see them at our
next regatta, with a new and
lighter boat, when
they can compete on more equal terms. Their
pulling wa» very fine, and elicited much interest among the
large concourse of spectators
which lined the shores of the
“Cove,” and covered Munioy Hill. Back Cove
proved to be a
very satisfactory place for the Regatta.

«i -r» uru* Himewnai

I

At the close of His

The Hokamok

boat which took two

wr

authority,

the baud of the 17th

heavy wind told materially against
in their time.

votary upon the

And flee''i'in sliail awhile repair.
To dwell a weeping hermit there I"

Doxology,

compares equally well with the best recoi led
time of boats pulling in larger races.
The

co

By fairy hands their knell is rung;
Bv forms nnseeu their dirge is sung;
Tf ere honor comes, a pilgrim gray.
To bless the turf that wraps their clay;

were

eight-oared

bolt, pulled at Charleston iu 1806, one mile in
6-1.), which with the same allowance would
ma'te the Monitor 22 seconds ahead. Her
time

re-

as

"How sleep the brave who sink to rest,
IU all their country's wishes blest •
Wnen Spring, with dewr Hngeis cold.
Betorns to deck their bailowed moald,
She there sliail dress a sweeter sod
Than fancy’s feet have ever trod.

audience

time but two seconds better than
that of the
Monitor. The Prima Donna, an

Brunswick,

this

(Monday) evening.

At Gorham, Tuesday eveniug.
At Saco, Wednesday evening.
At

Kennehunk, (probably) Thursday

eve-

ning.
Those

sending contributions arc requestsd to
they

mark them for Mrs. Goddard, otherwise
may not reach their designed destination.

In the third

race the first prize was awarded
lap-streak boat Monitor, of Portland, entered by Theopbrlus Hopkins.coxwain. Crew:
I. Jordan, B. Williard Jr.. Ellis Usher, D. DFuller, Win. Nelson. Seth Williard—six oars;

1“ consequence of the draft made
upon
space by the proceedings of the "fourth,"
several communications and articles
prepared
for t.iis number are necessarily laid over till

13.03, Prize, #100.00.

to-morrow.

to

The Monitor made her

first mile, turning the stake in 0.23.
The second prize was awarded to

lap-streak
Hokamok,
Bath,
by C. D.
Harrington, coxswain. Crew; C.McQuarrie,
W. Wright, E. IInut, C. Williams, J. Light
body, D. McQuarrie; time, 10-31. Prize, #25.
Made her first mile, turning stake in 0-53.
The time made by the Monitor, ou her first
mile of ti-23, compares very favorably with the
boat

best time

of

ou

record.

entered

The Star,

at

Jackson-

ville, Fla., an eight-oared boat, pulled oue mile
in C-ila, which with the usual allowance of five
seconds per oer per mile, would make her

ry

o.ir

^y By

a private letter from Baltimore we
Capt. Wm. Jordan of the Tenth
Kegiuieut who has been very sick, at that city,

learn that

is now convalescent.
out

He Is now aide to go

of the house.

;y We

are

indebted to Hou. Wm. P. Fespublic documents.

senden for valuable

jy Messrs. Crosiuan A Poor's store on
Middle street was beautifully decorated, on the
4th. The triumphal arch at the door was in
Charlie’s bn* styfc.

''

HATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

TELEGRAPHIC

Incidents of the Fourth.

Imprudent
young men

artillery

on

Impudent.

and

—

TO THE

Several

having charge of a heavy piece of
Munjoy, on the morning of the

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

fourth, occasioned considerable damage to the
property of many of the residents in that vi-

FIVE DAYS LATER

FROM

cinity, through their carelessness, in discharging their piece in close proximity to windows;
and when

requested

to

desist,

or

remove

to

strong cannoniers.
"Swill Bovs” Like Cake.—These juvenile
depredators have annoyed the public in many
ways for a long time back, thpir petty thefts
being committed In the broad light of day, in
our

residents.

Two

knowledge
where, in one instance, a family having provided a nice “batch” of Fourth of July cake, were
much annoyed by its sudden disappearance,
which could only be accounted for by the distended jacket of a swill boy as he passed out
of the gate but an hour previous. We arc
happy to add, however, that a new kind of
rake has been prepared for the next thief, and
who will not, as did Oliver Twist, after a surfeit of It, ask for more, as the principal Ingredient will be calomel jalap.
cases

of the kind have come to our

machinery.
Parliamentary proceedings
unini|H>rtant.

State Street,

Court.
The case of Edwin James was incidentally
alludcd to and it transpired that he refused
even to have friends with him at tlie investigation of his case, so that it is impossible for him
to complain of tlie severity of the tribunal
which condemned him.
The Morning Herald finds it impossible to
account for the inactivity of Gen. McClellan.
Possibly,” it says, after tlie battle of Fair
Oaks and tile breaking up of Beauregard's army ill tlie West, he does not see his way clearly and may feel himself outnumbered by the
enemy in a frontier which is impregnable ami
which that enemy may fall U|(oii his lines and
work at pleasure. If so, the Federal army is
likely to meet with disaster which may change
the w hole aspect of the w ar. for a reverse to
Gen. McClellan involves the ruin of his army,
aud the hopes of the Federal Government.”
There had been a meeting in London relative to the African slave trade, w hich was presided over by Lord Brougham.

counter-marching
unlucky
wight stumbled up against one of the “boys,”
disturbing his propriety somewhat, but which
was quietly borne until a second charge was
made by the same party, at which our fireman
an

loosing control of himself, struck him a blowthe smeller, bursting it like a “shell,” the san-

on

guineous fluid immediately ornamenting
adjacent parts of his “physiog.”
Fete

the

FRANCE.

Almshouse.—The hearts of
the inmates of the above institution were made
glad, on the afternoon of the fourth, by the
generous entertainment provided for them by
the Overseers of the Poor. The Durham Band
being in attendance, a dance was started upon
the green sward, in which many, old and young
at the

Tlie corps Legislatin' voted the whole extraordinary budget, and with slight modifications
tlie whole ordinary budget.
The Bourse was heavy; rents 68f40c.
Napoleon has resolved to send sullicient re-

enforcements

to Mexico to force the way to
the capital against all obsticles.
Admiral
Graviere goes out immediately to take command of a strong concentration of French
vessels in American waters.
The Patrie says the concentration Is justified by what may arise out of the American
war and utl'airs in Mexico.
The Presse in speaking of the departure of
the Admiral says that his plans have been entirely approved, and his presence will have a
favorable result for a solution of tlie question.
It is asserted (iiat henceforth there is no question of tile establishment of a monarchy, or
supporting the candidature of Almonte or any
other person, hut simply protecting tlie interest of Frenchmen.

Joined with much zest and good humor. Dinner being now announced, it would have done
one's heart good, to view the happy faces, as
they sat down to the table in anticipation of
making a fourth of July feast. The Band remained with them an hour and a half. The
"Cadets” then marched into the yard, and after

performing some very creditable evolutions
partook also of a collation.
Everything passed off in the best possible
spirit, and the poor will ever remember the
occasion with gratitude.
The Evening

of

the

felt, had

we

have had

a

most

brilliant

display
were amply
of the City Hall, from out of which there shone
through each separate window, a flood of light,
illuminating the upturned sea of /aces, of those
who transfixed with rapture, were listening to
strains of

The
ances

Hibernian.

pleasure to add
testimony to the correct and courteous
bearing of the members of this corps, and we
feel no hesitation in pronouncing the constabulary of Portland, equal if not superior to any
in New England.
partment

much

McClellan’* Address to his Soldiers.

our

Headquarters Arny of Potomac, f
>
Camp near Harrison Landing,
July 4, 1302. )
Soldier* of the Army of the Potomac :

Your achievements of the last ten days have
illustrated the valor and endurance of the
American soldier, attacked by superior forces
and without hope of reinforcements, you have
succeeded in changing your base of operations
carelessness was exhibited by those having
by flank movements, always regarded as the
charge, in allowing the dirty salt water to be
most hazardous of military expedients.
You
thrown about over the bonnets and dresses of
have saved all your material, all yonr trains,
the ladies present, which not only caused them
and all your guns except a few taken in battle,
much mortification, but has since reflected
taking in return guns aud colors from the enemy. Upon your inarch you have been assailupon the galiautry of our worthy fire departed, day alter day, with desperate fury, by men
ment. We wish we could apologise for this
of the same race and nation, skillfully led.
unkindly act and lay it to the
prevailing Uhder every disadvantage of numbers, and
atrong wind,” but the ladies won’t believe it. | necessarily of position also, you have in every
conflict, beaten back your foes with enormous
“It won’t go down.”
slaughter. Your conduct ranks vou among
the celebrated armies of history. N'o one will
Accident.—Alter the alarm of fire, on the
now question that each of you may always
evening of the “Fourth,” as Engine No. ft, was with pride say: "I belong to the army of the
Potomac.”
returning, an Indian of the Narragansett tribe,
You have reached the new liase complete in
who was unfortunately in a state of intoxicaorganization and unimpaired in spirit. The
tion, seized the "drag-rope,” stumbled and fell;
enemy may at any time attack you. We are
the wheel of the engine passing over three
prepared to meet them. I have personally
of
his
established your lilies, let them come aud we
hand.
The unlucky man
fingers
right
will convert their repulse into a filial defeat.
received immediate medical attendance.
Your government is strengthening you with
tile resources of a great people.
Pretty Display.—Ladies! have you seen
On this our nation's birth day, we declare to
it? We mean the rich display of goods shown
our foes, who are rebels against the best interat the Establishment of Messrs. M. G. Palmer
ests of mankind, that this army shall enter the
A Co., 144 Middle Street, being just the richcapitol of tile so called Coulederacy, that our
nation Constitution shall prevail, and that the
est, most tasteful, and best assortment of the
Union can alone insure internal peace and exkind, that has greeted our eyes for a longtime. I ternal
security to each State, must and shall
The Millinery and White Goods, of the latest
be preserved, cost what it may in time, treasure and blood.
a thousand
styles,

It Should Not Have Been So.—At the
trial of Steam fire engines on the Fourth, much

the—the—everything—and

ri_

and one articles besides, are of a nature calculated to please the eye of every beholder. See
advertisement in another column.

is

__

__

From Corinth.

Coki.nth. July 8.
To the Secretary of ll’ar.
had
been made for the
On the 1st inst., Col. Sheridan's 2d Michigan
jy* Arrangements
cavalry, with two regiments of 728 men was
Governor and a Committee of the Executive
stacked at Boonesville, Miss., by parts of eight
Council to visit the Perkins Institute for the
rebel regiments numbering 4700, w hich he deBlind, at South Boston, and the American
feated and drove back, alter seven hours tight
ing. Our loss was 41 killed, wounded and
Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb, at Hartford,
The rebel loss must have been very
at both of which our State, has its benifleia- i missing.
1
great. They lelt 85 dead on the Held.
ries. But recent events will prevent the Gov1 respectlully recommend Cel. Sheridan for
ernor from going, and a letter from the
Super- j promotion for gallant conduct in buttle.
U. W. Uai.lkck,
intendent of the American Asylum informs us
Maj. Geueral.
that their regular term closes on the 15th of
the present month and the next term comSlok and Wounded Soldiers.
mences Sept 10th.
He suggests that the latter
New Yoke, July 8.
The following sick and wounded of Maiue
part of September is a good time to visit Hartarrived
at
ford. Councillors will please govern them- | regiments
Washington Saturday:
\tat. Deveran,5th Me.,in hand; A. J. Whitselves accordingly.
j teuwPe, do., sick; M. Casey, do.; II. Church,
i 3d Me., sick; Dan’l Sprout 8th; H. J. Emery
Robbery.—The house ofMr. Allen on Cross
I in shoulder; Sergt. Si. Goodwin, 3d Me., in
street was entered last Wednesday morning, !
leg; Geo. A. Bruinhall, 4th Me., in left hand;
and $25 in gold and some articles of Jewelry
;1 J. M. Larkins, 3d Me., in lelt shoulder; F.
Sherman, 2d Me., in side; Wat. F. Dclite, 7th
taken. Information of tbe robbery was given
Me.
to Deputy Marshal Hawkes, who found upon
inquiry that a girl named Lizzy Dennison liad
From Washington.
been in the habit of going to the house, and
Washington, July 6.
had been there that morning under somewhat
Advices from the army of the Potomac up
suspicious circumstances. The girl was prompt- to last night iudicate that all is quiet and the
ly arrested by officers Akers and Burnham, army in good spirits.
According to army order just issued whenupon suspicion. She was kept locked up until
ever sick men, parolled prisoners, and others,
Saturday, when she “owned up,” and gave inunder circumstances entitling them to their
formation which led to the recovery of the
descriptive lists, accounts of pay,clothing,Ac.,
are
sent away from their regiments, or being
money and the arrest of Mrs. Powers for .reseparated from their regiments, or are
olready
and
stolen
ceiving
secreting
property.
discharged from army hospitals,or moved from
point to point in a body, they will be put under
Warm Weather.—Yesterday was withcharge of a trusty officer or non-commissioned
out doubt the warmest day as
yet of the seas- I officer, to be selected if possible from their
on.
Gentlemen were observed to throw off : own numbers, who will exercise command over the party and conduct it to its destination,
their coats on Exchange street, and ail nature
and to this officer, or non-commissioned offlseemed to pant under the Intense heat.
One 1 cer, will be confided the
descriptive lists of
gentleman—a waggish friend of ours—meeting
all, for the safe keeping of which, until propover
us on the
turned
with
each
j
erly
soldier, he will be
street, remarked in his usual quiet
I held strictly accountable.
manner : “Well, ‘Local,’ rather a hard
day
The paragraph of Juue 12, which authorizes
for the race !”
“The race?” inquired we, 1 the
discharge w hen requested by them, of pashocked at the idea of such a thing happening
roled soldiers, is rescinded.
No more furloughs will be granted to rcon the sabbath.
“What race ?”
The human
turuad prisoners. All furloughs heretofore
race,” answered he, as he disappeared around
given them are hereby revoked, and all prisonthe corner. We were called away at that in
ers now at large on their parole, or who tnay
|

rtant

New York Mnrket.
Cntfnn quirt and Hrra; sain 250 talcs at 38 j

be ponded by the rebel authorities, will imme-

hale,

Arrange-

Rock'and, Mr Cornelius Brain hall to Miss PrisMcCoy, both of R.
Lewistou, Levi T Butler, to 3Ii*e Lizzie C Littleof L.

Ju Bridgton 5th ult, Mr Johh S Gray to Miss Rebecca Hale.
In North Bridgton 24th ult, Mr Alex Deering, of
California, to Miss L 31 Fabyan, of Boston Mass.

DIED.
a

39 for

mnhlliig uplbiai*.

In this city 6tli inst, Elizabeth, widow of the late
Daniel Camming*. aged 88 'ears and 7 mos.
£ IT*Funeral this P 31, at 4 o’clock. from her laV

Flour, mum 13.S00 bbH. State and Western a shade
firmer; Superfine State 4.95 a 6.05; Round Hoop
Ohio 5.20 a 5.26: Su|**rfine Western 4,65 a 4.66; Common to Good Extra Western 9.95 a 6,15;
Southern
firm; mixed to good 5.25.a5.9<); Fvncv aid Extia
G.90a6 75: Canada a shade armer; Extaa 6.50a»>,25
Wheat opened firm aii«te!»*ep: Chicago spring 1,00
ri« 1.11 Mi'mankee 1.09a 1,14; Winter Rod Western
1,25a 125: White Iiutia..* 1.24; White Michigan 1.31 §
,35; Amber Irma 1,17; Amber Michigan 1.2*5; Mixeo
Western 64 a 55 lor old, 47 a 63 ibruew and 42 a 4t» lor

ARRIVAL OF THE KANGAROO.

or The order maintained during the celebration of the fourth, demonstrates to a centainty the prompt efficiency of our police deus

Special Commissioners despatched by
to inquire into the recent disturbat Belgrade had arrived there.

St.’Johns, N. F., July 5.
The steamship Kangxron from Liver|iool
June 25 and Queenstown 2d. arrived off Cape
Race at 9 o’clock this evening.
She experienced a succession of westerly
winds. Her news has been anticipated qy the

In
cilla
In

San Francisco, June l'8.
Minister Pruyn and other American officers
have arrived at Japan.

The Prince of Servia demands the evacuation of all the fortresses.

Poppenrvrg’s

Bangor.

HARRIED.

From Ualiforma.

the Porte

unrivalled Band.

It gives

government

discover the authority for

TURKEY.

As it was, the public
satisfied with the gay appearance

hamiouious

to

at

to

BROKERS’ BOARD. BOSTON. Jaly 3.
5 l'ortlaind Sacoand rorlsmon'li Railroad 102.
83.500 United States Coupon Sixes (18S1).ton
813.000 .do.101
840.000 .do.inn:
*1,000 .do.imi
85.000 United Slates 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.103I
81.000 .do.log
85.000 .do.I03:
81.500 .do.M3‘
83.000 .do
103}
do .108
83 i.300
84,000Uniled States Demand Notes.106
811 5S5.do. 1061
SS.2S.-I.do
1*4
81 oS) United States t ertiticatesot Indebtedness. 99*
810.000 .do. 99]
84.000 American Gold.. 110
8230 .tlo.
1091
85.000 .do
HO
83.sso.do
luoj
870 United States July Coupons.109}

entire war.
Latest dispatch states that there were conflicting reiiorts about the battles, and that it
was impossible to get official information. The
precise situation of Y'ankee army was uot
known. Prisoners were arriving in Richmond
all day on 2d. It is claimed that Hooker and
Sumner were wounded, and Sumner captured.
Latest reports are less exultant.

the enrolment.

of fireworks.

the

endeavoring

immediately.

be raised in this
One to rendezvous at

Portland and theoflier

Vouk, Sunday Night.
Tribune's special from Memphis, of 5th,
states that Richmond dispatches to July 1st
and 2d, still claim that rebels captured eight
Generals, 12,0(10 prisoners, all of McClellan’s
seige guns, and supplies enough for rebel army
for three months. They represent tiie battle
of July 1st as most fearful and desperate of

of clauses In

rolment Ratazzi said that the

Stale

New

makiug
inlegal approorialian
the budget by the Chamber of Deputies, a
question of confidence in the Ministry. In response to a question relative to the recent enwere

Volunteers for the war,are

Southern Items.

II ALT.

an

By special dispatch to the Evening Courier
Saturday night, we have the following:
Augusta, July 5th.
The Seventeenth and Eighteenth regiments

clothing.
Sch Morning Star, from Nassau, with salt,
acids, cigars, Ac., was captured off Cape Fear.

Ratazzi has given notice of his Intention of

Fourth.—Many

persons have spoken of the enjoyment experienced by them in listening to the music of
the different Bands, stationed on Congress and
'State streets, and we doubt not the gratification afforded, was superior to that which would
have been

tlie 25th were

The Houses of Commons were engaged upon a hill relative to the government of inns of

Mistook his Man.—As the firemen were
on

on

Nicholas Biddle, Eves, for New York ; Molocka,
Norton, for Boston.
Sailed from Montevideo May 10, barks Whistling
Wind, Kavelin, Kio Janeiro;* Volant, Whitebeiry,
Antwerp.
At Barbadoes 13th ult, bark II Trowbridge, hence,
diag.
At .Sombrero 25th ult, ship Gen Nowell, Nowell, for
-, Idg.
At Jactnel 15th ult, sch Kate Sargent, Brown, for
and

ments will he matured by Mondry. for
with tiiis order within the space of time necescalling
out two regiments in each Division of the unisary for them to do so, will be accounted deformed militia.
serters and dealt with accordingly..
Brig, Gen. Prince, C. S. Yols., is released
Gov. Washburn's Proclamation.
from duty witli tiie army of Virginia, and will
State ok Maine, Executive Dep’t, )
report to Maj. Gen. McClellan.
The artillery officers of the graduating class
Augusta, July 4,18(52. (
from West Point, excepting those retained for
To the People, of Maine :
tiie summer for duty on the Military Academy,
An additional number of troops an* n'quired
will repair without delay to the head quarters
by the exigency of the public service, and if
ol' tiie army of tiie Potomac, and report to
raised immediately it is believed by those who
have the best means of knowledge, that the
Maj. Gen. McClellan.
Brig. Gen. Sturgis is ordered to report to war will he brought to a speedy and glorious
issue. Of this number, the President of the
Maj. Gen. Pope.
The committee on the conduct of the war
United States desires and exjiects that Maine
have investigated the ease of l)r. Hayes, and
should furnish her proportion or quota. Our
are fully satisfied of the justice of his dismissgallant and patriotic State has done her whole
al.
duty in the past and she will not falter nor fail
Maj. Patterson of 62d (Penn., Col. MeQuade on the present, nor the future, that her mateof 14th New York, and Col. Van Wyek, hererial interests may lx* protected and advanced;
tofore reported killed, are reported to be alive
that tranquility and peace may he restored
and well.
throughout tin* land; that tile Constitution
Si>eeial order diseharging Gen. Fremont's and tlie Union, which have been to us all the
staff lias been suspended.
sources of unmeasured blessings, may be preThe large number of military invalids bro’t
served that liberty of which they were the
i
here are convalescent, and the mortality is
inspiration, ami are the selected guardians,
small. The desire is wide-spread among the
may be saved, and that the light oi the great
thousands of patients here, to speedily recover
example may shine brighter and brighter to
and rejoin their regiments. They express the
guide, to cheer, and to bless the nation. To
aid in ail those, I invoke a faithful discharge
utmost confidence in, and strongest attachof thp duties of this honr, and may all the peoment to all the general officers ol' the army of
the Potomac. They are as patient in suffering
ple of this State unite in the work, each laboras they were heroic iu battle.
ing in his own sphere, doing what he can by
his examples, influence and simpathy, profferThe Navy Department lias officially informed us mat on June 15, gunboats Tahoma, Lt.
ing his treasure, his time, his strength, his
and
Lt.
crossed
the
heart, and his highest hopes to the cause of
Howell,
Somerset,
English,
his country.
bar ot St. Mark's river, drove out artillery
General Orders will he issued immediately,
company with 4 or 5 Held pieces, from fort
near light-house, and afterwards landed and
giving authority for raising new regiments of
burnt tue fort and barracks, thus breaking up
infantry, and for calling into actual service a
a nest of rets-is w ho previously had captured
portion of the uuuniformed militia of the
State.
two boats of the King Fisher.
British schooner Lucy was captured in tryiug to run the
Israel Washburn, Ju.
blockade.
Schooner Curlew was captured off Cedar
Lieut. Inman of this city is in WashingKeys, Fla., ill trying to run the blockade.
ton.
His wound was quite serious, hut he is
Steamer Somerset surprised a steamer in
Dead Man's Bay, loading cotton, but before j now improving, and will soon come hoine,havthey could reach her she was (lied ami desert- ing been granted leave of absence.
ed by the crew, but her anchor, cattles, Ac.,
I
I
were captured.
We
are indebted to
RobinAugustus
Guntioat Montgomery captured off the Rio
51
for
the
British
of
sch. Will O’Wisp, loaded
son,
Grande
Exchange street,
copies
Harper's
with kogs of gunpowder in lisli barrels,percusj
Weekly and other publications.
:
sion caps, thick shoes, and large cases marked

Cape Race, July 5.
The steamship Hibernian I'rom Liver|>ool
via
27th
2d,
Londonderry
ult, passed this point
at 8 o'clock this morning.
She was boarded by tlie news yacht of the
associated press, and the following dispatch
obtained:—
The steamship Bohemjan from Queliec arrived at Liverpool on the 24tli ult.; the steamship Persia from New York, arrived at Queenstown on tlie 20th; the steamship City of New
York, arrived at Queenstown on tlie afternoon
of the 25th. It was reported that she had only one I (oiler working. The steamship Havanna which was to have left
Southampton on
tlie 25th for New York, was compelled to put
back to Bremen, owing to an accident to her

sion, and in one instance the wadding passed
through the portico lights of a gentleman's
house. Six ounces of powder being used at
each discharge, the shattered windows and gas
lanterns, bore ample evidence the next morning, of the gross carelessness of these head-

barns and kitchens of

EUROPE.

ARRIVAL OF THE HIBERNIAN.

another part of the hill, refused to do so.—
Many windows were damaged by the concus-

the Vanderbilt with 700, the Elm City with
300 and the Arrowsinith with 300, have arrived here. Tile John Brooks goes to Annapolis,
tin- Elm City to Philadelphia, and the Vauderbilt and Arrowsinith to New York.

diatcly repair, if belonging to regiments raised
in New hngland and the Middle States, to the
Camp of Instruction established near Annapolis, M d. If belonging to regiments raised in
Virginia. Tennessee, Kentucky. Ohio. Indiana,
and Michigan, to Camp Chase, near Columbus,
Ohio. If belonging to regiments raised in Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri, to the camp near Jefferson Barracks,
Mo,; ana report lor such duty compatible with
their parole, as may be assigned them by tiie
officer in command of said camps, ami all,
whether officers or soldiers, who tail to comply

residence No 21 Willow street.
are invited to attend.

Relatives and Biends

[Massachusetts paper* pleace copy.]
In Bath 2d inst, John L. son or John Henry and
Sarah Davis, aged 1 year 11 mos.
In Rockland, Mis*
Josephine Call, a red 28 rears.
In Warren, 31 r* 3Iary Wet her bee. widow of Joseph
Wet her bee, aged ?.* years.
In Biddeford 25tli inst, Amanda C Paine, formerly
of Bridgton, aged 19 rear*.
In Waterford 27th iust, John C C Warren, aged 46

Boston few davs.
At St Johns PR 19th ult, schs Addie Barnes, and
Red Jacket, from and for New York, diag.
Sailed from St Jago 14th ult, brig J Carey C'oale,for
Cumberland Harbor to load for New York.
At do 14th ult. brig A B Cook, for Portland.
At Trinidad Hth ult, brig George Downs, for New
York in a week; sell War Eagle, for do 2 days.
Sailed 16th. harks Casco, Gardner. New York;

Lauraetta, Wells, Philadelphia; brig Torrent, Gaul,
do; sell Amy Wooster. Brown, do (and were all seen

3t ult oft Cuik* May).
At Kemedios 19th ult.

brigs Lorana, from Boston,
ar 17th; Stephen Duncan, and Auua D Torrey, unc.
At Nuevita* 22d ult, bark DJcx, Guide, for Bremen, Idg; brigs Thomas Owen, Pottiiigili. for New
York, do; Ocean Traveller, and Meteor, for do, do.
Ar at St John NB 1st iust, bark Czariua, Mahoney,

_MERCHANDISE._!
Corn, Corn.
RIVEK COHN.
For Sale at Island Pond,
at Bethel,
at tionth Paris,
at Mechauc Kails,
at Danville Junction,
at Empire Road,
at Miuot,
P.
F.
Commercial
Ry
VARNL’M,
Street,
Head of Widgery’t Wharf.
jnl2—3wi.s

SPOKEN*
21, lat 42 02, Ion 66. 06, was passed ship Alice
Ball, Ro«s, from New Y'ork June 14 for Liverpool.
June 21, lat 46 10, Ion 44 35, was seen ship Alexander Marshall, Marshall, from New York for LiverJunc 27, off Nantucket, ship Artizau, from New
June

Y'ork for Londou.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
I*ORT ROYAL SC. Ar 23d, brig Sea Lark.O’XeR,
Key West (and cld 24th for Philadelphia); 26th, brig
E’leu Barnard, Perry, do; 26th, bark Tangier, Hall,
do.
Cld 24th, schs Bergen, Cole, and Emeline, Davis,
New Y'ork; Hannah Matilda, Price, Philadelphia;
26th, ship Planter, Dailev, New York.
SHIP ISLAND Va. Ar 25th,sell Ocean Bird,Hull,
New bum NC (and sailed 29th for New York).
Y'ORKTOWN Va. In nort 29th, bark Aura, Dawson, from New York, ar27th.
BALTIMORE. Ar2d, brig Two Boys, Conklin,
St Jago 14th ult.
Also ar 2d. brig Chattanooga, Frv, St Johns I*R
19th ult: sch Fred Sheerer, Sheerer, Sagua.
Also ar 3d, ship James Cheston, Brvan, Liverpool.
Cld 2d. brig William Nickels, Frietts, New York;
schs G W Carpenter, Pratt, Boston; Star, Denham,
Richmond Me; J C Brooks, Graftam, Portland.
Also cld 3d, brigs Abbott Lawrence, Fuller, and
Lizabel, Buckminster, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA.
Ar2d, sch S N Hall, Paddock, New Y ork.
Also ar 2d. bark Florence, Toye, Cienfuegos; 3d,
brig Elia Reed, Jarman, Sagua.
Alsoar 3d, brig Ella Reed, Jarman, Sagua; sch
Afflv Wooster, Wooster, Trinidad.
Cfd 2d, bark B Fountain, Kellar, Boston; schs
Jane, Cook. do.
Also cld 2d, ship Ocean Scud, Small. Liverpool;
brig Scio, Hickev. New Orleaus; schs Elleu Frances,
Smith, St John NB.
Also cld 3d. ship Temncst, Whitney, San Francisco; sch Carrie Hues, Flinn, Pernambuco.
NEW Y'ORK. Ar2d. schs Surprise. Cote, Svdney
CB: Eveline, Davis. Port Ro*a) SC; Cherub. Bailey,
Gardiner; Mary E Pearson, ftodgdou, Bangor; Tarquin, Wood, Bangor via Boston.
Also ar 3d, shins Sir ltobt Peel. Larrabeo. Livcrpool May 10: EZ Chandler, do, 48; Marcia C Day.
Chase, uo. 43: Universe. Wells, do May 25; Great
Western, Fu ber, do 3d ult; E II Tavlor, Lord, London ; Corra Linn, Luce, Glasgow, 48 ds; Maid of Orleans, Dennis, do ami Greenock 3d u t; J P Whee’er,
Gadd, do Mnv 18; Stephen Ciowell, Burges*, I.ondonderrv, 26; Cousigi ment, Tukey,Antwerp 33: Wm
YVitherlee. Eustis, Trapani.via Boston 28th ult; barks
Hannah Seco*-. Liverpool Mav 21: Edward iiill.Arey.
Menton Mav 13. passed Gibra tar 27th; brigs Moiiitaiii Eagle, Prav, B ermuda 6; Golden Lead, Seeley,
New Orleans 15; Joseph L Gerety, Mile**. Havana
22d ult; Oriole. Homer, Eastport; Anna I la. -,
Harrington; Kio, Russell, East Machias; E II Nash,

Cole. MiPbridgc; Tyrone, Pinkham, Cherryfiold; Lagrange. Murch. Calais; Clara E len, Gray! do; Zulma. Lampoon, Cutler; Delaware, Jackson,E U worth;
Eagle, Hall; Oregon, Graves, and Lucy Blake, -.
Rockland.
Caroline, Samuels, from Newcastle; Flora Southard,

from Remedios.
C!d 2d, sch* Annie lied,-, Point a Petre; Josie
Gilkev, Gilkev, E iza bet Import.
Also c!d 3d, ships C A Stam'er,
J J lim'd, Thoinas, do; Highland Chief, Delano.
Cornelius Grinned, Spencer, and Amazon, Ilovey,
London; Black Prince. Chase, Shanghae; barks UraAnna Wellington,
nia, Cooper, Cape Town:
Jackson. Bueno* Ayres; Bolfenuo, Higgins, Maranbam. kc: E A Crane, Reed, Ponce PR; FJ King.
Fortier, Mat an/**; Wappoo,-, Cardenas; sch*
Abby B uckett, McCodd, Vera Cruz; Mary E Mauj gum.-. St Kitts; C k X Roger*. Holmes, Har1 bor Island; Man*. Boyd, Lubec:
Bar'ow, Au*
Gregory, and Sultana,Fletcher,
! gusta;

Portland.
PROVIDENCE.

Ar

Philadelphia.

3d, sch Amelia, Rockhill,

Bath.

j

NEW ADVERTISEMEHTS.

A

—

EXTRACTS,

Keepers

Handkerchief Perfumes

]

—

—

Fancy Dry Goods

large assortment of Oral. Gilt. Wains' F.beny and
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,
Constantly on bud.

GAS FITTING,

E. J. D. LARRABEE k 00.,

manner.

Work* 6 Union St., and 333 A 335 Von St.,
jn!4dtf
PORTLAND, ME.

Wanted to Pmrthase.

JOHN MESERVE.

Weatbrook. July 3.1802.

Std

For Sale.
THE Three Story Brick DWEI.LING*
HOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It Is in
good irpair, and contains ten finished
room*.
If not sold before the Idih af
Aueu*t next, it will be sold on that day,
at 11 o'clock, A. M.,at Auction, without
reserve.
Terms very easy. For information apply
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premimt*, o- at the
Rtoreof RANDALL k WOODBURY, on (oantf.
rial Street, hoad Central Wharf.
June 21, 1862.
dtf

CLASS

FIRST

Sewing-Machines.
EMPIRE

*»««*•

4 MASTER'S Intrreat in n VeoaoL Boat of (of.
1%. ercbces given.
Address PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
June 24.1862.»d4w
BOX 672*

left mv bed and
debta of her contracting

no

”*• **

June 23. 1*2.

C'antion.
Maria, having

SHUTTLE.

FIRE

k7

IX 8 U HAS C

WABBEN SPABBOW,
rer. of Cirbang, la,
PORTLAND, ME.,

OSce 74 Middle,

SLOAT

Agent of the following First Clooo Insnrnnce Co’a:
National Iaaaraace Coapsar,
Of Boatoa.
Cash Capital and Sarp'sa, KOO.OOO
Republic Fire Iaaaraace Company,
Of New York.
Cash Capital and garp'os, *313,000.
Relief Fire Iaaaraaee Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surp.ua. 1210.003.
Equitable Fire and Marine In*. Ca.,

ELIPTIC.

■

Machine fully Warranted.

Every

STORER A CUTLER, General Ageiti*
A OO Middle Street*

S8

julldtf

Of

Providence.

Pcarrcr Sicrarnr. which onght always to be the
drif consideration in effecting insurance. 1* here offered to the public, at the lowest rates rtf premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.

PORTLAND, Mb

ODD

FELLOWS’

’’Boyd’s Building,’' opposite

Office in

E X C UR8 I O X.

June 23.

Oflle*.

I oat

dbwtf

Odd Fellows of Portland, accompanied br
from Biddeford, Saco, Saccarappa
Biui.swick, will have a

the Lodges
THE
and

Eicursion to

Picnic

Bath,

SIXTEENTH REGMIENT.
15 Recruits Wanted

Portland Band.
Columbian Hall,

The

near

To HU up

the

Immediately.

company from

*

CUMBERLAND
To

acnrc

three yean, uni*-**

COUNTY,
dfachurged.

.ooner

Tickets Tor the Excursion, $1,
Better inducement*

To he had at Lowell ft Senter's, E. P Banka', and
K. J. I). Larrabee k Co’s. Exchange Street; Ingersol k Son, Middle Street; F. E. Covell's, under the
Preble House; H. T. Cummings', Congress Street.
and of the Committee of
Arrangements at the Depo
Train leaves the Kennebec 4k Portiaud Depot at 8

July 1.

Rifle

PARTIES.

feet sf

JrSttf

Recruiting

or

with
Oilt finish made

sire, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also cheap Lookiug Classes and
plates re-set iu old fiamc*, by
MORRISON k CO.. 26. Market Square.

Importer and

order bv

Britaaaia fare, TaWf Cillery, mi Fbt«4 Vat

MORRISON k CO 26. Market Square.

And

Photographic Frames.
or oval—every kind called for.
QOl’ARE
being manufactured
cowMuily imported,

by ourselves, except

a

(jegeral Aaoortmeat of

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

Thfrs
tbo*e

compete with anv ma
ket for low prices. At whoiesac or retail, at 2tf. Market Square,
MORRISON k CO’S.
m

Denier In

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

LANDSCAPES of u>
stylo desired—latest patterns aud best
to

—

FURNITURE,

PORTRAITS OR
or

IM

DEALE*

L ^ I jST

Gilt Frames.
size
FIR

Officer*.

i Parlor, Chamber

auy

workmanship—made

en-

SAMUEL ADLA.M, Jrn
—

WITH
Rosewood. Black Walnut
order, of

the day at

JOHN M. KAR8TCN,
CHAS. l. Xcallister,

CALDERWOOD k BECKETT.
dtf
Portiaud. June 23.

to

on

listment.

Eickaage.

Pier and Mantle Mirrors.
Oval, Square or EHptical ftames,

at

Corps Armory,

solicited.

Bear

before.

month'* Adraaea

a

tP" Tay and Ration* commence

the Islands, supplied
I^XCURSIOMSTS
J with stores at the shortest notice.
Orders

e*er

OLD CITT HALL. PORTLAND.

visiting

180 F«re Street

and

Recruiting Office

td

PLEASURE

offered than

together with ffl.OO Bona*,
lly authorized by Coagree*.

C. J. SCHTMACHEB,) Committee
F A SMITH,
of
J
W. S. PUI LBROOK. ) Arrangements.

1862.

are

•100 BOUNTY AT THE END Of THE WAR,
And ieo acres or land,

o'clock.
Members of the Fraternity are requested to me*1’
at <ydd Fellows’ Mall, Exchange Street, at 7J o’clock

we can

fllHE attention of purchasers is invited to tbo largo

X aid desirah'e stock of tloase-koepiz.g Good* now
in store, as above, comprising as it doe* nearly ovary
article usually needed m the Ftnaiorc and i raekory
Department*, being one of the targe*? stocks in tbo
Black Walnut and
State, purchasers can find almost any varietv of rich.
Oak
I medium and low-pnced goods, sailed to tlisir diflkrlowest cash
in quantities to suit the j ent wauts.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a comtrade. Ship Mouldings made and finished to
order by
MORRISON CO.,
plete outfit at this csiablishmeut, without the trouble
aud loss of rime usually attending a selection of this
Market Square.
! kind; and the subscriber is confident that, combining
I as he does the various branches of
1 business, he can offer roods a? prices that will not
Old Frames
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.
RENEWED br
MORRISON k CO.

Gilt, Rosewood,
Mouldings.
prices,
AT

j

horse-farstalling

Re-GUt,

AND

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portlamd.
June

On Hand.

A

CONSTANT
Loaf, and at

a. 18*2.

dtf

CHANGE OK SEASON!

supply of best Extra Deep Gold
low rates at
26 Market Square.

—

WX. C. BECKETT,

Photographic Goods A

Chemicals.

stock in this department is complete, eom*
prising every article used in the art.
MORRISON k CO.,
26. Market Square
June24dtfw3t

!Merchant

OCR

Tailor,

1)1, MIDDLE ST.,
!

Hw prepared himself br selections (Von the New
of Goods recently imported in New York end
Boston, to meet the requirements of bis customers

Strles

CLOTHING.
GARDINER

A

| sod the public as to
FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING

BROWN,

say to their friends and the public that they
of Messrs. CUADBOL'RNE k KEN*
DALL, their Stock of
would
have

purchased

Confectioners!

—

PARTIES WISHING TO PtTROHASM
Will be cheerltally furnished with oar Catalog!*,
*
which contains a complete Hit.

Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Wholesale or Retail.

|

j

tlor »toclt embrace* ail article* la this line and Ic
the large*! and beat seleeted In the Stale, aud we after the best inducements to dealers and
nhotogranora.
both at to quality of gooda aud aa to price*.

AND IYKRT DESCRIPTION OF UCH1NIRY,

Park, bas been provided (br Dancing, kc.: Swings ai»d Foot Balls. als>
Tea, Coffee, Lemonade and Ice Water, will be furnished free of charge. AH are requested to carry a
basket, mug and spoon, as usual.

Jane, Allen, Baltimore; Joseph. Cobb, New York;
Gauge**, Wilev, Calais; Genl Scott, Tapley. Bangor:
Kossuth, Coni on ; Philanthropist, Homer,and James.
Stahl, do; Orizou, Rogers, and Messenger, Snow.

a* W ii.«or A Newton’a Oil and Wa.ee (
o'ora
Brushes, Drawing Paper*, Pencil*. Crayon*, Oil* and
Varnichc*. Mathematical Instrument*, kt.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

Osprev,

Wentworth. Bangor for Fall River.
PLYMOUTH. Ar 28th, sch Betsv Ames. Bangor.
BOSTON. Ar 3*1. brig A J Ross. Small. Sagna 15th
ult; Catharine Nickels, Tvler, Salem; whs Martha

Our Aatortment cf Artists' Material*
*crr extensive,
being of the beat manufactory,

<uch

MANUFACTURER OF

ON THE EIGHTH DAY OF JILT,
(Or th« first fiur cl»r following), attended by the

Also ar 4th, whs Ada Ames, Ames. Baltimore; Juliet, Croat**, Hartford.
Also ar 4th, brig Allston, Sawver, of and fin Bangor; whs J N M Brewer, Sprague, Kaatport: Abigail
Haynes, Lord. Ellsworth; Billow, Was*. Addison;
Eagle, Foss, Hancock; Samaritan. Dodge, Brooklir.;
unsound do.
Abby Gale, Kendail: Lebanon, Creamer. and ParaOuaU ara firm; Northern and Western 43 a 45.
gon,' Ha*ch, Baugor; Mazurka. Kimball, Belfast.
8 a 10.
lieef dull; Couiitnr
Eliza Ellen, Ricker. Portland.
years and 12 da' *.
Corn fiim; Sa on 12.3 m Mixed Western 64§55 for
Also ar 5th, bark Robert, Carter, Bangor, Wales:
In Denmark 17th ult, Samuel C Colby, aged 82
old do., 47 a 53 for new do., and 42 a 45 for unsound.
Jessie Rtavnas, Pendleton, Liverpool Mar Jf;
and
7
dav*.
brig
years
Pork dull; Mess 10,60^10,00; prime 6,50 a 7*00; Resell*
In Phillips 27th ult, Col Theodore 3Iar*ton, aged J
Mary' E i'abeth, Higgins. Lcprcaua N'B; Jamn
packed Chicago 11,00 a 13,50; Prime Mess 10,25.
about
71
Barbour.'Wall,
Eden; Wi'd Rover, Brad ford. Frieodyear*.
liacuu dull.
In Presque Isle 24th ult, James Franklin, son of j ship; George k James, McAllister, Rockland; Co•
Lard fiiut
Wlseaaset.
Warren
Southard,
8
week*.
quette.
Hughes,
aged
j
Butter dull.
Tele graphed, bark Mary C Porter, from Africa.
In Brunswick 1st met, Carrie L Owen, aged 18year* ;
Riee <;uiet.
C?d
mo* 23 day*.
3d,
Reed, New York; sch Hume,
10
tlorixo.i,
ship
I
Sugais tinner; New Orleans at 9; Porto Rico at 7$
In 8aco 27th ult. drowned. Alonzo, son of 3Ir Wil- , Phinney, Beaufort NC.
a 8]; iiavamiah at 7 a 8].
lm pLI Ml>
liarlr
Viclrurcnti
R*!fimnro
liam Dolbv, aged 15 years ami 6 mo*.
At Willow Bauk,' Kittery, 25th ult, 3lr Charles j sells Sarah Burton, Arinin*. Miia.'oane; Dresden.Coli both, Shu’ee NS; O M Pettit, Clark, Baltimore; MagStuart, aged 40.
LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS,
nolia, Nickersou, Philadelphia; Daniel L Sturge*,
Sturge*. do; Petinsvlvauia, Scott, Bath.
Psrllnn4 Pest Otter Mnll Arraa|r«eats.
SALEM. Ar 3d.’sell* Beni Franklin, Mills. New
York for Kockland; 11 W Wellington, Wells, Caiaii
McClellan's position—200,000 rebels engaged
WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 8 PM. Clones at
for
New llaveu; C H Aale, Berry, llaugor for Phila7.45 AM and 2 PM
—Estimated rebel loss l]i).000—Our forces
delphia; Renown. Baker, and M E Pierce, Shaw*, do
at 1.45 1*31. Close* at 12 M.
tcere not beaten in any conflict—10,000 re- j EASTERN—Arrives
for New York; Su*an Frances. Currier, Bangor; CoSTEAMBOAT M AIL—Arrives Bom Kastport Me, St
Ifels killed on Tuesday—rebels beaten at
lumbia. Crosby, do for Lynn; Nepouset, Ingraham,
John NB and the British Provinces, Tuesday and
Kockland.
Fridav inoruings. Close* Mondays and Thursdays
eccrp point.
LUBEC. Sailed .^nh, sch* Kate Wilcox, MeFadat 4 I’M.
New York, July 5.
den, ai;d Franklin. Allen New York.
EUROPE, via Quebec—Closes every Fridav at 12 31.
CALAIS. Sailed 27th, sch Lady of the Ocean,
Tin* Fortress Monroe correspondent of the
CAN ADA—Arrives at 1.45 P3I. Close* at 12 M.
Chamberlin, Providence.
MAILS—Arrives about 5 1*31 Closes at
Tribune, writing under date of July 3, says COUNTRY
SL'LLIVAN. Ar3)th. sch Julia Elizrbetb. Mer9 PM.
Gen. McClellans position cannot lie flanked
rill. Btueliill.
Sailed 2d. sch* Manchester, William*, and N Jone*.
by any force, however great. Supplies of all
Wooster, Boston; Grampus, Perry, do.
FOREIGN IMPORTS.
kinds, and in abundance, liavg arrived, and the
BANGOR.
Ar3d, *cl>* Luella, Wiuchenbach, and
is
in the best
SIERRA MORF.NA
army
Brig Lillian-350 bhd* mopossible spirits. Two gun- lasses.
Cornelia. Currier. Boston; Georgiai.a, Turner, New49 tc*
66 brls do Leavitt k Came.
l>oats went tip the
Harriet
AppoUunatax river,towards ] SAGL’A. do,
burvport;
Rogers, Dunueli, and Boston
Bark
Darling—6»?0 hlul* sugar, 52
Petersburg, Sunday night. The Islaud Belle | tc* do, 7 brl do J S Henry
Packet, Turner, York.
Miller—11 hlids molasses master—
Portland.
Cloud.
Hill,
and
was
abandoned
and
burned.
Flying
3
brl*
1
box
do.
;
sugar order.
got aground
Cld 3d. ship S Blanchard, York. Liverpool; brigs
NS. Sell Sarah—a to qtl* codfish. 100
City Point was burned on Monday by a gun- doWE8TPOKT
Win
A
Dresser,
Hatch,
Philadelphia: Lydia Stoner.
brl*
7
2
do
halibut
master.
herring*.
pollock,
boat, thus destroying a shelter for the rebel
Whitnev. Brideport; Hudson, Griffin, Providence;
M'GEolt'iL NB. Sell Man* Ann—65 M ft lumJulia E Gamage, Brewster, Granada; EG Knight,
sharpshooters.
her
J
Miller.
N
;
Hewe*. Tortuga*; Shenandoah. Nash, Bridgeport;
James river is filled with transport vessels
Falk Hall, KlUMiell, Boston; Triton, Freemau. llvarand steamers, and there are over twenty gunnis;
Packet. HaMowell. Weymouth; Orient, HutchinPASSENGERS.
boats in the vicinity of Harrison’s landing.
son, Scituafe; Elizabeth. Sparrow, Portland; Dahlia,
In the Henry Darling, from Sagua—Mr and 3Ir*
Rebel prisoners put their loss at 30,000,while
Kent,
Vina’havco, and Y’euloo, Clo&son,-.
Campion, and 3Ir Andrew Noel, for Bostou.
ROCKLAND. Ar29th, sciis L Dyer, Jameson,
ours does not exceed 10,000.
Viualhaveu for New York; George D Loriug, Tyler,
The rebels had over 200,000 troops engaged.
Gloucester; 30th. Castilian. Philadelphia; 1st, Sarah,
MINIATURE ALMANAC—Monday, July 7.
Andrew*, and It Bullwinkle, French, Boston; Genl
Sun rise*, morn.4 26 I Length of days.15 19
Warren, GuptiM; See Serpent, Arty; Zion,-, and
Washington, July 5.
Sun sets, eve.7 44 | Moon sets, morn
12 23
Juno, Rohiiison. do; J Acliorn, Hatch. Bangor.
Dispatches received from Gen. McClellan,
Sailed 27th, sch* Minnehaha. Thomas, Norwich;
dated one o’clock, afternoon of the 4th. The
Island to load for New York; Ocean
-,
MAKIXE
NEWS. Wave,
Star, Ham, and Lucy Blake, Everett, do; 28th, Alfollowing is the substance:
bert
Jameson.
do; 1 C Herts, Spear, Island
Jameson,
There has been no fighting since Tuesday
to Toad for New York; Leo. Coombs, and Dover
PORT OF PORTLAND.
night, when the enemy were repulsed with
Packet. Wooster, Boston; 29th, Bay State, Terrill,
and Gentile' Getchell, New York: Sarah, Holden.do;
great slaughter.
The army moved to the position now occu30th, Corinthian. Small, Norwalk; H K Dunto.i.
Friday* Jaly 4*
Sherman, Providence; Louisa Dyer, Jameson, New
pied, because it affords greatly superior advanBark Henry Darling, Reals. Sagua.
York: 1st. Vendovi, Bimy, Vina'Inn ten to k»ad for
tages for the co-operation of the gunboats. of
Brig Lillian, 8wazey, Sierra M»rena.
New York: Charlie k Wilcv, Hooper, do to load for
which seventeen are now in the river protectBrig Ashler, Thestrup. Philadelphia.
do; Siias Wright. Adams. Hewitt’* Island to load for
Sch Harriet Neal. Houton, New York.
do: George k Janie*. Poland, and Harriet, Glover,
ing tlie flank of the army.
Sch Marv Ann, (Br) Kilpatrick, St George NB.
Boston; 2d. Pearl. Robinson, Danvers.
Statements of the cusualities in the severe
Sch Amelia, 3(agoon. Portsmouth.
WISCASSET. Sailed 25th, sebs Joseph Fish.-,
battles of eight days cannot yet be furnished.
Sell Kega’ia, Pinkham. Boothbav.
Fortress Monroe: 28fh. Franklin. Albee, and Vesta,
Sch Waterwitch. Orr, Harps well.
Our forces were not beaten in any conflict, nor
Lewis, Boston; Mary Anna. Merry, do; Emblem.
Sell Lnella, Croabv, Bangor for Boston.
Gate*. Wine Harbor NS; 90th, Coquette, Southard,
could they be driven from the field by the utYacht Prioress, Tliurlow. Newbury port.
Boston.
most efforts of the enemy.
The conduct of
Steamer Lewiston, Kuight, Boston.
BATH.
Sailed 31. ship Fotomac, Weeks, Musour troops in every case, and under all circumquash NB.
Satarday, Jaly 5*
GARDINER.
Ar 30th. sch Caroline Knight. Wilstances, was admirable.
A KRIVED*
liains. New York.
No guns have been lost since the engageSch Sarah, (Br) Teaii, Westport NS.
sch*
Sailed
30th.
Maine, William*, Boston; Genl
Sch Arno, (Br) Carlisle. Hiilsboio NB.
ment of Friday. June 27, when McCall's diviScott, Morrell, and Ocean Wave, Turner. New York;
Sch Serf, Shaw, New York.
sion was at the outset overwhelmed by supeaud President, White, Dennis.
Baker,
Bird,
Spring
Sch Harriet Fuller, Hamilton, Boston.
rior uumlicrs, and 52 field pieces fell into the
Sch Ty ro. Story, Gloucester for Bangor.
hands of the rebels.
Steamer Montreal, Prince. Bostou.
CLEARED.
Brig Orison Adams, York, Matanzas, Leavitt &
Washington, July 4.
Came.
The latest advices at the War Department
Sch Martha Greeno, (Br) Stoddard, Horton NS,
from Gen. McClellan aro dated 0 o’clock this
To
master.
to
which
time
there
Sch
had been no
Banner, (Br) Thorne, St John NB, master.
morning, up
Jos H White.
Sch
Albany,
Bogan,
since
Highlauder,
fighting
Tuesday.
IH. G. PALMER & CO.
Gen. Dix reports the arrival to-day at FortSaaday, Jaly 6.
ress Monroe of 553 rebel prisoners,
ARRIVED.
Have just received a
among
w horn are several Cols, and
Sch Albert Treat, Bowdoin, Philadelphia.
M;yors.
Sch Win Arthur, Haskell, Philadelphia.
LARGE, NEW & SUPERIOR
Sch Allred Barrett, Cornish, Albany.
lot or
Sch Angelina, Hicks, New York.
Fortress Monroe, July 3.
Sch Kosa, Sawyer, Bostou.
SteamerX'ellie Baker from Harrison's LandFLAVORING
ing, arrived this morning, with a few of our
F'JP’Bark John Carver was taken np at New York
for Cardiff with graiu at lid iu bulk, and flour at 3*
wounded and 25 rebel prisoners.
To which they would direct the attention of
6d.
There was most terrific fighting on Tuesday,
with most brilliant success. The rebels were
of Ice Cream Saloons,
Confectioners,
£ JP“At Waldoboro several vessels are now in construction, as follows:—Joseph Clark k Son are build
j defeated in every action, and the rebel officers
ing a ship of about 12lK) tons; Schwartz k Castncr
j taken prisoners admit a loss of 10,000 men on
Proprietors of Hotels,
and Capt Charles Comery, a double deck brig ol
i that day. Onr artillery successfully poured
about 450 tons; Heed, Welt It Co. a double deck brig
And the public in general. Also, a large and varied
into them all day, while the rebels did very
of 400 tous, and a schooner of 3 K) tous; Wm Fish Jr,
assortment of
little execution with theirs.
a schooner of about 500 tons; W F Storer also going
to build a schooner of about 300 tons.
Our loss was very small—the fighting most
desperate. As fast as th rebels were mowed
DISASTERS.
down fresh troops immediately t<x>k their
Brig T W Lucas, which ar at Kio Janeiro May 22,
INFERIOR TO NONE IN THE WORLD.
their
officers
to
the
disregard
places,
appearing
from Boston, is bound to Sau Francisco, and put in
; lives of their men, holding them up under the
for repairs. Of what nature, not reported.
Ship M C Day, Chase, at New York, fm Liverpool,
| hottest lire of our artillery, which swept them
Country Trader* will do well to call at their rooms,
had heavy W gales most of the passage; blew away
down as fast as they arrived.
foretopsail and did other damage.
The enemy has lieen repulsed and lieaten
144 Middle Street, Portland,
back in every fight for the last three days,
Ship Lawrence, Johnson, from Liverpool, was below New York 3d lust, in distress,having been ashore
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Yester- the night previous, and was
Whore may also be seen an extensive assortment ol
leaking badly. Sever
day the rebels advanced about 8 o'clock and men were put on board of her from the U S steumci
MILLINERY, WHITE GOODS,
opened fire; severe fighting ensued for three Dti} light, to assist in working the ship into port.
hours, when the enemy retreated, badly cul
HOOD SKIRTS, HOSIERY,
FISHERMEN.
our
with
loss.
and
This
artillery,
up by
heavy
LACES, EMBROIDERIES
Spoken—.June 21, hit 44 50, lou 50, ech White Foam,
I was the last fighting up to five o'clock this
of Thom&stou. with 500qtls fish.
morning. Our troops are in flue spirits, ami
*!*»
FOREIGN PORTS.
never so anxious to fight as now.
All Iht
At Melbourne April 24. ship Simoda, Smith, frou
; wounded express a desire for a speedy recov]
w' York Jan 10, ar same dav.
N«
ery, and to return again to their regiments, st
At Gibraltar 14th nit (not 10) brig Havana, Curtis
as to be there when Uichwood is uikcu.
m. a. rnxn,
B. o. tsokm,
s. mm. a
from Gouoa for Now York.
Steamer* John Brooks with 400 wounded > I
At Uvtriwi lift ult, tldpt EmCiald Mo, CoroWi
JulT—dtf

j
|

I*

3d, *ch Ann, Strout, Bangor.
NEWPORT. Ar 3d, sell James Bliss,
for
Baugor.
Also ar 3d. sch* N B Borden, Collins, Cardenas for
Fall Riven Florence, Caudaze, Rockland for Providence; MaJcom, James, Goulds boro for Pawtucket;
Sailed

JUST RECEIVED,
choice collection of Fine Engraving* and
Lithograph*, which wr shall be happy to (howtoany
who may call.
A eery

I. L WINSLOW, Agent,

MY

Engravings,

constantly oyt ha^d,

HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Teas,
Atil' 60 do.
do.
Souchong
do.
For sale by JOHN LYNCH k CO.
>•23—3ui

wife, Ann
board, I .hall pay
after thia date.

Re-

d

Pier lid Oval Vrtnwa, with French Mirror*:
l.bonv tod Imittiiou Kotewood Frame*. both GIH,
Oval
aud Square, lor
Fngrartags and Photograph*, at low
pncc* and warranted Mti. factory

Teas,

Done in tbe beat

si

Manufacturers of
ORNAMENTAL Gltt FRAMES.
For Oil Paintings and
Looking tilamer

OrtA HHDS. Cardenas Molasses,
200 do. Mnsca ado do.
100 boxes il. B. Sugar,
For sale by JOHN LYNCH k CO.
Je23—3m

STEAM AND

Wholesale

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.

XolaMM and Sugar.

brig*

Copy,

Picture Frames*

In store and to arrive.

Steam

and

Dealers in

tail

For sale low by F* A. 8M ITU,
19 k 21 SILVER STREET.
Portland. June 23, 18*72.
d4w

Theobald,Liverpool;,

Hardscrabble,

B. 1. D. LARBABEE * CO,
Manufacturers, Importer*,

Butter, ( limp, Flour.
BOXES Vermort Cheese—best dairies.
25 I iiUi Choice Vermont Butter.
580 Bb’s. Family Flour.

Boston.

1

MISCELLANEOUS;

ILLINOIS

\
"|
LoV/

1

"

AND SUMMER SEASONS !
In his new stock are comprised Fancy
Spring Overcoats and Busiucsa Suita, Rich

j

FANCY BROADCLOTHS
For Drees and Frock
qualities of French and
er substantial fabrics.
Plain aud Fancy

1

Ready-Made Clothing,
Also, their entire interest in Manufacturing and Cus*
tom

Department. Having

Clothe hr
Blank and

Coets, embracing the nicer
German, as well as the cheep*
Black and Colored,

Elegant

DOESKINS !

secured the services of

Of s great variety of patterns. VESTINGS ef all
Mr. J. E. FOLEY, late Foreman and Cutter for
the varieties that the market affords—Si k. Satin, Lin*
Messrs C. k K., they hope to merit a fair share of the j en, and Cotton—many rare and unique styles. Also
; an assortment of the nicer qualities of
patronage bestowed upon their predecessors.
GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS.
62 Middle Su, opposite Pool Oflee*
To all of which attentioa la especially lnvitadJune 23, 1362.
4wdaw
_

maker, wacted.
Portland. JuueM, 1861.

•.•Coat

SOMETHING NEW!

K|

n For Hats and Caps, -MR.

sod vest

d*f

CS R AV ESTOSFS.
Bargains will he gives to thorn who wlah
to purchase Gravestones or Monuments of any
description. Those who will favor ■>• with a eaa
•hall bo satisfied that they are hay lag a good article
at the lowest price.
Shop on Foreat Aveoae, near Evergreen Cemetery,
Stevens’ Plains.
J. H. OOOK.

AT HARRIS’ —OPP. POST OFFICE.

GOOD

NOTHING NEW!!

_

The French Conformeteur!!!

....

jefift—tat_

HAVE USED IT FOR THREE YEARS,

ty-

No extra

charge

for

making hat,

XAHHOOD-Row Lost! How Rwtorad!

to ortlor.

Jast

ran t

LUlit-ary Chapeaux,

in

•

sealed Eavalopo.

six cxrr*.

Torma Caah.
LECTURE on the NA- ur\ treatment
and RADICAL t l'Rl of 1 riua'orrhma or
OITOSITE I’OST OFFICE. I Seminal Weakness.
Involuutaiy E msaious. Sox uni
2wdia
Debility, and Impediments to Marriage geuorally,
Nervousness, Consumption, Epilopoy and Fits; Meotal aud Phvsleal li cupacitv, resnltiiic from SelfTENEMENTS WANTED.
Abuse, Ac.—By ROB’T J. CULVER WELL. X. IX,
Author of the Gtuthx Book, Ac..
WANTED—Convenient tenements for ths

,Capa

and

Gauntlet,. sold low.

A

BY HARRIS,
June 23.

w

published,

/AiEh/k accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ton roi’>
ti»os’ walk of the l’ost othco. Kent not m
oxcoed from f 150 to 175 per annum.
at the Count
Address Boa 43.1W Ott.oo. or
iujr Room of the Daily fftsMTag »»•

il!IM

apply

rortln&d, Jibo 22.

dMf

“A Ism tw Tkoumads sf SwWeswru,**
1

sent under seal, in a
envelope, ’o asv address.
I roUTraiD, on receipt of si* touts, or two postage
;> stamps, br Dr. CH. J.C. KLINE. XT Bcweat, R*W
Tea a. ion Or*ks. Nor, «BL

I

plain

Juue B.
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Said he. “Mv darling idol!”

idled, and

then she idled.

“You are creation’s belle,”
Ami site bellowed, and then

he bellowed.

“Your hand 1 ask, so bold I’ve grown,”
And he groaned, and then she groaned.

pear.
“Don't ask me to get

“And you shall have vour private gig’”
And she giggled, and then he giggled.

anything,” was the alof Mr. Drayton to his
impatient
wife on the morning that preceded the grand
Said ahe, "My dearest Luke,”
And be looked, and then she looked.
party. She had asked him to stop at the florist's and order some boquets.
“I’d have thee, if thou wilt,”
And ahe wilted, and then he wilted.
“Father is as crusty and ill-natured as he
can be,” said Elite, after he had gone out.
God Bless You.
“He don't like this party,” answered Mrs.
Drayton; “and I'm almost sorry, now, that 1
How simply fell those simple words
ever attempted to give it.”
Upon the human heart,
When friends long bound in strongest ties
“It's just like him. I never saw such a
Are doomed by fate to part!
I man.”
You sadly press the hand of those
Mrs. Drayton did not rebuke her daughter
Who thus in love cares* you.
And soul responsive beats to soul,
for this remark.
In breathing out “Ciod bless you!”
In the meantime, staggering, mentally, under
him down
a burden that lie felt w as crushing
What are another's faults to me?
: Mr. Drayton repaired to his store to meet, and
Have I a vulture s bill
To peck at every flaw I see,
j if possible, overcome, in the day’s strife, adAnd make it wider still ?
vancing misfortune; for, after fifteen years of
to
know
It is enough for me
ail active and
intelligent business life, lie found
I’ve follies of my own,
himself on the verge of ruin, and tilt; cause
While on my heart true care bestow.
was. excessive expenditure in living, by which
And let my friends alone.
a constant drain had been make on his
profits,
thus depriving him of needed capital, and the
it
a
merchant.
Duradvantages always gives
ing the whole of these fifteen years, one thousand dollars a year may la' fairly set down to
From Peterson's Magazine.
the charge of extravagant living; that amount
having been expended to gratify the pride and
H IODWED, AND POOR.
vanity of his wife, in dress, style, entertainBY T. 8. ARTHUR.
ments, and the hundreds of unconsidered
tilings that waste a man’s substance for naught.
“If you must have it, Jane.”
We do not wholly exonerate Mr. Drayton.
“There’s no must in the case, Harry. Why
He knew, better than his wife, that he was
will you talk so to me, as if I were unreasonaliving too expensively all this time, and it was
ble and extravagant ?”
therefore his duty to order his household diffMrs. Drayton looked hurt, and offended.
erently. But he was a weak man on this side,
“I didn’t say you were unreasonable and exand yielded for the sake of giving pleasure.—
travagant. Jane.”
He saw that his wife's heart was set on living
“You might as well have said it.” was retortlike her neighbors, most of whom were better
ed, in a tone of voice far from amiable.
off than they were; and so he complied, con“I think not.” Mr. Dayton spoke in a desented. and acquiesced in silence, when he
than
to
his
to
himself
rather
and
pressed way,
knew that things were going all wrong. And
wife.
now an inevitable (crisis was advancing upon
have
it?”
if
I
must
did
then,
say
“Why,
you
him.
asked Mrs. Drayton, in an im|>erative manner.
One thousand dollars, of-the fifteen thousand
Now of all things in the world, Mr. Drayton
wasted in fifteen years, would have saved M r.
most dreaded what are known as family jars:
lack of it his paper
Drayton on
and he was always ready to make concessions
went to ]'Pi>tf(40Mir dl four o’clock lie took
for peace. He could meet outside trouble .and
his way homeward, stricken down ill the prime
stand up, bravely, even with odds against him.
of his manhood, and couscions that the blow,
in the life-battle; but, at home, he wanted rest
falling as it had done, on a spirit exhausted biand peace. And to secure these, he too often
endurance, had Hurt him beyond the leech’s
king
(irmhave
been
held
should
that
yielded thingsit came to tie
skill.
with
Thence,
understood,
ly.
The elegant carpet had been laid, the curMrs. Drayton and her elder daughter*, that
tains hung, and the new brocatelle furniture
whatever they desired would be yielded, if
arranged in the parlor. Mrs. Drayton had
the right kind of pressure were brought to
closed all tlie shutters, and lighted the gas, in
bear on husband and lather. The case now
order to see and admire the effect.
at partial issue involved a new parlor cari>ct;
“Splendid'."—had just fallen from her lips,
the English Brussels, which had been on tinwhen the rattle of her husband’s keys was
floor for nearly five years, not being considered
heard in the latch, and a moment afterward
by many degrees elegant enough for exhibition Mr.
Drayton stood, pale and bewildered, in tlie
fashionable party to be
on the occasion ol a
door. Though confounded by what he
parlor
two weeks.
in
given
saw. lie comprehended the scene.
Mr. Drayton did not respond to his wife’s
“Now don’t he angry!" said Mrs. Drayton,
sharp interrogation. He never entered into
crossing the room quickly. “But, wliat’s the
word-encounters ou the field of home.
matter, Henry? Are you sick?” Her voice
“It is as much for your credit as mine,” addchanged from a tone of deprecation to one of
ed the lady, seeing that her husband did not
anxiety.
answer.
"Brussels went out of date years ago;
“Yes," was tlie low. faintly uttered response,
and, besides, ours is faded and shabby. Mrs. and
Mr. Drayton sat down like one whose
Langdon. whose carpet looked new alongside strength had
suddenly departed,
of ours, lias put down tapestry velvet: and so
“What ails you. Harry?”
have Mrs. George and Mrs. Toner. Nobody
father!”
The children drew, frightened,
“Oh.
that pretends to any sort of style Uaa Brussels
around him.
now.”
ror a auic wnue ne sat snrinxing in me
\\ hat will you have to pay lor new carthen rising he looked steadily, but not
pets?” asked Hr. Drayton, consent in bis chair; at his
wife, and said,
angrily,
voice.
“Jane—this is all wrong; and it is hard for
‘•Two dollars a yard.”
me to believe it of you.
But I will not hurt
“How many yards will be required ?”
any one, now, by reproaches. You will have
‘•About filly.”
enough of them lioru in your own thoughts.
“One hundred dollars,” said Mr. Drayton.
There can be no party here to-night. 1 am a
“That's all. Only a hundred dollars.”
ruined merchant, fallen under a weight too
“Very well. You’d better see about it at
heavy to bo borne. Send a notification to all
Go to Ome's.”
once.
that were invited; the reason will, in most cas“And there's another thing we should have,”
es, Ik- understood.”
said Mrs. Drayton.
Saying this, Mr. Drayton went with uncer“What?”
tain steps from the room, and, ascending to
A kind of patient acquiescence was in the
one of the chambers, threw himself on a
bed,
speaker's voice, as of one who suffered, yet from
which he never arose. Soon afterward a
veiled the signs.
servant started in haste, for the family physi“Curtains”
cian, who, when he came, found a white-faced
Hr. Drayton evinced no surprise.
man rapidly sinking under an exhausting flow
“I’ve always set my heart on curtains, as
of blood from the lungs. Tears were vain;
you know. It is one of tny weaknesses.”
care was vain; love was vain.
The overtaskHr. Drayton sighed faintly—so laintly that
ed and overburdened man had fallen, half-way,
it was not perceived.
on his fruitless
journey toward worldly com“I guess the carpet will do now,” he made
to rise no more; and when he
answer, forcing a lightness of manner which he
left
his
family nurtured, until then by pride,
did not feel. And, taking up his hat, he huron the
lap of luxury, he left them poor and
ried off to his store.
helpless, iu a world that reuiemIn-red all their
“Weil have the curtains," said Etfie, the oldsocial ambition, vain love of show, and exest daughter, in a gleeful tone, as her father
travagance. as so much against them, instead
shut the street door.
of so much in their favor.
“Of course we will,” replied the vain, extra“Widowed and poor!” was the pitving anvagant mother. “Silk damask, and lace.”
swer made to an inquiry about Mrs.
Etfie struck her hands together, exclaiming
Drayton,
a year after her husband died.
“Splendid! O, I do so admire curtains! They
“And
she
lived so handsomely during Mr.
give to a room sueh an elegant appearance.
Drayton's life-time. What a sad change!”
We must get them before the party.”
it
is
sad. Ah! if she and her chil“Yes,
“Yea. I mean that.”
dren had now the hundreds and hundreds of
“And, ma,” said Etfie, her manner changing, dollars
that were wasted in entertainments, ex“don't you think we ought to have a new sola,
pensive dressing, and social display, Effle and
and a set of chairs ? Hair cloth has such a
Ellen would not be far from home, trying to
pool look.”
earn, as teachers, something with which to
Mrs. Drayton shook her head. “Your father
help their mother support and educate their
will say No to that.”
younger sisters and brothers; and Mrs. Dray“Just look at them, mal” And Etfie caught
ton would not be that toiling slave, the
hold of a chair and turned it to the light. “All
poorly
keeper of a M-cond-rate lioarding-house.
the freshuess has gone.
They are dull and Willful
waste
makes
woeful
want,
mean.
After the new carpet is down, anil the
says the
curtain ) at the windows, we'll he ashamed of proverb; and every day we And its truth exemplifled: yet who takes w anting ? This year
the sofa and chairs. For my part. I'd rather
we sis- a wife tricked out in
jewels, silks, ami
not have elegant curtains, unless other tilings
laces, like a queen, flinging to the public gaze,
are in accord.
This ‘would-lf-you-could’ way
as tlie bumming-blrdor
of doing things I despise.”
butterfly, all her wealth
and beauty. Next year, missing her from tin“Just my feeling,” answered the weak, foolstreet
and
we
ask. ‘What of Mrs-?’
ish mother. “But, Etfie, you know how hard it
opera,
and the low-voiced, pitying answer comes,
Is to do anything with your father. We must
ami
'Widowed,
poor!' And still there is a betmanage the best we can, and get things by deter promise for the widow, struggling for exisgrees. The curtains aud carpet will do for
tence, than for the vain, extravagant wife,
this time. There will lie a crowd in the room,
smothering her true womanhood in a false
and no one will observe the furniture.”
ambition to seem weaker, prouder, and more
But Etfie was not satisfied. She argued for
extravagant than her neighbors. The trial
the new chairs and sola, and argued so conlie severe, the journey bard; but. at the
clusively, that her mother came over to her may is
a truer peace.
But w hy make misforside. Soon after breakfast, they started out to j end,
tune
a necessity ?
select the carpet. Between one at two dollars
Why not, wisely and temuse
the
perately
a yard, and one at three dollars, the contrast of
good gits of God, building,
therewith, temples for tile indwelling of imquality and appearance was so great tliat the mortal
virtues, instead of piling up vain-gloricostliest was chosen.
ous towers, on saudv foundations, that are sure
r roin urne s
they went to (. arryi s, and, alto fall?"
ter an hour's examination of curtains, selected
a set for throe windows at one hundred dollars
a set, to be put up on the
morning of the dayC A R I ).
on which the party was to be given.
“Shall we call at White's?” said Eflie, as
mother and daughter emerged upon the street.
The
& Masonic Journal.
“We can’t go any farther in this direction,"’
was the answer, in a tone from which ail life
rPHE publication of thin paper will be resumed in
had departed.
JL July and be issued regularly on the 1st and 15th
ol each mouth. Subscription* and communications
“Why not?”
iu the U. State* must be sent to
Mrs. Drayton shook tier head, and closed her
THE CRYSTAL. PORTLAND, ME.,
lips tightly
Those in Canada to WATERVILLE, C. E.
not.?”
first
number
Etliie.
The
will contain a lull report of “The
“Why
repeated
Centennial Celebration.” Those desiring extra
“Because we have gone far enough. Your
of that number please address as above.
copies
father didn't say we might get the curtains, ami
CYRIL PEARL, Editor.
I don't know what he’ll think of it. I’m alOFFICE PORTLAND ADVERTISER,
most sorry, now. that I ordered them,
lie'll
dftwlv
be angry when the bill conies in.”
“It will soon tie over.” returned Effle. lightly. “Father's auger isn't very terrible at anv
time. I’m not afraid of it.”
-and“The curtains and the carpet must suffice,”
GLASS
said Mrs. Drayton, tlnuly.
: most

answer

I

MISCELLANY.

tlmMkM^4*r

petence—fallen

paid

.A.

Crystal

Crockery Ware, China,
WARE,

“Anyhow,” persevered Ei'de, “we can drop
in at White's, as we go up sheet, and look at
Ills furniture. We needn’t buy. you know.”
80 they dropped in; and it turned out as Effle had anticipated. A set of half a dozen hrocatelle chairs at ten dollars each, a sofa to
match at seventy-live, three reception chairs
at live dollars each, and a small sofa at
forty
dollars, were ordered to lie scut on the day the

7

curtaius were to go up.
Mrs. Drey ton returned home in a soberer
mood than wheushe went out. Her husband
had not consented, with any thing like pleasure,
to the expenditure of a hundred dollars for
carpets; and now, as she mentally added up
the price of carpet, curtains, and furniture, the
startling aggregate of six hundred and forty
dollars looked her rebukiagly in the face. Mrs.
Drayton was unusimlly quiet for all the rest of
that day; for she could not help looking forward, with a vague feeling of anxiety, to the
time when her husband would know what hail
lieeu done. Purposely- she had directed that
the curtainN lie put up and the furniture sent
home on tile slay of the party7; and her hope
was, that in the exhilaration and social delight
of the occasion, her husband's displeasure, if
any were felt, would be absorbed.
But something more than parlor adornments
were to grace the occasion.
These made only
a part of tiie expense.
There must lie new
dresses, and some costly, if not showy, ornaments. befitting tiie hostess and her {laughters,
who were considerably vexed and annoyed at
the perversity of Mr. Drayton in refusing to

order

a

suit of clothes from his tailor.

THE

being.

“We can't aflonl it.” Add to the six
hundred and forty dollars already noted, two
hundred for new dresses, laces, jewelry, etc.,
for Mrs. Drayton and her two oldest (laughters, and tlie cost of whies, confectionery, and
more solid refreshments for a party of over
| seventy, and we have a sum in excess of one
thousand dollars, every cent of which was in
| the line of waste and extravagance, as w ill ap-

How They Did it.
They were sitting side by side,
Anti he sighed, and then she sighed.
And he

Let us sum up briefly the cost of Ibis party,
to the giving of which Mr. Drayton had opposed
many arguments, not the least earnest of them

i

AT

LOW I BICES.

PLATED

Castors, Spoons, Forks, Card
and Cakr Baskets,

Table

AND

COCOA

j

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.
51 UNION

To Lumber
f

and others.

LUMBER PLANING MILL,
Near the foot of Union Street, where they
hope
able to give all the accommodation niid
which the nature of the business will admit.

to

be

dispatch

Turning, Sweep and Circular Sawing, Ac.,
a* heretofore.

attended to

OFFIC E 0 UNION STREET.
WINSLOW & DOT EX.
3tw4wl

Hour) Lost.
SI’M OF MONEY. The finder .ill If
i numbly rew arded hy leaving the tame at tliis
Uflicc.
I

rOST

A

84

Cua I—(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland
Coal Whiteash

P ton.

Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin..
Csflre*
Coffee, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee*, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.

8
6
6
0

Cement—per

11
124

104:a)

121ft

Manilla.
Russia.
Manilla.
bbl.

ft 264
ft 22
ft 22
none.

Cordage, Russia.
do.

9

25 ft 8 50
50 ft 0 00
60 ft 0 00
50 ft 0 00

0 26
21
21

Cordage*
Cordage, American.
Cordage,
Boltrope,

9$

ft

8ft

New.

101 ft
14 ft

11
144
13

12) ft
1 20

1 80

(ft

Drags and Dyes*

03ft

Alum.
Aloes..
Arrow Root.

ft
17 ft
22 (ft

4ft

Camphor,.

Logwood

1 00 ft 1
35 ft

104ft

ex.

Magnesia.
Indigo, Manilla, fine.
Madder.

Rhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.

Camphene.

Saltpetre...
Vitriol.

80‘ft

1 00 ft 1

16 ft

1 25 ft 1
62 ft
71
1 65 ft 0
10 ft
12 ft

§

Dye woods*
Harwood,.

2)

06

24

ft
35 &
49

No. 10.
No. 3.
Navy, Superior,
44
No. 10.
Tent Duck, U. S. 10 oz.

48 ft
34 ft
29 ft
nono

••

44

r

00

03ft

44

44

4)
3)

03 ft
02 ft
2) ft

Sapati

44

ft
25ft
60

3
2
2
1
1

00
00
00
0)
00

65
45

50 ft 4 00
37 ft 3 00
<>0 a 2 50
25 ft 1 75
00 ft 1 GO

Fig#,

«

ntTne

8 50
6 50

8 75
6 75

a
a

none

13
25 a)
00 aj
32 tv
2 26 a

35
2 W

noue

8 00
3 20
3 50
07

superior.

Ohio extra.

family.

No. 1.
fancy.

Canada Bujier

extra.
superior extra.

Rye Flour.

Buckwheat Flour 4> lb
Corn Meal.

10 00
3 40
tv 3 62
a.
09

a

a

8$,«g
4
4
5
6
6
5
4
6
5
6
4
6
5
6
4

10$

50 ^ 4 75
K7 * 5 00
25 tv 5 37
50 it 5 75
12 a; 7 25
00 « 5 3;$
50 i 4 75
50 a 5 75
50 .1 6 00
00 « 6 2n
75 <#) 5 00
75 /» 6 Oo
87 « 6 25
50 tg 7 00
00
4 25

^

02 fog

3 60

o'

8

Oats.
South Yellow Corn.
Corn. Mixed

Barley.

Short* p ton.
Fine Feed.

Grindatanea.
ton.
Grindstones, Rough,
Grindstones. Dressed.

Gnspawdrr*
Blasting.
Rifle and Sporting.
Hay.
Hay p net ton. Screwed.

17 00
30 00
4 10
3 80
12 00
00

Calf Skin#.
Calcutta t ow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

Dry.
Sheep Pelt#, Green.
Sh«*ep Pelts, Dry.
llapa.

0,20 00
a8& 00
4 88

ig
a

7 25

13 50
00

&16

6 eg
6
09 «
10
1 60 « 1 70
1 15 er< 1 25
90 aj 1 00
76
90
40 eg
70

Sort, 1861.

15 @

16

Iran.
Common.
u
Refilled Irou.

2} 3)

00
00

First

3Jr/)

Swede.

05

Norway.

5$<r

Ca#t Steel.
German Steel.
English Bib. Steel.

16
11
14

Spring.
8tu*et Iron,
Shoot
Sheet

English.

Iron, Russia.
Iron, Russia im’t.

Tig, |> 100 lb.
**.

Pipe.

15
7

5$

18

tv,

12$

Shipping Lumber,.
Spruce.

lietnlock.
Box Shooks, leash).
(

lapboards,

S extia.
P
Cedar, extra.
No. 1.

extra

pine.

Laths. Spruce.
Pine.
Sug.

*•

do
t.reen

country
sawed, without heading,.
Dry Biff,.
liooiM.
llackrnetack Timber, k* tun.
...

24
14
12
10
8
18
30
2
2
2
1
1
20
2
2
1
1
1
20
8

Cicnfugos..

Moiaascs, Cuba clayed.
tart.
Molasses,
Molasses,
Muscovada.
Molasses, New Orleans.
Portland Syrup.hhds
Nails.
Pash

Pitch.
Kosin.
Tur|»entiue \> gal.
OsliHM.
Oakuui, American.
Oil.
Portland Kerosene

Summer.
Grand Bank and Bay Chaleur_

Shore.
Linseed..
Moiled.
Laid Oil.
...

Bed

< »»»ry.

aOO
,a00
«J4
«12
o,10
to

00
00
0t>
00
00
50
00
00
00
25
75
20
62

00
10
00
40
00
10
00
00

«15
82
3
a 2
«
3
a
1
o 1
o 85 00
a 2
12}
S’ 2
u
1 65
u
1 05
(a 1 15
*»22 <«>
^10 00

65

@

70

28@

33
25

37

a

u

12}

a,

22}
30

87} g
00
00
00
50

12 00
7 00
a 0 00

a

a

t«»

C}@
30
75
33

3 50

1 56

7j

@ 0 83

1

on @ 1 65
60 a)
68
60
58 w
17 00 «IS 00
16 00 « 17 00
90 Mi
92
1M ft
is‘.

75 @

75
00
50
00
50
50
00
60
7

7

40@

45

5}

6J
2 50 @ 2 75
2 121® 2 37]
2
2 37]

12}^

none

20

6V®

61

2] a)

2]

9 00 & 9 50

7]
f,l

5]

61

4]

14 ®
8

16

40
22
2»>
20
66

42
23
21
21
70
80
20

®
«
a
a
a;

75 ^

18 s
14 s

15

1 871®

2 00

7] «)

3

3 00 a 3 25
2 60 a0 00
3 00
3 25

Flax

India.
Vnraiih.
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
Damar Varnish.
Wood.
Hard, retail.
Suit,

91

10 M
9

10j

I0!?)

10]
10]
10]

^

10

lOfjfl

10|^
8]®

9
6

ftp®

75 ® 1 00
75 (g) 1 00
45 <®
66
45 aj
50

38

@

43
41
36
51

%

33 aj
46 «#'
41 <g
43
33 a)
38
43 a
53
78 ft 1 00
3S'®

00
351

344®

9 75 Sift 00
11 50 ft 12 00
7 75 ft 8 00
31
40
23
26
14
2 00
2 50
2 25

33
00
31
00

-g}

M
ft*
«j
ft

14]

@ 2 50
4 00

n

(jg 2 50

6 00 1® 6 25
4 U0 ft 6 00
42 <a>
60
62] ft 1 00

Sheathing.
Exchange.
On Loudon—€0 days.

90

5]

6] a)

9
00

8]ft>

M

1 19 @ 1 9ft
6ft
32]
40

a

76]

a

ft

40]
77

1-10 di*

8 n 9 dis
0 -ft 2 dis

RATES OF DUTIES.
An additional
merchandise not

duty

of 10
per ceut. is levied on al
imported direct from the place ol
growth or production.
ASHES.—10 per cent., ad val.
BREAD.—30 |»er cent.
BI TTER -4 p cent.
and Wax,8c., Tallow, 2c., per

^CANDLES.—Sperm

CHEESE.—4c p lb.
COAL.—<Retail.) From Br. Provinces, free, other
foreign Bituminous SI; all other kinds 60c per ton.
COFFEE.—5c per lb.
CORDAGE.—Tarred 2]c p lb. Manila2c p lb, all
other 3c p lb.
DRUGS ANI> DY'ES.—Perth Acids,(nitric, oxalic,

and all others um*d for medicinal
purposes or tin©
art*.) Aloes, A— abetida, Ammonia. Cautharides,

Gamboge, Ipecac, Jalap, Jumper Berries, Mania,
Quicksilver, Rhubarb, Sarsaparilla. Sponges. Verdigris. Vanilla Beans, 10 per cent, ad val.—Hydriodate
and Prussiate Potash. Peruvian Bark, 15 per cent, ad
val.—Citric Acid, Castor Oil, Cnbebe, Essential oils,
Epsom Salts, Isinglass. Flor Sulphur, Senna Arrow
Root, blue or whit© Yitrol. Ginseng, 26 per cent.—
Copperas, 25c p 100 lb.—Bleaching Powders, 30c p
10«» ms.—Alum and Sago, 50c p 100 lbs.—Refined Borax. chromate and bichromate
Potash, Sugar of
Lead and Argols, 3c p lb.—opium. *1 p lb —Balsams ami
Quinine, .'*• p cent.—Alum. Sal
Sulphate
Soda ami Seat Ash ]c 9 lb. —Bi Carb Soda. Caustic
Soda. Liquorice Root, 1 c p lb, and ground do 2c p
lb. Liquorice Paste, 5c p tb—Relined « ainphor
and Cream Tartar, 6c p lb.—Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Emetic. Rochelle Salts, Gum Co|>al, and others gums
or

resinous substances used for

same

purposes

as

Gum

10c p lb.—Roll Brimstone, So p ton.—Oil
Clove*, 70c p lb —Morphine, SI P ox.—Alcohol, 40c
other descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
gal.—AH
p
Root, lc p !b.

Copal,

dictatorial

no

papers will labor to
souud political prin-

promote the material interests of the
State, and of the City of Portland as its interests
twine with, and arc inseparable from, those of the
the Press will

give an earnest, cordial,
support to the administration of Abraham Lincoln, who in little more than one
year, has
indellibly impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
as an incorruptible
patriot, an inflexible Chief Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of whose administration is most signally exhibited, not !ouly in
the matchless operations of our
army and navy, but
unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities are
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to exhibit and defend sound Republican
principles, and,
iuasmucu as political organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into etTect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as .the Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its

designs

and tendencies

were

sec-

tional, and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast
in its devotion to the Union while other
organizations
have so generally become infected with a
disloyal
spirit, and inasmuch as it is the only party which at
present seems competent to conserve the great principles underlying all IVec Governments, the Pricks
will cordially sustain the orgauizaiiou of that
party,
not with a design to foster a mere
parti/an spirit, but
in the full conieiousness that it embodies the true
principles upon which our government rests, and affords the only available means of accomplishing such
results as a lofty patriotism imperatively demands.
It will neither seek nor endorse any
compromises
with
hut

in rebellion

£—**"■or
1 diseases,
DI
i
plicate.
should
avail themselves
of Dr. Greene s per»„»iiminediateiy
attention.
** tl” "*c®- or
by mail, free of

DR. AlUHEV

b*
tile Office from 8 A.
M., to I
office will be open, and eomnetrnt ners.ms Is
^
attendance, from 7 1-2 A. M to "I- M

men. it will ueither

constitutes

apologize

the foulest

Dr.

an

character, nor attempt
events that seems destined to sweep from existence
an institution which is the greatest
anomaly in a free
government. The emancipation of slavery in the
federal Capital, the co-operation of the Federal with
the loyal State governments, to secure gradual emancipation. as proposed by President Lincoln, and all
other constitutional measures looking to a peaceful
removal of our greatest "moral, political and social
evil," will liud in the Pkeks a generous and hearty
support.
Idle thus

distinctly announcing the general coarse
proposed for the 1’kkas, and intending that, alike in
war and in peace—in our country’s
peril and in its
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice, we
do not lose

sight of the fket that true men have honand that, coming by different routes
find themselves travelling parallel roads;

estly differed,

they now
and, instead of seekiug to widen the differences between those who are required by a common patriotism to act in concert, the Tress will labor hopefully
to encourage unity of purpose and harmony of actdepartment, the Tress will
earnestly devoted to the advancement of the best
interests of the city and .State. Its Local Department will in no case be neglected. Particular attention will be given to the Commercial ai.d Maritime
iuterests. It will be the aim of its conductors to make
it an indispensable institution of the State, and a
ge-

filled with the news of the week, and original and selected Political, Agricultural,
Literary and
reading, making it specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at *1.60 per

year, idvariably iu advance. To any person neiuling
the names of j! re new snb»criber$, cash iu advauce,

Co., Publishers.

Portland, May 19, 1*3.
The

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
projected in the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
commend the new paper to the hearty support of the
People of Maine.

A

■

Langley’s

1
Jane 23.1802.

wSwl

FAIRBANKS

PREMIUM STANDARD
SCALES.

experience

These Scale* are still manufactured
tm/jf by the original inventor*, who
an* constantly adding such
rfai -%nd
ralwihle improvement $ as their long
and skill suggest.
A COMPLETE VARIETY:

Hay, Coal, Railroad, Platform. Counter, Druggist*. and Butcher s Scale*; Beams, Weights, Ac.,

as

for sale at

Wa

our

re house,

Milk Street,
(Tiorndike Boildiug.) Corner of Batterymarch St.,
IW

boatom.

Sold in Portland by Kmert k Waterhoisb.

A

Republican
State

Committee,

Cumberland Co.

Rep. Com.

Republican

l3T*Orders by

mail

promptly

attended to.

Portland.

Timber

muillli

Trout & other
IirmilE

91,

Mackerel 92; Salmon 93; and all other pickled in
brl*. 91 60 |> brl.—otherwise 60c per 100 Id*. From
Province* free.

and plane

of .Ship Stock.
of Oak Timber and Plank

Cargoes

der
92 .state

FIJI IT.—Lemon*, Orange*, lianana* and Plantains 20 4* cent, ad val.—Almond* 4c. and *helled do.
6c per lb—Nut* and Date*, 2c 4* lb—Currant*, Fig*,
Plum-1 Prunes and Raisin*, 5c V tb—( itron 30 4>
ad vai
(•RAIN—Com and Oats 10c; Rve and Barley 15c;
and Wheat 20c per bush.
From Br. Provinces, free.
(. KIN DSTt >N KS.—Rough—Free.
GUNPOWDER.—80 4> cent, ad val, ^
per cask of 25
lb*.
HIDES A SKINS.—10 *> cent, ad val.
HOPS.—10 4> cent.

G.L.

CLEMS’

Fishing Tackle.

FAIRBANKS A HEARD,
WHOLESALE

DEALER 13*

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,
AND MINERAL WATER,
Howard AthjRkecm Buildino. Howard St.,

Boston.
DRAUGHT ALE AXD PORTER.
BPRlKEm
A*

a

KALLINTON,

Wash for the Complexion has

42

attended to

as

Howes’

usual.

EXCHANGE street.
eoritf

KENT, of live or six
part of the city.

the business
this office.

D.

skin; removing Tan, Sunburn, Freckles, RedRoughness of the skin, Ac., curing Chapped
Hands, and allaying the irritation caused by the bites

of the
nes.4

and

Mosquitoes, and other annov iug insect*. Preparby Joseph Burnett k Co., Boston, and for aalo by

of
ed

all dealer*.

PREMATURE LOSS

OP THE HAIR,
Which is so common now-a-days. may be entirely
prevented by the use of Burnett s Cvcoaine. It
ha* been u*ed in tbou«auds of cases where the hair
wa* coming out in handful!*, aud ha* never failed to
art

-»t its decav. and

to promote a healthy and vigorgtowtli. It is at the same time unrivalled as a
die sung for the hair. A single application wi! rende it iM.ft and glossy for several day*.
Prepar* \ by
Jo*'*??! Burnett & Co., Boston, aud for sale by all
out

der let*.

NEW
CORNER OF

;

TORE*

WATER AND
BOSTON.

CONGRESS ST.t

AmIikoI

|
j

PAINT

Formerly
er

ia

Wheeler, Ag’t,

laioa Street. Manufacturer a ad Deal-

ia

TAINTS OILS, VARNI8HFS,

Write

And Pniiiter*’ Supplies Generally, Ftn.
pie Drags, Sponge*, <; um«,

SUPEKIOK

GLUES.

PLASTER —Fiee.

Other kind* free.

SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Melado and Concent rated Molasses, 2lc 4* lb; above
No. 12, not refined, Sc; relined, 6c |> ft>; when tinctured or colored, 8c.
TEAS.—20c p lb.
TOBACCO.—Leaves unmanufactured, 25; all other
kind* 30 4* cent, ad val.
TIN —In pigs, free; Plates. 10 p cent, ad val.
TWINE.—30 P cent.
WOOL.—Coasting 18c p tb and under, 6 f> cent;
under 24c 4> tb, 3c; over 24c |> lb, 3c $> lb.
ZINC.—In block* or pigs, le; in sheets, 11c |> tb
Manufacturers of, J» |* cent ad val.
—

CUR E

A XI)—

Cough Pills,

DIARKHfKA OR DYSENTERY

rooms, near

Enquire at

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

W. CLARK,

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrhora or any irregularities of the bowels, all othvi remedies are iusigniticaut, as compared with

-DKADKK IX-

CLK.MS

1

MACHINE CUT FILES.
THE

SUMMER CURE.
\re

AXD-

ST., PORTLAND,

Me.

j

now

M vciiiJfi
er. in use.

CLEM S SI MMER CURE.
No. 32 EXCHANGE

WHIPPLE

FILE MANUFACTURING CO..

That for Children troubled with Canker tyttpiouth
or stomach, or mothers suffering from nursWg sore
mouth, a sate and speedy cure is effected by the use of

LIME.—lft 4> cent, ad val.
MOLASSES -6c D gal.

PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
and Ham* 2c— Butter aud Cheese 4c t> lb.
KICK.—lc P lb
SALT.—In bulk 12c, aud in bags 18c
100 lbs.
STARCH -20 4> cent.
SOAP.—30 |> cent.
SPICES.—Ginger Root, 3c; Ground Ginger, 5c.—
Pep|*er and Pimento, 6c.—Cloves, 8c; Cassia, 10e.—
Ca**ia Buds, 16c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace and Nutmeg*. 25c 4> ft).
SEEDS.—Linseed, 16c p bu«; Canary, 10 |> cent.

It ia

In persons of all ages, no me<Ucitic has ever coine to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work ami at the saint* time leaves the bowels in au
active, healthy condition, as

IRON.—Pig and Scran. SO: Bar. rolled or hammered. 915; Railroad $12; Boiler $20 4> tou; Sheet
$25 p ton.
LEATHER—80 f* cent.
LEAD.—Pig ljc p tb.
NAILS.—Cut lc, Wrought 2c, Assorted 3c
lb
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentiue, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
2ft 4> cent, nd val.; Sp. Turpentiue 10 cent* 4> gal.
OAKUM.—Free.
OIL.—Sperm, Whale, aud other Fish oils, of Foreign Fisheries; Ncatafoot, linseed, lleinpseed and
Kapeaeed, 20 per cent; Olive in ca*k*, Paliu, Seal, and
Cocoanut lo, Olive Salad 30 per cent, ad val.
PAINTS.—White Lead, dry or ground in Oil and
Red Lead, 2 l-2c
per tb: Litharge and Oxide of Zinc.
2 l-2c 4> lt» ; Pru**ian Blue 10c—Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20— Spanish Brown,
dry, 20; in oil, 3ft p cent, ad val—Yellow and other
Ochre*. 35c per 100 tb*—Pari* White, dry, 85c, in oil,
$1 35; Whiting 25c 4> 100 lbs.

equal.

Bv the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, tho
fact has 61*1*11 established, that for the cure of

WASTED.

MSMALL

no

iuguished for it* cooling and soothing properties,
ami is admirably adapted to all unnatural condition*
dit

:

invaiitfM

SUMMER
—

HAILEY,

June 23

or-

—axd—

courage

Culling

Stencil

famished to

St., Boston. WharflfiO Border St.. E. Boston.

—

A LSO, t.i'sa, Rifle*, Revolver*;cttlekv and
l\ SroRTl*(l Good* generally.

Repairing aud

lit

HACKMETAC KNEES. LOCUST TREENAILS, and a general variety

DY E WOODS— Free.

icn.—a ri

WilUOtlil.

KF.AI.ru ix

ship

your address plainly, and direct to Dr. 11. N. Matti•osi, as above.
June 28.
dAw2ra

SCitv Conimitteof

SCALB

by

AOA1NST

HENRY JONES,

physicians,

BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr.,

Money Drawer.

rmtTECTION
THIEVES.

FAIRBANKS A BROWN.

AUlioN.—It has b«*en estimated that over two
ht.udtv'd thousand dollars are raid to swindling
In New England alone, without any
t* vellt to those who pav it. Most ot this «nui coin***
out of a class of persons who arc the least able to k*c
if. but once paid thru can never gel it f-ack, and they
are compelled to surfer the wnmit in silence. not daring to exDoae the cheat for fear of rrpnting rh, nisei ces. All this comes from ’rusting, w ithout inquiry,
to men who an* alike destitute of honor, character,
and skill, and whose only recommendation is their
own false and extravagant as.< rti*mt, in
praise ot
1h mtr/rct.
If. therefore, ton would avoid being
humbugged, take no man's word, nomatter ttkai kit
profettioH* are. but MAKE INQUIRY .—it will ct*st
you nothing, and may save you mauy regrets; for as
in nine cases out often ato
advertising
bogus, there is no safety in trusting any of them, uuless you know trho and tchat they are.
4F"Dr. M. w ill send fkkk. by enclosing one stamp
a* above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEN,
and on Private /titratea generally : giving most fall
information, with the mntt mido„h.d references mud
tettimonial*. without which no advertising phvsiciau
or ini'dicine of this kind is
deserving of ANY comfiDUCK WHATKVKR.

LEONARD ANDREWS,
SAMUEL E. SPRING.
NELSON DING LEY', Jr.,

CURTAIN

Sold >1 Fi BBAXK'a
Mu.k STBBm Bobtox.

qnricks annually,

May, 1*3.

DOUGHTY,

bolt -* in all other eases oft tie above d.-ea
if ot,
dealers are requested to rel'ttt d the in. nev in e
cry
***•'■
Only Ove bottles In a thousand t. urned md
tho»' were roi.tinned Fistula. Ilnndiciis of
le ers
anil ce. titicates ate now it. the
proprietor's posses -in
whi.-li can be seen on
application. Send for ( Ire
Prepared by HEN RY D. FOWLE, Chemiai. 71
Prince street, Boston.
Sold everywhere. Certificates with each bottle.

SUMMER MEDICINE,

:F“BKWARK0F IMITATIONS! Neie genuine
ai I warranted unless purchased directly of Du. M
at his REMEDIAL INSTITUTE FOR .‘♦PEt IAL
D'sEASF.s, N»*. 2S Union Street. Providence, R. I.
ITT Jus utecialUy embraces all diseases of a privo'e nature both of MEN* and WOMEN, by a
regnl»ilr educated phvdcian of twenty >ears’ practice,
gi n;g h*s whole attention to them.*
STM onsultutions hv letter or otherwise are strictly
co itiilentiai. and medicine* will bo sent bv
Express,
•c ure from observation, to all parts of the United
St *tes. Abo, ttcrommndafions for LADIES from
al .oad wishing for a secure and quiet Retreat, with
g« *1 care nntil restored to health.

Miscellaneous

ORKN RING.
WILLIAM GRAY.
JOHN M STEVENS,
Al t. F. GERISH,
FRANCIS K PRAY,
WM II. PLUMMER.

jull—d&w3tn3

It is put up in bottles of three different strengths with ftill directions
for using, and sent by express, c/otely train!, to all
part* of the cooutrv.
1 ‘kicks.—FuH strength, 810; Half
Strength. 85;
Quarter Strength. 88 per bottle.
£JTRemember! This medicine is designed expi ssly loi obstinate Casls. which all other reiueo e* of the kind have failed to cure; also that it hi
warranted as represented in every retpert, or tiie
price wi.l be refunded.

and well

PHINNEY,

THE ONLY STICK CTKE

ar’

cate.

*5 per miuum. Subscriptions for
less than *pt months, 60 corns per mouth.
The Maine State Press, large,
neatly printed,

JAMES

j

MATT1SOXS INDIAN KMMENAOOtit E.

count-

days excepted,) at

DANIEL ELLIOT,
LI KE BRoWN,
O. G. COOK,
EDWARD L. PICKARD,
JOHN T. HULL,
CHAPELS II. OSGOOD,
HENRY L PAINE,
HENRY’ P. LORD.

FOWLE’S PILE AND HUMOR CURE.
BLEF.IHNG. BLIND, and ITCHING PILES,
LF.IdOSI. St ItoKl LA, SALT RlIKl'M
AND DISEASES OF THE SMN.
One bottle warranted to cure everv case .>*" I'il.-s; ‘wo

Thi. cc!fbtmt«! Fi-m»le Mrdirine.
jv....... in , vir'uc. unknown of »nj
illicit c’W* of Tin* kind, and pro, ine
punctual after all other, have failcl.
i. dt-ijmd for both married asi,
single ladies, and is the
very l*est
thing known for the purpose," as it
will bring on the monthly sickness
in cases of obstruction, after all other
remedu* of the kind have been tried
in vain.
trOrvr 2000 BOTTLES have
now been sold teith<mt a
tingle failnrr when taken as
directed, and without the least injury to Inwlth iu
any

ing-house. and family circle. The Editors, not unknown to the people of Maine, will give their undivided energies to the work before them, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maiue, and the exigencies of the times demand—
one that shall be true to the
popular lustincts.
j
The Portland Daily Press is print<*l with entirely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
daily iu Maine, and issued every morning, (Sun-

CLEMENT

n

For

THE GREAT INDIAH REMEDY
FOR FEMALES.

be

R S. STEVENS.
N A. FAR WELL,
S. P. STRICKLAND,
EUGENE HALE,
R. B. FULLER.
c. 11 B WOODBURY*,
T. HARMON,
E. WOODBURY,

!

White's Patent Alarm

Dr.

J

directed

wanted: agents.
fllllOSE about to engage in the sale of 36 cent pack.
J. ages of Stationery. Maps. Charts, nr Portraits,
should write to me before
engaging elsewhere. Remember that 1 am the
originator or the 25 cent package stationery, and also N. E. Agent for H. H. Lloyd
A Co s c.- ebrated Mails and Cbarta, and J. C. Battre'a
hue Steel Engraved Portraits. Withal, it mav
bn
saf-y said, that I hair the best assortment of the
most saleable articles for the times
that cau be found
o.-T. 518 W i?' partieulnrs. address B. B.
RU.-ssF.LL,
aldington Street. Boston.

[COPYRIGHT KKuntCD.]

ion amoug all loyal men.
Aside from its political

an extra copy will be sent
gratis.
X. A. Foster, \
J. T. Gilman,
N. A. Foster k
J. B. Hall.
)

is-

this method
of practice, or its superior success, Will be
furnished
with a pamphlet descriptive of treatment, free b»
addressing K. GREENE, M D„ 38 Bromfield street
Boston.

/COMPOSED of Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow
V
Dock, Prickley Ash, Tlioroughwort. Rhubarb,
Mandrake, Dandelion. Ac., ail of which arccompounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wonderfal—it
acts
directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstruction from the internal organs,
stimulating
them inti* healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from ail humors
and causing it to course through every
part of the
body; restoring the invalid to health aiid usefulness,
they cure and eradicate from thcsyst.mi, Liver Complaint, tlmt main wheel of so inauv diseases, Jaundance in its worst forms, all Billions Diseases and
foul stomach. Dyspcjisia, Coatlreneaa, all kinds of Hnm**rs. Indigestion, Headache, Dtarlnes*. Piles, Heartburn, Weakness, Pains in the side and bowels. Flatulency. Loss of appetite, and a torpid or diseased Livor. a disordered stomach or had blood, to which all
are more or leas subject in
Spring and Summer.
More than 20,000
persons nave been cured hv this
medicine. It is highly recommended bv Physicians
everywhere.
Try it and von will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at
only
25 and 8$ cents per bottle. <irdem addressed to
GEO. C. GOODWIN* A CO., Bonrojr.
June21d4ra

legal

blot

work-shop,

should

BOOT AMD HERB BITTERS.

upon our
to resist the tide of

nial and welcome visitor in every

c.iiiimunicatioiis

BY T1IK USE OF THE

GREAT SPRING AND

sanc-

for

»*

GREENE, 38 Brumfield Street, Boston
Note, Persons wishing to investigate

Health and Strength Secured,

democracy—that the majority must govern.
Upon the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, it
loyal

Ail

com-

BUY ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD !”

the laws of the

national

Infirmary.

tySend stamp for Circular.

,ho“ »**«ted with

cbL.J??B,U“UU
,'”Tn® wUI
P *5'
Tho

All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
1>R J B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
1'ortlai.d.

all true

of

Scaled*.! sea.1,1-!.*

cur«d

against
land,
will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
men

of Din,

directions.

f°r a number of years confined his attention
to
diseases of a certain class.
During his practice he
has treated thousands of case*, and in no
instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are
mild,
aud there is no interruption of business or
change of
diei
Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in t tc morning until 10 at
night, at hi* office. 5 Temple street. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
hi all caaes.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
see-i but the Dr. himself.
Uis remedies cure disease
win n all other remedies fail: cures without
dieting,
or
Mtriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; curt** ,iCW caw* jn n few
curej4
out the dreadful cot
sequent effects of mercury, but
** Kjr(* to annibiiate the rank and
)>oisoiious taint
thfl the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetabh*. aud no injurious effect, cither
or
constitutionally
locally, can be caused by usiug them.
YOUNG MEN. who' are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused br bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain ai.d dizz.uess in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the cars,
weak eves, etc., terminating in
consumption oi inBe**ected- are •‘iMt'dily and permanently

in the

cure

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attend“««•
jull—3m

PRIVATE

and generous

enemies that its

1»K. HUGHES.
Middle, l’ortland.

JStf abliskftf for the treatment of thnte diteatet in
•h terra, requiring
Experience, Skill, Honor and
d hcacy.
CONSULTATIONS —Dr. Hughes has

State.

established for the

ni

principles or Innocent m.-dleatlon, en.
tlrelv discarding the nae of Poisonous
Drugs.
Many diseases, such as Scrofula, Humors of the
Bio.si, Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,
Drspepshl,
Lir. r
Complaint, Heart Complniut, Rheumatism,
Fen-ale Complaints, and a
great variety of ordiuary
Diseases are
successfully treated by Medicine which
mat be sent to
any part of the country with Ml

of

Eclectic Medical

and to

Politically,

corner

Superintending Phgtician.

upon the

e»«e.

N*.

spirit,

rights
31

8]®

St. Louis.
Cincinnati.

Both of the above named

evil which

none

sight.

geueral

7j

7 ^

Domestic.
I'elta.
Zinc.
Pigs and slabs.
Sherd Mosslmann.

New York—at

for

by :addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

neatly

may be proper to say, that while the Press will
tion no interference with the constitutional or

Wool.

Paris.
Amsterdam.
Bremen, rix dollar.

and

6|

7J

Baleing./.
Hemp

by mail

throughout the State.

ciples

6J'@

•*

circulation

7;

50(^850

Cotton Sail.

large, well-filled, carefully edited,
printed weekly paper, intended specially
a

a)

6
15
8
17
u

news

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Is

6

134

the latest and fullest

Institution

Tlil»

Renovating

and

Rgy. P. Mason, Vice PrePt.

IS. Greene, M. D.,

their esnecial accommodation.
Dr. H.'« Eclectic
Medicine* are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating Hj)
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
cenain of pr<»dticiiig relief in a short time.
LADIES will Hnait invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,

The Portland Daily Press is intended to be
enterprising, vigorous and lire Daily Morning

inculcate, in

43

Dr.

IIALL. of the Aroostook Herald.

Paper, containing
telegraph.

OFFICE *6 BRUMFIELD ST., BOSTON.
Rev. N. Day, Pres'f.

Hl'UHES particularly invites all Iaulfn* who
need a medical adriaer. to eall at hi. room. No
fi ll inple street, which they will liud arranaed lor

an

7]

Tin.

Itanca. cash.
Straits, cash.
Plate*—
Char. I. C.
I X.
Coke.
Twine.

B.

Infirmary.
theTadies.

to

ADVEKTISEMENTS.

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

Eclectic Medical

BY

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Times,

igj

§

5'* and 10'* beat brands.
5’s and 10’* medium.
6's and 10*a common.
half pd*. best brands.
half pda. medium good.
half pda. common.
Natural Leaf, pda.
Fancy, in Foil.
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7

^

Bough.

21
24
24
26
70
16

00
00
00
00
00
45
00
00
50
00
60
15

00 (a 14
50 (a 13
00 a 14
50 'll 16
00 « 14
00 a 13
60 a 16
00 «11
61 a

1 37

Tea*.
Tea, Hyson.
Tea, Young Hyson.
Tea. Oolong.
Tea, Souchong.

or

JOSEPH

12M§

•*

MU' BBHggg

PROSPECTUS

and

25
25
25
25

1 25 q>
2la>
VI a
7 o>
12
9 „j
4
6

Sugar.
Sugar, Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
"
Sugar,
Y’ellow.
Sugar, Extra Y’ellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
in bond.
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Brown.
Sugar,
While.
Sugar, Coffee Crushed.
Sugar, Crushed
Sugar. Granulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Talluw.
American refined.

19
21 <i
20 «
24 «’
00 eg
15

18}bbls21

10
6
8
1

Top.

Linseed.

a

u)
27 @

Illumiuat’g Oil

Machine.
Clarine.
Speim Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.

IN-PJkt..
Pimento.
Seed*.
Herds Grass.
Western Clover.

8]

oo
22

8

Naval Store*.
l ar.

14
12
14
15
14
13
14
11

Mace.

9

7 75 it 8 00
7 75 a 8 00
9 00 ^ 9 25

00 ® 8 75
00
50
25 u 8 50

1 60 «> 1 65
1 50 & 1 55
6 Oo « 6 60

Ginger,|Africa).

g5@

Lumber-From the yard.
C lear Pine—No. 1.£3S 00 @00 00
No. 2. 34 00 a 00 00
No. 3.
No. 4.

3j ^
0
9
3
8
7
2
2
8
8

Soap. loathe & Gore’s, Trowbridge
k Smith’s Extra No. 1 P lb.
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap. Eagle No. 1.
Soap. Star.
Soap, Castile,.
Soap, Crane's.
S picfs.
Cassia p lb.
Cloves.
Ginger, (Race).

DUCK.—25 p cent, ad val.
FEATHERS.—80 p cent, ad val.

8}«$

heavy.
slaughter.
American Calf Skins*.
S'aughtcr Wax leather.

Sheet and

tv

lijg

md. wts.

Foreign

06
17
121

«

|

6$<g
5jgj

16

Barrel, |> lb.
Kegs. t> lb.
leather.
New York, light.

Lead.
American

5$

a

3 00
4

ii

Soap.

2$

85 g
88
50 <g
55
65 rg
66
63 ce
65
60 (eg
«2
17 00 a 19 00
22 00 «24 00

May, Loose. 13
llidra and Skina.
S.au/hter Hide#.

Geese.
Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice.
Rice P lb.
Rum.
Rum, Portland distilled.
Salerals*.
Saleratus p tb.
Salt*
Salt. Turk’s Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt. Liverpool,.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.
Starch.
Starch, Pearl.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—p 100 lbs.

75

Grain.

Kyc.

La*nb.
PurkioH.

12

Black.

Layer.

clear.
mess.
extra do.

Prime.
Pork, llains.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Prwluce.
Beef p quarter, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl.
dried, p lb.
Apples,
C hickens, Spring.

16
80

15 a
20
6 50 a. 6 00
5 00 jg 6 00

Dates.
Prunes.
Flanr—Portland inspection.
Flour, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour. Extra Superior.
Western extras.
fancy.

Pork,
Pork,
Pork,
Pork,

22
16

«

8 50 ft 8 75
6 60 ft 6 75

common.

Bunch, box.

Portland extra Mesa do.
Pork, extra clear.

none

20
12

Beine...
I/’raoiis, bx.
Orange*.
Rabins—
Blue, cask..
**

'■

2 75 ft 8 00

nib

Almond#—Jordan
lb
Soft Shell.
Shelled.
Currant#.
Citron.
Wil. Tea Nut*.

Lead, in oil,.
**
I*ewis Load,
**
Boston Lead,
French Zinc.
American Zinc,
Rochelle, Yellow.
Eii". Ven. Red.
Litliarge.
Red Lead.
Plaster.
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
Proviwion*.
Chicago Mesa Beef..
Portland
do

lj

12

3]<*>

Quercitron Bark.
sed Sanders.
Duck*
Duck, Ravens,.*.
Duck, Porilaud, No. 3.

bbl.
Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled p box.
No. 1.
Mackerel p bbl.
Bay No. 1
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
2.
"
44
3.
44
44
4.

ft

lift

44

now.

02
05
00

11 ft

Nic
Wood.
Peach
44
Red

Herring, Pickled, p

4)

2)

4)<ft

02

Extract Logwood.

Fish. Hake,

6
4
05
44
12
38
60
00
39
68
72
00
20
00
00
00

13 ft
44 ft
02 ft
lj ft

Hypernic.
Campeacby.
Logwood,
44
St. Domingo.

44
12 oz.
Feathers*
Feathers, Live Geese p lb.
Feathers, Russia.
Fish.
Fish, Cod large p quin.
small.
Fish.
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.

2 60

Nutmegs.

2) ft

Brazil Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.
44
Sav an villa,.

44

6)

5ft
6ft
3ft

Sulphur.

Sal Soda.

Cream Tartar.

04
25
40
25
44

15

Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.

M win
Mo asses.

undersigned hereby give notice that thev have
pilF.
X
established a

Portland June 23. 18(12.

Cheese,

Lime, Bockland, cask.

STREET,

Dealers, Builders,

Cheese*

Lime.

S. B. WAITE.

Je23—6 weed

Portland

p bbl.
5)
Ashes, Pot.
6
5ft
Apples.
Apples, Green p bbl. 84 60 5) 6 00
Apples, Sliced p lb.
7
6ft
Apples, Cored p p.
o
6ft
Apples, Uncored p lb.
3
2ft
Bread*
Bread, Pilot p 100 tbs.
4 75 ft 6 00
Bread, Ship.
8 75 ft 4 00
Crackers per bbl.
8 25 ft 8 50
Crackers, p 100.
36 ft
40
Butter*
Butter, Family p lb.
15 @
17
12 ft
Butter, Store.,.
14
Bruns*
Beaus, Marrow p bush.
2 50 ft 2 75
Beans, Pea.
3 00 ft 3 25
Beans, Blue Pod.
2 76 ft 3 00
Candles*
Candies, Mould p lb.
11 ft 11)
Caudles, Sperm.
36ft 00
Cheese, Vermont p lb.

1 60 * 1 «0
1 65 f® 1 70
1 05
1 12

Paint*.

Asdics Pearl

Bed Oak Staves.
Mol. Hhd Shooks k Heads, city...

HANDLED KNIVES.

—

Press to July 2.

**

Cutlery,

IVORY, HORN, EBONY

corrected for the

Oil.
l.bl.
p lb.

Onion*
jwr
do Bermuda

Ashes*

Shingles,

WARE,

MARKETS._

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Expressly

?
8® 85:..
tutorOl1.....

That for Coughs. Hoarseness ami Bronchial affections, there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief as

readv to supply every
description of their
CUT Yilks, warranted sujierior to ail othorricR and salesroom:

NO.

34 KILBY

STREET,

(Corner of Central.) Boston.
HOWES* COUGH PILLS.
nT” All order* promptly attended to, and the I
AI.ITY OF ICE delivered in any part of j
That for a Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest
the city, at the market rate*.
FAMILY
MOmNING (iOOl)S,
2w
Tains in the side, or a long standing Hack, the test
j
remedy is
30 Winter Street. Boston.
EATOS BOARDISV SCHOOL,
HOWE S COUGH TILLS.
Lstablishcil for the Sale of
That a« an expectorant and ameliorating agent ir j
cases of I'hthisic, Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
MOURNING DRESS GOODS,
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
KENT’S HILL,
READFIELD, ME.
united verdict iu favor of

FOR

BOYS.

—A TD—

HOWES' COUGH TILLS.

fllllK SECOND Ol’ARTKR of the Summer Session
J. ol this Institution will commence

MILLINERY EXCLU81VF.LT.
CLEM'S SUMMER CURE is

MONDAY, JUDY

91«t.
faintly School, and the test of reference
Please
sent
for
a Circular.
given,
H. M. EATON k SON. lToprictors,
AMOS tl. EATON, Principal.
LLEWELLYN A. LL'CE, Assistant.
June 2f>th, 1«3.
d2w

1 hi* is
can be

•*

Company

8. 8.

By

their works ye shall

J A M E S

iswOniuot
1

■

know them.”

Bet

past.

WHITE
*

1

Maine.

WBBMMUUUUMUBWUHUIHUUUHHI

Notice*
Committee
Side-Walks.and Bridges, at the Civil |
until Tuesdav the 8th day of July
\t. Ibr 1 he reiuoval oi the 1‘iles or Dolphins in the
1.arbor off Victoria Wharf.
S. W LARRABEE. Chairman
Other dalles please copy.
jdMtd

1

on

Streets.

Engineer’s office

will hi' received bv the

POPE,
OAK

AND HACKMETACK SHIP TIMBER,
White line Timber for Wharves, Bridges and FacAlso Southern line Floorings on baud aud
worked to order.

tories.

92 State Street, (rr

Timber Docks

PROPOSALS

A-

Williams.

Wboleaalc sod Retail Dealer. In

HOWES k CO., I*rwprielwra,

a large tract of laud in Northern
Missouri,
adjoining the nourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell I
County, for farming and mamiturturiiig purposes, j
and have divided their property into lots and farms 1
I hey are offered to subscribers in shares of *211 each
;
Maps, with full information, can la- had by calling on

EDWARD SHAW, Agrat,
1112 Middle Stkeet, 1’uktl.vhu.
June 23.
dtf

pleasant, agreeabl*

C. C. Goodwin k. Co., Boston. General Agent* fo»
New England. II. II II*'. Cortland, and B E
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents |«.r Maine.
LJf 'Ndd by Druggists and Met chants generally

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
MISSOCKI LAND COMPANY have purTHE
chased from the Hannibal k St. Joseph Railroad

a

decoction of Roots and Barks, and contains not »
particle of Opium ok Drug of any sort. It aiwav>
does good, and never does harm.

a

corner

of

stairs

)

E and First Sts., Boston.

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

